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AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY & PROPERTY DAMAGE
INSURANCE
Special Eight Months’ Policy
(Private Passenger Cars)
Most 4 Cylinder Cars................................... $14.67
Most 6 Cylinder Cars...................................
18.00
(You do not need to pay us more and wait a year
for a rebate)
The possession of the above policy enables you
to buy:

(1)

(2)

(3)

COLLISION INSURANCE (Damage to
YOUR OWN car) at HALF PRICE to
careful and fortunate drivers. Sold ONLY
by us. No other Company offers you this
special rate.
AUTO PLATE GLASS INSURANCE at
special rates from $1.50 to $6.00 depending
upon the car. These are lower rates than
others charge.
PERSONAL
ACCIDENT
POLICY—
$2,500 for accidental death-cost only $1.00
annually.

The "American Companies Only” Agency

L C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents For State of Maine
425 Main Street
Tel. 98
Rockland, Me.

» Sseontf Clnu Mail Matter.
Caurler-Gajette, 4tS Main St.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 20, 1926.

The Courier-Gazette
«» HAIR-GROOM
[Keeps Hair Combed,Glossy*
Well-Groomed all Day ?

THREE CENTS A COPY

FROHOCK REAPPOINTE

FAITH IN

the spotlightwit h acid blue

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rales based upon circulation
and very reasonable
X EWSPA PER H tSTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1810.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with tlie Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17 1897.

. “

single or double breasted

suits. Shoulders are wide, hips
narrow.

Hart Schaffner &

Marx know how to put the style
in, and value, too, at

I

$33 to $50
BERMAN’S

COURTESY THE RULE
The Eastern Steamship Lines
Agents So Declare—Great
Summer Plans.

Plans of operation for the coming
“Bootlegging would stop over night reasons ..
than tlie increased High
season, including an advertising camif tlie super-bootlegger would stop,” School attendance.
‘Hair-Groom”
“Well. there are two or three I l>aign of unusual scope, were disdeclared President Arthur J. Roberts
is a dignified
things which make the colleges of ■, cussed in detail at the annual conof
Colby
College
in
an
interview
combing cream
toduy more attractive, (me Is that ! ference of executives and representawith a Courier-Gazette reporter we have tried to meet the varying!..
which coats only
,
,, .
....
a few cents a jar
Sunday afternoon.
“By a super Intellectual requirements of young ,tives of the Kas,er" Steamship Line-,
••• ■•■•••«••*•« •«. ••••••
at any drugstore. ••• ••• ••• •••
bootlegger. I mean the man who sits people instead of insisting upon a IInc- Uelit aboard the Steamship
in Ills oflice nnd pays a check to hard and fast set of requirements, i "North Land,” at India Wharf, BosMillions use it be •••
Generosity is the flower of justice.— •••
cause it gives that ••• Hawthorne.
somebody to bring him liquor by The colleges have come to recognize t°n Harbor, April 12. Attending the
•••
that young people differ widely in conference were 60 or more execu
natural gloss and
the case.
••• ••• •••
••• ••• >•* •*.
••• •••
well-groomed ef
"Nine out of ten who think prohi their intellectual capacities. Years tives and representatives of the lines,
fect to the hair—
bition a failure are people who want ago Latin and Greek were tlie only coming from Maine on the North and
that final touch
something to drink, and nine out of admitted kinds of brain food. It is Virginia on the South, and all the in
CHAPMAN CONCERT
tervening territory.
to good dress both in business and on
ten who think it a success are people not so now."
A graphic survey of comprehensive
social occasions. Even stubborn, un
"What do you think of the effect of
who are not so thirsty. They are
ruly or shampooed hair stays combed Thursday, May 20, the Rock
apt to think as their appetite athletics upon college attendance?" , Plans for the season's advertising.
"I think It has a good and whole-j campaign was conducted by Wendell
all day in any style you like. "Hairprompts. This talk about light wines
land Date-Noted Stars
Grooui" is grcHreh'sS; also helps grow
and beer doesn't amount to anything. some influence." was the very prompt j P. Colton, president, and E. R. Van
■hick, heavy, lustrous hair.
The line and cry against prohibition reply. “Athletics help keep the boys ! Hook, vice president of the Wendell
Coming.
is made by people who want some In High Schools and send them on ! P. Colton Company of Boston and
thing stronger than wine or beer, to the colleges, and but for them | New York. This campaign will inThe date of the Chapman concert
Dr. Horatio Vv-. rrohock Who Has and such a modification of the Vol many boys and girls would drop out’elude thorough and wholehearted cohas at last been definitely arranged,
between the steamship
Il will be given in this city on : Been Reappointed Medical Examiner stead law would simply be the of the public schools before complct- i operation
ing tlieir High School course.”
j lines nnd the Chambers of Commerce
Thursday evening. May 20. Benno ( for Knox County. He Has Just Com- entering wedge to that end. I am
“What effect do athletics have i throughout all the territory served
heartily in favor of the Volstead law,
Rabinoff, the famous violinist, who
. . . ... _ , _
and I firmly believe that Congress upon the standing of tlie students?" I by the lines, in calling to the attenMONARCH PAINT
scored the greatest success of any
“I think that the standing of the j lion of the public the advantages anil
will not alter It."
MASURY’S RAILROAD PAINT
artist at the 1924 Festival, and was
President Roberts’ errand In Rock athletic students ts superior to that I attractions of the various commuON BOOSTING MAINE
easily acknowledged its star, will ap
MASURY’S PERFECTION PAINT
land Sunday was to deliver an of the average student In all of our nlties and sections. This work will
pear on this tour of concerts. Hun
KING’S PAINT
colleges."
be broad in its scope and far-reach
dreds asked for his return last year, Sooth Thomaston Woman Says We address in connection with the con
And now came n tender question, ing in its ramifications. The lines,
tinuation of tlie rededication exer
KYANIZE ENAMELS
Should All Be At It.
j but owing to his European trip, he
cises of the First Baptist Church. but one which Br. Roberts was while they will work independently
KYANIZE VARNISH
was obliged to disappoint Air. ChapThose who heard him speak on prompt to meet.
of the commercial organizations, will
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
•
man
at
the
last
moment.
It
would
VALSPAR ENAMELS
“What about tlie morals of tlie act in very close harmony with them,
Seems as if everyone when away “The Church and Christian Educa
' take endless columns to reproduce
VALSPAR VARNISH
college
student
today?
”
i
with the view of drawing as many
his press notices from all over the from home writes a bit of news or tion" at the morning service were
“1 think they have improved, anil ( visitors anil permanent residents as
CARMOTE FLOOR ENAMEL
country. He is the best 19 year old something of interest to your paper. better able to understand why lie Is
classed as one of tlie leading educa- that they are superior to what they possible to these territories, for their
BUTCHERS WAX
violinist in the world today.
This sort of being tlie style, I feel ' tors of the day, and why Colby were when I was a boy in college. development and permanent up
The New York Herald said: "RaJOHNSON’S WAX
I College prospers and progresses They have higher ideals and lend building.
blnoff's Recital shows the young that I wisli Io add my hit, just a
OLD ENGLISH WAX
cleaner lives.”
"In all of our contacts with the
artist to be master of the violin, and rambling,
jotting down of little under tlie leadership of Its beloved
“Is it true that there is more
j "prexy."
GOLD & ALUMINUM BRONZE
public," said S. T. Oldfield, general
scored with an elaborate program in things.
President 'Roberts was not only drinking among tlie students since passenger agent, "the one most im
which lie did remarkable work. His
Freeport. Lortg Island, where I am willing to discuss the progress made the passage of the Volstead act?"
BRUSHES
portant rule to be followed is the rule
tone impressed big volume and spending tlie winter with my sister,
‘1 don't believe It: certainly I see
by his and other colleges In the
of courtesy. It Is the attitude of tho
brightness, as It was firm, clear and Alia. Scott F. Kittredge, is the largest
no signs of It In my college."
i State, but was glad to do so.
OIL STAINS
Individual
representative
which
strong, while his notable technical incorporated village on Long Island,
President Roberts fought shy of
“
The
fact
that
the
attendance
at
LINSEED OIL
makes its impression upon the pub
skill was thoroughly capable of lin with a population of 20.000 during the
the four Maine Colleges is three the suggestion that lie say a few lic mind, and which determines the
ing all demands, and astonished audi winter months and 250,000 during the
TURPENTINE
I or four times as large as it was words relative to the flapper ques public mind for or against any or
ence and critics. He received end summer—being a very popular resort
PUTTY
j 40 years ago is largely due to the tion.
ganization. A great many questions
less recalls and added many num for New Yorkers, only 22 miles from
"Oh. mercy!" he begged. What
I phenomenal growth of free public
bers
to
his
program.
This
Is
the
Pennsylvania station and train serv High Schools," he told The Courier- he did say was that "our girls give are asked of you men every day.
GLASS
Some of these seem foolish, but we
young man who won the $10,000 Auer ice ever}' la minutes.
Gazette reporter. “Bo you know," he us no trouble."
scholarship, and was selected from
SHINGLE STAINS
As Maine is putting on a boom, so said, "that the attendance In public
There was one thing that Presi must remember always that ques
tions that may seem foolish to us are
over 200 contestants for the Stadium is Long Island—and speaking of
High Schools has increased 1000 per- dent Roberts did want to say, and asked by those who do not know the
WAGON PAINT
concerts, which were given in New booms makes me think of a Maine I cent in 35 years?
that was to advise all friends of
MURESCO
PASTE
transportation business. The ques
York two years ago."
boomer here in Freeport. I-ast Sun
“The High School institution today education to vote against tlie 'Maher
Out of the 00 new and wonderful day my sister and I attended tlie J is of tlie sort to make young people bill which comes to referendum at tioner honestly seeks information,
DECALCOMANIAS
and it is our duty, our mission, and
artists, Mr. Chapman has selected Baptist churi-h. where we understood desire to keep up the pursuit of the State elcetion in September.
Miss Beatrice Belkin. I.yric Soprano, a Maine man preached. The church education. They no longer want to
“It Is calculated to bring hardship' should be our pleasure to answer
NU SILVER PLATING FLUID
to appear with him on tills tour of is a small one, the congregation hav > drop out at the age of 17 or 18. And to many towns in Maine and to cheerfully, accurately and intelli
ROOF PAINTS
concerts. Strange to say she is a ing completely outgrown the building. ' the peak of attendance has not yet very useful educational institutions gently, every question that is asked.
Kansas girl, a second ‘Marion Talley, They are to start constructing a 1 been readied. Right here In Rock and will work great hardship to This is one of the highest forms of
COPPER PAINTS
for the famous Marion Talley came beautiful large church this spring. land, I understand, your High School boys and girls in towns not main service that we can render to the
SAPOLIN ENAMELS
public."
from Kansas also. Miss Belkin has We met the pastor. Rev. IJennet. who is growing by leaps and bounds. taining free public High Schools.
SPONGES
A tribute was paid to the baggage
a most unusual and beautiful quality came from Wayne, Maine. I judge The coming years will see no lessen
"Take Saco, for example!
This
BOAT PAINT
of tone. Her bel-canto is most re from his sermon and from what one ing of applications to enter the city does not maintain a free public departments of the lines by Mr. Old
markable. while her coloratura pass of his members told me that lit al colleges so long ts they maintain High School, hut has a financial ar field who said that though 396,000
SCREEN PAINT
ages are done with the greatest ease ways weaves a bit of home, his birth their present standard.
This In rangement with Thornton Academy passengers were handled by the lines
PATCHING PLASTER
and brilliancy.
State, into his discourse.
creased
influx
from
the
High
Schools for the education of its young people. last season, and fully one-third of
FURNITURE POLISH
Ellen Beach Yaw was considered in
When the service ended we were will have to be taken care of."
It would either lie obliged to send them carried baggage, the claims
DUTCH BOY WHITE LEAD
her day tlie highest soprano in the fortunate in meeting many people, and
Commenting upon the fact tliat them to Biddeford High School or aggregated only $256.69 for the sea
world, singing E flat above the high It' got noised around that we were colleges now admit students by maintain a free High School of Its son.
.
STEEL WOOL
Agents R. S. Sherman of Rock
C. and this wonderful young lady from the same state as their dearly certificate. President Roberts de own. Tlie proponents expect to make
astonished Air. Chapman by singing Wined old pastor. It truly seemed clared that some of the schools are it impossible for money ever to lie land. 11. O. Keene of Camden. L. B.
DAYFAN RADIOS
F above the high C with great ease. as if we met nearly half of the con- stiffening up on their conditions.
expended for purochial schoots, and Stone of North Haven and H. W.
Miss Belkin is 18 years old, a hru gregation and they all either said,
"There's no sense In going to prevents any municipality from Colby of Stonington were among the
KENNEDY RADIOS
nette with a charming personality, a ' "Oh. I spend every summer vacation college," he said, "If you cannot do making financial arrangement with guests.
real musician and (has Qpd-given [ at a camp on a Ixike up at Wayne.” I college work.”
such. The only danger of such a
THIBAUT WALL PAPER
voice. She graduated from the Uni- I or "I am planning on going to Maine
The present roster of Colby College hill passing arises from tlie fact
SHELLACS
versity of Music in Kansas, and the | nexl summer when I have my vaca- shows 650 students—an increase of that comparatively few voters are ORATORICAL CONTEST
PAINTING IN ALL ITS
following year received a degree of I tion.”
about 500 in 25 years. Since Presi familiar witli its provisions and
Bachelor of Atusic, this being tliel 1 couldn't help thinking. Now here dent Roberts' administration began effect.”
BRANCHES
Two Youths From Each
highest honor given to a young lady, j is G’is good old preacher doing his about 18 years ago. the attendance
President Roberts was a guest at
Methodist District Will Be
At the present time she is soprano I bit all these years, telling of Maine has doubled.
the Thorndike Hotel during Ills stay
soloist at the Temple Emanuel in' und what nature has done for his
“I take no credit for that," Br. In the city and lunched witli F. J.
Heard Here.
New York. She is now coaching with I "ri|nd old State. If everyone who Roberts hastened to say. "for colleges Bicknell, Knox street, one of ills
Telephone 745‘W
oldest friends in this section, an
that famous teacher. Miss Estelle had Fone from home out into tlie big everywhere have doubled In size."
An interesting feature of the Maine
Licbling.
world had given his native town and
"To what do you attribute this?” alumnus of Colby and for many
305 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mr. Chapman will announce his State a boost, long before this Maine asked tlie reporter, seeking further years one of its hoard of trustees.
Methodist Conference which con
41-T-50
program shortly. It will be most ■ would have had her big boom,
venes In this city one week from to
brilliant and popular, and one that
There is no State in tlie I nion
day will be the oratorical contest for
will appeal to ail music lovers.! more beautiful in the summer
COMPLETED_REDEDICAT1ON
GAVE JURYMAN RIDE the Maine Methodist youth.
Tickets will be on sule at usual months. If we do get some bad
The oratorical contest among the
musical. headquarters at popular weather during a part of the winter,
The services of rededieatlon of the
there isn’t a one of the 48 Stales that First Baptist church concluded Sun
young people of Maine Methodist
prices.
Law
Court
Grants
a
New
doesn’t
have some disagreeable day with two Interesting sessions, both
churches was launched in January
Trial In Bean Case For under the joint auspices of the hoards
Select dance, I. O. O F. hail. School weeks or months, either excessive very largely attended.
of Epworth League and church
street, Friday night. Good truslc. heat, cold, or rains. Why should we
In the morning the beautiful re
That Reason.
always advertise every bad snow modeled church plant was rededischools. The purpose has been to
clean, jolly crowd.
T-Thtr
___
storm and drifts, so the people ail
develop clear thinking and also
cated to Christian Education, the
i over the country get tlie idea that
Is Open For
A rescript has been received at the forceful expression on matters of
speaker being Dr. Arthur J. Roberts,
i we are frozen up or snowed under the
president of Colby College. His ad oltiee of the clerk of courts regarding vital importance to youth, the church
whole year excepting a few months
SITTINGS
a Knox 'County ease—that of Mrs. It. and the world Three prizes are of
I in the summertime? I say, forget dress was a splendid plea for Chris
tian education in behalf of the L. Bcun vs. Camden Fuel and Lum fered of $25, $15 and $10.
AMATEUR DEVELOPING.
' tlie disagreeable and just remember
Contestants are being judged first
ber company, an action in assumpsit,
i the pleasant tilings. Sing tiielr Christian colleges and schools of
PRINTING AND FRAMING
Maine. He was given the closest on a promissory note, with a verdict on the merits of their written ora
"The proof of the suddini It is the oot- j praises all tlie time, as Florida people
For this the following will
for tho plaintiff. The caso was be tion.
COR. MAIN AND OAK STREETS
! do. Each, one of us can he a booster attention and his discourse won uni
iop tkoroof.”
versal commendation, proving again fore the Law Court on exceptions, on serve as judges here: Rev. J. M. Ar47-52
| for Maine.
ters. Dr. G. Edgar Wolf and Rev. E.
"A committee of one to boost the many times proven broadness of a motion for new trial because of al H. Carritt.
Maine, and you Unit one," is my his Christian ideals and ambitions leged irregularities of counsel, and
The second step is the appearance
Tlie evening service saw the church the exceptions were overruled and a
j slogan !
of eight young persons chosen from
j new trial granted.
And this makes me think of some rededicated to the ministry of music.
In the motion, the court was asked each of the four districts of the
thing nice I heard. List winter I James J. O'Hara at the fine organ
Maine Conference to deliver their
I was unfortunate in breaking a tooth, gave a recital of sacred music to set aside Iho verdict because of
orations at some place central for
so had to hunt lip a dentist to do that showed his complete mastery (alleged improper conduct of plaintiff's
j counsel and one of tlie Jurymen be that group. Grading for the delivery
i some temporary work until I could I of tlie instrument. His program:
of tlieir orations together with that
fore whom the case was tried.
Suite
Gotliiquc
.............................
L
Bocllmann
i get back to Rockland to Br. Bickford, No. 1—Choral.
Tho evidence In support of the mo on the written work will be the basis
j I went to Baldwin, an adjoining town No 3—ITIcrc a Notre Iiarac
! to Freeiairt. The dentist looked my Gosu Bambino ................................. 4’li-tro Yon tion showed that after the testimony of choice of two from each district,
Wo have purchased the Florist business of George H.
teeth over most carefully and re- Adagio from Sonata Patliutique .. Beethoven • and arguments of counsel had been eight in all, who will appear at a
Glacntzel in Rockland and hereafter we will be located in his
; marked, “you have itad excellent In Summer ........................... Charles Stebbins [ heard, ami before the delivery of the final contest to bo held in Rockland
In Moonlight ............................. iltalph Kinder
former store in the Strand Theatre Building, where we hope to
! work d<ine" and seemed surprised Ave, Maria Stella ......................... Kdv’d Grieg charge, counsel for Ihe plaintiff ten May 1st.
Subjects include: Tlie Modern
dered to one of the Jurors, and the
meet our customers, the former customers of Mr. Glaentzel and
that a Maine dentist could have done The Bells of St. Anne de Beaupre ...............
' such good work. He wasn't a bit
.............................................. Alexander Bussell latter accepted, gratuitous eonvey- Church's Appeal To Youth; Metho
many new ones.
[acquainted witli our State, seemed
Following this the pastor. Rev. B. tancc In the automobile of such coun dism's Opportunity In Maine: How
The little store we have vacated, next to Hewetts, is for rent
to think it was tlie baek-woods, that P. Browne, led in the singing of the sel over such distance which would can 1 serve my local church; Meth
at a reasonable price. It would make a fine Gift, Post Card and
of course, we were not op on art and beautiful old hymns giving a word ' by public conveyance have entailed odism’s World-wide Parish: Oppor
science as New Yorkers are sup of explanation and the romantic j upon the juror tho expenditure of tunities for life investment within
Souvenir shop or a small office. The location is one of the best.
the church; Yoilth and Christian
j money.
posed to he—at least so he thought story of each.
until lie saw my dental work and
legislature has enacted a statute Stewardship; Youth and a Warless
then he formed an entirely different
for just such a situation, R. S. Chap World; and Youth and Law En
AGAIN SCORED HIT
opinion
ter 87. Section 109, which provides forcement.
We have greatly enjoyed the home
STRAND THEATRE
TEL. 1038-W
The Knickerbocker -Players repeat that in a like situation, on motion of
341 MAIN STREET
An electric percolator for only $4.93
paper this winter, reading it “from ed "The First Year" in Camden Fri the adverse party, the court may set
45-47
cover to cover." Every little item is day night and if such a. thing were aside tlie verdict and orcber a new is Central Maine Power Company's
special from April 20 to May 1.
of Interest to one when away. I feel possible, exceeded their Stockland trial.
See their ad. in tills issue.—adv.
very grateful to the South Thomaston success. The house was sold out
The rescript says:
scribe for her faithfulness in n riling : completely and many were standing.
"The act of the attorney in this
the news of the little village.
I An appreciable proportion of the ease may have been but an ordinary YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Lizctte Green Hollins. i big audience were Rockland folk who and neighborly kindness and tho val
Shares of the Fifty-Fourth Series
Freeport, L. I., April 14.
j either had failed to sec the original ue of the gratuity but slight. But as
"Whatever your occupation may be. and
presentation or else desired to see It this court has recently said, more however crowded your hours with affairs, do
Women are going into tlie diplo a second time. The Camden District than once, and in no uncertain lan not fall to secure at least a few minutes
day for refreshment of your Inner Ufa
matic service. Perhaps tlieir interest i Nursing Association was chief bene- guage, we have placed the seal of every
with a bit of poetry.—Charles Eliot Norton
Will Mature April 15, 1926
was aroused when tlie peace confer 1 ficiary and nettod the tidy sum of condemnation, not alone on the at
Owners of these Matured Shares may choose either of the
ence convened in the Hail of Mirrors. 1 $100. The troupe benefited equally. tempts or parties by word or deed to
NATURE
—Chicago Daily News.
•
following methods of settlement:
() nature! I do not aspire
It has been years since any local influence or prejudice Jurors outside
To
be
the
highest
in thy choir.
I talent group has attained the very the court room, but also on the indis
FIRST
To be a meteor In thy sky.
satisfying success of the Knicker- cretion of their friends along the
Withdraw the full amount in cash.
Or comet that may range on high ;
I boeker Players with their uniformly same line. And we have not stopped
duly a zephyr that may blow
SECOND
Among tlie reeds by the river low;
I excellent cast. Rumor has it that ttv«- to inquire whether the attempt was
Exchange for 4% Matured Stock Certificate on
Give
me thy most privy place
[ organization will be continued for successful, nor whether the mind of
Where to run my airy race.
which Dividends are payable semi-annually.
annual productions and possibly In- a juror was actually influenced by
THIRD
I eorporated. It would meet with an
In some withdrawn, unpublic mead
the attempt, or whether the attempt
Let me sigh upon a reed.
Exchange for an Advance Payment Certificate
enthusiastic public approval.
might have had any tendency to in
Or in the woods, with leafy din.
which will pay from 4% to 5% according to the
Whisper tlm still evening in ;
fluence the mind of the juror."
time it remains with the Association.
A very successful reading course
Some still work give me to do. Verdict set aside. Exceptions over
•Only—be it near to you 1
conducted this winter by Mrs. Edith ruled.
Number of Shares in the 54th Series,
85
Crasto Pitcher In Camden closes with
Number of payments on each Share,
144
For I'd rather be thy child
Motion for new trial granted.
a musical reading of "Hiawatha,” to
Amount paid in on 85 Shares,
$12,240 00
And pupil, in the forest wild.
Three Crow Pure Cream Tartar
be
given
in
the
Camden
Y.
M.
C.
A.
Than
be «the king of men elsewhere.
Dividends earned at 5'/2%,
4,996 30
And most sovereign slave of care ;
How pleasant the world would be
Mrs. R. H. Hayden will be tlie accom
Withdrawal Value,
is made from Grapes.
17,236 30
To
have
one moment of thy dawn,
panist. This Tuesday evening is the if only the right people had an
Than share the city's year forlorn
date.
Inferiority complex.—Boston Post.
—Henry D»vfd Thoreau.. .
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CHURCH

IN SUPREME COURT

THREE TIMES A WEEK

BECOMES A

Closing Session of a Busy
Term Is Being Held This The Story of Galilee Temple And the Well-Known Hymn
Writer Who Established It.
Morning.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Maine, April 20, 1926.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he la pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette. and that ol
The April term of Knox County
the issue of tills paper of April 17, 1920 there
Forty-one years ago a young evan
Supreme Court had neared its. final gelist preacher was conducting open
was printed a total of 6493 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
adjournment when this paper went
Notary Public.

Godliness with contentment
is
great gain. For we brought nothing
into this world, and it ie certain we
can carry nothing out.
And having
food and raiment, let us therewith be
content.
I Timothy 6:6, 7, 8.
A striking bit of Red Cross work
is to engage the attention of the
Maine State Police when Chief
Arthur Field assembles his sergeants
and patrolnren at Augusta to re
ceive intensive training in American
Red Cross lirst aid methods under
Instruction of Dr. Shields, who comes
from Washington to conduct the
classes. The course will qualify the
State policemen to give first aid
treatment to accident victims and
other injured people before a doctor
arrives. They will lie taught how
to stop bleeding when arteries are
cut, how to apply emergency splints
and bandages, how to resuscitate
victims of gas, smoke or water, and
how to give first aid treatment in
every kind of emergency. Doctors
and others who have made studies of
the appalling loss of life each year
through accidents, state tliat approx
imately half of these deaths could
be prevented if someone present
when an accident occurs were quali
fied to administer first aid. They are
convinced tliat the precious seconds
between the time an accident hap
pens anil the arrival of a doctor
often mean life or death to the
victim. Chief Field believes that this
Instruction will better qualify his
men to cope with such emergencies
as they often confront in their
routine work.

g.n-ical
representation of Christ
whose hand was seen through a rift
of the clouds holding a life-line. On a,(
piece of wreckage was shown a
storm-tossed mariner in the'act of
grasping the line.

MARKET

to press. There was no let-up yes
terday, on account of ihe holiday,
and many matters were cleared from
the docket.
• * « *
William G. Washburn of Thomas
ton, who was appointed as one of
the commissioners to assess dam
ages in the ease of George H. Starrett vs. the Town of Thomaston and
State Highway Commis*slon. declined
to serve, and Fred I.. Linnekin, one
of the proprietors of Rockland Garage
was named in his place. The other
commissioners are Clarence E. John
son of Thomaston and Fred M.
Bla'kington of Rockland.

President Roberts’ first speaking
visit to Rockland afforded the goodsized audience who had the pleasure
of listening to him explanation of
why people are always eager to hear
him when he is announced for a
platform appearance, as well as why
he ranks so high as an educator and
is held in such affection by the
students of Colby.
Dr. Roberts
belongs to that group of quiet speak
ers who without practicing the art
of the orator, the flights of the
elocutionist and the rhetorician, pre
sents iiis thought, touched here and
there by the salt of humor, witli a
directness that will not allow the
attention to wander and yields to
the listener tiie fullest measure of
delight. We have always regarded
his method as the most effective that
can be employed in public speech.
Bvil-minded men in the United
States have no respect for the law
because their experience has shown
that they need have little fear of the
penalty, declares Judge Kavanagh
of Chicago, after pointing out that
there are 118,000 murderers at large
in this country because of the tender
ness of technicalities which have so
long shielded and encouraged the
criminal. Rut he added the comfort
ing statement that he believed the
situation was bound to be mended
through the awakened anger of an
endangered public. Let us hope so

quiet of speech and serene of counte
nance. "There is the man who wrote
a famous hymn." says the towns
man! with manifest prhle. Mr. Ufford is no longer active in the min
istry, hut still occasionally occupies ;i
local pulpit, and continues to exercise
an important influence spiritually in
the community.
Attention is attracted anew to this
preacher and his life work by the fact
that his last church. Galilee Temple,
in Rockland, is being transformed

air services in the village square at
Westwood. Mass. His audience was
an attentive one, and listened wilh
evident appreciation as be preached
the word of God and as he sang
hymns of his own composition.
And yet the preacher was troubled,
for on the faces of the young men
who surrounded him he read the un
mistakable signs of dissipation, and
there was borne home more forcibly

•Threw out the life-line across the dark
wave.
There is a brother whom someone should
save.”

The auditorium seated only about
200 persons and the chapel accommo
dated only 50 more, hut several years
Galilee Temple was conspicuous in
die community’s religious life.
Years crept on apace and with a
i feeling that his life’s mission had
i been accomplished Mr. Ufford retired
! from active ministry and the church
I was sold to the Christian Advent de>
nomination.
1
its subsequent history was not one

shaped by the inspiration he received
at a Methodist meeting.
Eventually
he yhegan to conduct religious serv
ices, one of these meetings being held
on Academy hill. Newburyport, where
George Whitefield had proclaimed
the Gospel on his visit to New Eng
land. He studied theology in Cobb
Divinity School. Lewiston, and after
entering the ministry in-1879, held
pastorales in eight \’ew England
towns.
In 1902 he made a tour of the world,
sailing under two flags—a silk ban
ner presented to him by the Christian
Endeavor Union of Holyoke. Mass.,
having in its center a silk American
flag; and a Union Jack, which was
presented to him by the Y. M. C. A.
of Vancouver. R. C.
In his evangelistic work and while
singing his hymn Mr. l’fford made
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ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOlJSE

NEW SPRING SUITS FOR MEN
<
AND YOUNG MEN
The advent of spring finds us ready with complete
stocks of the season’s finest clothing. Tailoring
of the highest grade and fabrics of dependable
quality. Styles and colors give a wide range of
clyiice.

*» ♦ •

Complete Stock of

Judge E. K. Gould, Charles T.
Smalley and Frank A. Tirrell were
appointed commissioners to make a
partition of the real estate in the
Mary A. Norwood estate at Rockport
and Camden. This action is taken
in a»,cordance wilh the derision re
cently handed fbwn by the Law
Court.
....
In tiie case of Isaac Berliawsky
against Charles E. Burch anil M: rcla A. Burch, the defendants have
filed a motion for a new trial. R. I.
Thompson and F. A. Tirrell. Jr., for
plaintiff: Frank II. Ingraham for
defendant.

ftMovies;
STRAND THEATKF
' I^adv Windemere's Fan,” starring
Ronald (’olinan, May McAvoy, Irene
Rich and Bert Lytel, received a
splendid attendance and will he
shown again today.
Buster Keaton’s most elaborate
picture, “Go West,” comes to the
Strand Theatre on Wednesday and
Thursday. It is universally hailed
by critics as his greatest.
Keaton’s’first “western” picturizes
the adventures of a youth who, un
appreciated in his own home town.
raps all his j>ossessions in a hand
kerchief and starts out to conquer
the world. His mode of transporta
tion is a boxcar.
Where the freight trains go. he
goes—when the brakemen fail to kick
im off. South, east, north—exciting
experiences come to him. but no job.
Buster encounters ludicrous adven
tures in the cotton fields of Dixie,
the lumber camps of the far north
and the cities on the Atlantic coast.
What he wants, however, are people
who understand him and will give
him a chance to succeed despite his
rot esq ue personality.
Ranch life brings temporary sur
cease from his hectic wanderings.
He makes a strange friend—one
Brown Eyes,” a “muley” cow. And
also falls in love with the westerner’s
beautiful daughter.
Thousands of cattle and scores of
cowboys take part in the hilarious
picture. Many scenes were made on a
1,500.000 acre Arizona ranch, one of
the largest in America.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE

PEAVY BROS.
HIGH GRADE

I

"

FOSS'VANILLA

x

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Peavy Bros. Clothing is well known for its excep
tional tailoring and meets the requirements of men
who dmand the utmost in quality.

s28.00

Galilee Temple, the Church Established By Rev. E. S. Ufford, Author of
‘Throw Out the Life Line”

to him than ever before the feeling
tliat the youth of the day were slipping away from the influence of the
ehurch. and that some steps must be
taken to save them. Flashing across
his mind was this thought: They
need a life line.
With this as his inspiration Rev.
Edward S. Ufford returned to his
humble parsonage, seized a lead pen
cil and in less than half an hour had
composed the four stanzas of the
immortal hymn, “Throw’ Gut the Life
Line.” Seated at the organ music to
suit the words came readily.
Throw
Throw
Someone
Throw
Throw
Someone

I into a market. Mr. l’fford built this
I house of worship mi the water’s edge,
| alone and unaided, except for volirnt try contributions.
It was
known as the People’s Church. The
location was in the suburbs of a sea
faring community, ami while seafar
ing had long since ceased to he one
of Rockland’s leading vocations, many
retired mariners, found their way into
Mr. Ufford’s congregation, where
there was a pastor who preached
from a pulpit fashioned t represent
a boat,, and who used a life line in
exemplification of his famous hymn.

out the life-line,
out the life-line.
is drifting away ;
out the life-line,
out the file line.
Is sinking today.

Haskell’s Market, No Longer Recognizable As Galilee Temple, But the
Evolution Of It.

1

<if thrift. Services were finally dis
continued. the key was turned in ,the
lock and the parsonage became a pri
vate residence.
With the next shifting of scenes the
, hurch building becomes the prop
erty of a Southend woman and is
in pre,i css of transformation into a
market. Originally dedicated-to the
city's spiritual welfare, its future
years will be dedicated to the ma
terial welfare of its future patrons.

effective use of two U. S. government
life lines which were presented to
him hv the life saving stations at
Cape Cod and Nantucket. They had
been used in tiie rescue of 23 sailors
from shipwrecked vessels, and were
fitting mementoes of the fierce storms
to which the New England shores are
subject. Mr. l’fford also carried other
paraphernalia appertaining to mari
time life, and wore a lierihhoned cap
on which was the inscription "Around
the World with a Life Line." During
that tour lie heard his hymn sung
in 20 languages.
Mr. Ufford did not win his laurels
solely on "Throw Out the Life Line.He is the author of many other well
known songs, which have been pub
lished in book form." His gift has
not brought him great riches, hut a
spirit of contentment which comes
from the knowledge that his best
known hymn has been the means of
guiding distressed craft into smooth
wate;s.
•
•

Jennie B. Lane. Hector M. Brown and
Rv'»erl L. Bridges of Rockland.
Gov. Ralph O. Brewster, candidate
for i ennmination, filed over 500 peti
tion. . containing Aver 20,000 names.
This is the largest number that it
has ever been legally’ possible to file.
Among those heading Brewster peti
tions were W. A. Ayer of Union. Z.
M. Dwinal of Camden, Frank B. Mil
ler of Rockland. Col, E. A. Robbins
of Camden. Phineas H. Gay of Newcas:le. John P. Kelley of Boothbay
Harbor, Frank L. Smithwick of
Damariscotta and James J. Clement
of M«.ntville.
Among those heading the petitions
of Ernest L. McLean, the Demo
cratic candidate for governor were
Oscar H. Emery of Camden, E. L.
Sprague of Rdesboro, Horace A. Mil
ler of Lincolnville, C. A. Creighton
of Thomaston, B. K. Ware of Wash
ington and Ethan A. Rowell of South
Thomaston.
Congressman Wallace II. White,
Jr., of the Second District, filed his
primary petition in 33 sections.
Among those heading his petitions
were Evelyn M. Hix of Rockland. W
A. Ayer ol’ Union. \V. H. Robinson of
Warren. Z. M. Dwinal of Camden, W.
P. Btrong of Thomaston, l^eola M.
Oliver of Waldoboro and John P.
Kelley \of Booth ba v Harbor.

date for the representative nomina
tion. at one time resided in this
city, and attended Rockland High
School.

The stained glass windows were
illustrative of famous song writers
and evangelists, and the large window
at the rear of the church contained
a portrait of Ira D. Sankev, with this
Rev. Mr. Ufford is nearing the
In two hemispheres wherever the inscription:
‘three-quarter century mark of his ca
English language is known, and
reer. His father was Ile:sy J. Uf"Th.s way. this way, oh heart oppressed,
wherever the worship of God is prac
So lung by orm and tempest driven ;
' lord, maker of saddles, whose Puritan
This
way.
this
way:
lo,
here
is
rest,
ticed, this chorus has been sung, and
■ancestors settled in Stratford. Bonn.
king out the Harbor Le'.ls of Heaven ”
men have been weaned from the
! The future preacher and hymn writer
wayward path. An evangelist's in
The local \V. F T. U. contributed a j worked with his father in Bridgeport
spiration has had its reward in the Frances E. Willata Memorial window where he distinctly recalls seeing
saving of souls, if not the accumula Over the rostrum was a painting by Elias Howe, inventor, of the sewing
tion of dollars.
Charles
Murdock of Brockton. , machine, riding through the streets
In the town of Union, today the Mass., in which Christ was repre- , garbed in the habiliments of that
stranger's attention is directed to a seated in the act of lifting Peter from early period.
modes! appearing, elderly gentleman. the waves. There was also an alle- j The course of the hoy’s career was

THE_^°B0

j

[For The Courier-Gazette]
J
Ragged and dirty, struck and cursed and
loathed
loathe
Because of wanderlust that gript and held
his soul,
And sent him ‘round the world on nameless
quests,
Fated to seek and never find the thing he
sought.

POLITICAL ECHOES
Primary
J

-----Petitions

Are

NoW

All In—The Candidates
Hereabouts.

And then to drop out of the ways of men
Unwept, was lie; and yet within his soul
Howe’er unprepossessing it might be, there
slej«
A \“»n of poesy, that now and then awoke

s40.00

BOYS’ SPRING SUITS
J hese new suits are first grade—all wool fabrics—
in the newest shades. They are made with a
vest and two pairs of pants and have style, work
manship and durability.
Sole Agents for

»

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS AND

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

Burpee 6 Lamb

A New Crack Train

A CHEVROLET SCHOOL

More than 17.000 Chevrolet sales
In the late batch of primary peti
men will be trained in 3700 National
tions filed with the
ret.iry of State
Sales Schools conducted under tiie
are found the l'ollowin":
auspices of the Chevrolet .Motor Com
F. A. Richardson of Rockland.
puny during Alay to insure the auto
He wandered through the town, and stopped Democratic candidate for the Boise
mobile buyer accurate and complete
to talk.
of Representatives.
x
Information on the ear he is con
No curses for his rags, or lack of things, of
food ;
Edward K. Yeazie, of Rockland.
sidering purchasing.
Rather expression of the joy of life. "Drink
Republican candidate for county
Dealers throughout liie country are
deep,”
treasurer of Knox County.
Said he; and still I hear the words;
being instructed in conducting the
•\Vlun Life presents her full adventure-cup
George R. Fuller of Southwest Hqrschools, which will consist of live
Drink deep. And when you reach the dregs
bor, Republican cand.date for the
evening classes to be held in (he
Turn not aside. There is a jewel there."
House of Representa‘tIves from the
period from Alay 10 to Alay 24.
The way seems hard; and trembling fears op class district comprised of the towns
The dealers thems-elves have been
press—
of Mt. Desert. Tremont, Southwest
selected to head the schools because
I see the ragged figure; hear him say—
of their intimate acquaintance with
When Life presents her full adventure-cup Harbor, Lamoine, Swan’s Island and
Drink deep And when you reach the dregs Cranberry Isles.
their sales force and their knowledge
Turn not aside- -there is a jewel there ”
George E. Snowman of Deer Jsle.
of local conditions in their territories.
K H Cas-en.;.
Canon Chase of Brooklyn told the
Republican
candidate
for
the
House
A text hook, "Helling Chevrolets,”
Golhy College, April 17.
House Committee on Education that
of Representatives from the class
prepared for the salesmen to study,
moving pictures have a far more
district comprised of the towns of
is regarded as the most complete
MY OWN BRIGHT STAR
Stonington. Deer Isle. Sedgwick,
hook of its kind ever evolved in the
devastating influence than prohibi
Brooklin and Brooksville.
automotive industry. It sums up the
tion in encouragement of crime and
tFor The Courier-Gozelte]
Walter M. Boynton of Damariscot
experience of years of intensive study
WTen but a child 1 cho-e one nhkiing s‘ar.
the prevalent revolt against moral
ta, Republican candidate for the
and investigation within the Chevro
Which in the multitude gleamed from afar:
conditions. ‘Prohibition lias been
•That star is mine," I said in childish g!e?. House of Representatives from the
let selling organization and is filled
« • * •
"That star shall shine alone for nu—-just me." class district comprised of tiie towns
boon to the movies,” he said. “Tiie
with authoritative information on
PARK THEATRE
of Damariscotta, Bremen, Dresden. .Eighteen Women Seek Honors In the the improved car.
,
crowds tliat formerly congregated a
“Sea Horses,” with Jack llolt an<1 Then time took up the thread of Life,
Noblehoro, Edgecomh, Westport and
Salesmen will he examined at the
Next Maine Legislature.
corner saloons now pack the movie Florence Vidor, which opened at the And wove for me a tangled skein
Of love, and hate, and hope and strife,
Wiscasset.
close of each class, through writ
Park Thealre yesterday, was a stir But more than all of grief and paitt.
theatres.”
John L. Tewksbury of t’amden.' With the filing of papers yesterday ten answers to a questionnaire cov
by Major Arthur L. Thayer of Ban
ring and colorful melodrama with t
Democratic
candidate
for
county
With eyes turned earthward I had wandered
gor. former chairman of the Maine ering the points discussed. Men at
The announcement
of seriou choice assortment of spectacular fea
treasurer of Knox county.
far,
industrial accident commission, there taining an average grade of 80 per
ture«.
Lost
step
with
love
and
light,
forgot
my
star.
Charles L. Yeazie of Rockport. Re
grass tires certifies that the season
are two candidates for the Repub cent or more on the entire course
Gloria Swanson sparkles through Put looking up at last. I then could see
publican candidate for regis er of
of
danger has
again
arrived her latest picture. "The Untamed That my bright star had not forgotten me.
lican nomination for Governor in the will he presented with an award of
deeds for Knox county.
[June primaries. Gov. Ralph O. Brew merit signed by R. H. Brant vice
Knox County has been a sufferer i Lady.” at the Park Wednesday and No doub’ that other lonely souls, In days g<me
Samuel E. Norwood of Warrwi,
ster of Portland, and Major Thayer. president and general sales manager
by.
the past and out of her own expe Thursday, wirh all the brilliancy and
Republican candidate for the House
Have turned their weary faces toward the thy.
.The time for filing papers expired at of the Chevrolet Alotor Company.
polish
of
the
finished
actress
and
all
rience may well take warning. Nor
The certificate will he enclosed in n
my star their own by right of Representatives.
midnight.
the buoyant independence and lux And claimed
divineMiller B. Hobbs oT Hope, Demo
fine leather case.
should we lose sight of the far urious wardrobe of a society heiress
I
Thus
far
18
women
have
filed
priNot knowing that fair brilliant slar was cratic candidate for State senator
"I consider this to lie one of the
that the building of a bonfir who has youth, beauty, social posi
jmarv nomination, papers
Of this
mine
from Knox county.
greatest educational efforts ever at
|
number
14
are
Republican
and
four
tion
and
—
twenty
million
dollars
imposes upon its builder responsi
Arthur U. Patterson of Yinalbaven, are Democrats?
And I am glad If my good star has cast a ray,
tempted in industry.” said Air. Brant.
bility for losses of property that One would naturally think that life To <*heer some other wanderer on Life's way. Democratic candidate lor sheriff of
1 Mr-. Do: a B. Pinkltam of Fort Kent "Thousands of men will he trained
for a girl so richly endowed would Undimmed, and beautiful, my star tonight
may he occasioned thereby.
Knox counts'.
(and Mrs. Katherine C. Alien of Frye- simultaneously to prove their meth
be one grand, sweet song, but, alas Still shines tor me with undivided light.
Forrest 11. Bond of Jefferson. Re I lung are candidates for senatorial ods of work, to stimulate them to
and alack! there is always a fly in Chi 1st had a star -the wise men saw It
publican
candidate
for
State
-enaNot forever is Rockland, with the ointment In her ease it is an
, honors, Mrs. Pinkham’ in Aroostook greater success and to make them
the East :
,or from Lincoln county
■‘county anfl Mrs. Allen in Penobscot assets to their community. Efliciency
Tfs splendid harbor and waterfront ungovernable temper, which fright And hastmed tin. i to rise and spread
Janies B. Perkins of lloniliiiay
of thfc Chevrolet sales organization
feast,
and the immediate neighborhood of ens friends and fiances, and provides And take their precious gifts and travel fur, Hurbol’, Democratic cnmliilate for county. Airs. Pinkham was the only will he greatly increased by the
jwoman member of the House of Rep
ihe
framework
on
which
the
comic,
To
worship
Him
whose
herald
was
a
star
inexhaustible deposits of limestone,
State senator front l.incoln county.
resentatives in 1923. and Airs. Allen sales schools and the car purchased
dramatic and romantic experiences
Nana Huntley.
Percy 11. Storer of Waliloboro, shore tliat distinction at the session of will benefit through dealing with
to lack the realization of dreams of of the plot are budded. "The Un
Rockland, April 17.
Democratic candidate fur county 1925.
svetl-informed salesmen thoroughly
Industrial prosperity. Some day it tamed latdy” is an original story,
commissioner for l.incoln county.
ihree women. Archillo Townsend I familiar with the Chevrolet car.—adv.
THE CALL OF THE OPEN
is to figure upon the map as the written especially for Miss Swanson
Daniel la. Ilisbee of Damariscotta, of Freeport, flail Laughlin of Port-’
world’s greatest producer of lime by Fannie Hurst, popular American
Republican candidate for tiie House land and Blanche E. Folsom of Nor
(For The Coupler-Gazette]
TENANT’S HARBOR
anthoi
—adv.
of Representatives front tiie class dis ridgewock. ate candidates tor Repub
and cement.
Out Ln the open, away front the din.
Naomi Chapter. O. E. S„ will hold
’Tis pleasant at leisure to roam ;
trict comprised of tiie towns of lican nominations for the House.
LINCOLN ACADEMY
a special meeting Friday evening
Out in the open away from the noise,
Dresden.
Damariscotta.
There ran be tin reasonable objeeThough It leads in mj wand’rings from Bremen.
The four Democratic women are for work. After tiie meeting, a
Xnbleboro
and
Edgecomh.
•home.
candidates for the House of Repre social hour will be held, with re(ion to the opponents of prohibition
Senior class parts at Lincoln
(ieorge \V. Starred of Warren. Re sentatives. They are Carrie .1. Farn- freshnynts. Every effort is being
making their fight through the Academy were announced by Prin Thong'll home Is the dearest of all spots to me public
andidale tor ci.uiii.v com- i,am of Brewer, Alice AI. Alaeomher made to make this one of the best
cipal Clunie last week: Valedictory.
There are times that to flee it 1 must,
Congressional elections. If it is true
missioner for Knox county.
I 'oriiuia. Alabellc p. chancy of events of [lie season.
Mary Detlraux of Bremen: saluta To wander in woodland or sit by the sea.
Repnb- Lisbon and Aland I,. Thurston of
Away from the ruts that breed rust.
James Riley of St. Beorg
as they claim that the great majority tory. Althea Harrington of Newot itep- Bethel.
liciin candidate for the I loti
of the people of tiie country are Wet, I castle; Ipstory. -Frances Wehlier of Out in tiie open, away from the lure
resentatives.
« » » »
Of the lights and the joKtliug mob,
let them demonstrate the. fact at the Damariscotta; prophecy for hoys,
AV. P. Strong of Thomaston, Re
To breath of the joy-giving tang of the air.
II. N. Brazier will he tiie Demo
Ituby
French
of
Damariscotta;
ba llot-box.
To commune close to nature and God.
publican candidate for register of cratic nominee for representative to
prophecy for girls. Harold Dunbar
‘Legislature in ihe Rockport class,
of Noblehoro; gifts to hoys. Mildred I find peace that, appalls in the whispering deeds for Knox county.
Not the least that the cruel spring Woodburt of Damariscotta; gifts to
Edwin S. Vosc of Cushin Kepiib-, T|,e Democrats have two candidates
pines
And
the
soft
droniog
rote
of
the
sea,
lican
candidate
for
county
aninils-|in
tiie Camden class-C iscar 11.
weather has to answer for is Ihe girls, Walcott Webster of Booth- Aiyl the bird notes so varied are musical calls.
sioner for Knox county.
1 Emery of Camden and Charles
interference it lias made with I lie hay; class will, Maurice Wood of
Urging me io the open and free.
Ernest B. Castner of Waldoboro. Plummer of Appleton.
marshal. Harold
Vermont maple sugar crop, the of Xftlilelioro;
To the woodlands and nature where the in Democrat ie candidate for register of
Webster of Noblelmro.
finite reigns
shortness of which is going greatly
deeds for l.incoln county.
Through an oversight the name
I'll hie me when cares weigh me down.
of George II. Starrett of AVarrren
to enhance tiie cost of that confec
And find peaceful contentment, abandoning
Alajor Arthur 1.. Thayer of Bangor, did not appear in our •Hati'Hlay
■woes
tion to tiie unprotected consumer.
That naught hut the open can drown
Republican candidate for the guber issue as a candidate for county com“Aged n Wood
Jeanne Morgan.
FROM Six MONTHS TO ONE YC.AR_j
natorial nomination, has filed his missioner. Air. Starrett is the presSouth Thomaston, Me.
With tiie date only two weeks
noniinalion papers, which were in ent chairman of the board and is
for
opening
of
bids
tiie
distant
The city that is building a skating- 108 sections and contained 2822 sig completing his first term.
Kennebec Bridge—well, it won t be
rink "to • seat 14,000 people" must natures. .Among those who headed
Burkett Tof
Franklin 1). Cummings of Po'thave a lot of poor skaters in its pet it ions were F: E
long before they’ll bo arranging
.. A w/uia t
’ k -ret
I Union, S. D. Erskine of Jefferson, land, who is a Republican candl—------oninW citizenry.—Tacoma Ledger.
lire ceremonies of dedication.

The attraction at the Empire. Rob
ert T. Kane's ‘‘The Dancer of Paris,”
is proving to he of more than passing
interest. The story tells of the re
lentless pursuit of a woman by a
man and of the manner in which the
woman fights back, her soul embit
tered by the tactics and deeds of her
opponent. Dorothy Mackaill has the
title role. She gives a performance
strikingly different from anything she
has attempted.
The double feature program for
Wednesday and Thursday is "His
Secretary” with Norma Shearer and
Lew Cody, and “The Desperate
Game,” starring Fete Morrison with
his wonder horse. "His Secretary” if
the original story by Carey Wilson
“The Desperate Game” was adapted
from a popular magazine story of the
same name by William C. Jenks. It
story of the conflict of two
neighboring ranchmen and contains
all the suspense and action generally
found in westerns.—adv.

HAND TAILORED

”

Boston - Portland
Via Lawrence, Haverhill and Dover
(and Return)
Goes Into Service April 26
The FLYING YANKEE offers a new fast service de
luxe

with

all’stcel

equipment, ss

to the “PINE TREE

LIMITED"

companion

(via

train

Portsmouth).

It affords travelers on the inland route all the com
fort,

speed

and

convenience

that

patrons

of

the

‘PINE TREE” have come to expect, with

No Extra Fare
For smooth, swift transportation to these
cities, and en route to "Down
East” Points, use

The Flying Yankee
Schedule
(Eastern Standard Time)
To Boston

(Dinin, Car
L«. PORTLAND
L». D«vnr
Lv. Hnv.rhill
Lv. Lawrence
Ar. BOSTON

To Portland

Service)
3:15P.M.
4:21 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
5:23 P.M.
6:00 P.M.

L».
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.

BOSTON
Lawrence
Haverhill
Dever

8:00 A.M.
8:37 A M.
8:51 A.M
9:43 A.M.

Ar.PORTLAND 10:45A.M.

Time: 2 Hours 45 Minutes

BCSTOH & MAINE RAILROAD
E.

W ABBOTT, District Manager, 602 Congress Street, Portland

RAILROAD TIME IS HERE
Paint $3.05 per gallon
25 lbs. Masury’s R. R. Paint...................

$4.50

I gallon Oil.......... ........................................

1.60

2 Gallons Paint
I Gallon Paint

$6.10
3.05

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
305 Main St.

Rockland '

Tel. 745X\V.
44-50

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS
See Us About
OUR

FREE

PLAN

OFFER

W. H. GLOVER CO.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

42-4G

Other-Day
talk of the town

I

r

JGive'em.

tfrne-They’ll

make

it"

•

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

April 2*4—Annual prift ball of Janies F.
Scars Hose Co, in five Arcade
April 24--(Baseball) Rockland High vs.
Crosby High, in Belfast.
April 28 to May 3—Maine Methodist Con
ference at I’ratt .Memorial M. E. church.
Bishop Anderson presiding.
April 29—Methodist Conference, lecture by
Blshon Anderson.
April
«»ov Ralph 0 Brewster addresses
Maine Methodist Conference.
May 6 Bovs’ Week—Court of Honor.
'May 7 (6 p. ni ) Woman’s Educational
Club banquet Methodist vestry :;nd annual
meeting
May 7 (7 J.")- Address by Gov. Brewster,
auspices Woman’s Educational Club, (gen
tlemen as* guests» Methodist church.
M.i\ 7 ’Huts' Week —Boys’ Bay in Schools
May S Boys’ Week—Boys’ Parade.
.May I-8—National Boys Week.
May 8 himeroek Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Wessawcskeag Grange, South
Thomaston.
May 9-Boys’ Week- Boys’ Sunday In
(’lnirch.
May 10—Boys’ Week—Boys’ Scramble.
May 21--Camden—-Mrs. Percival’s dance
re i al at the Opera House.
May 14 Mrs Percival’s dance recital at
the Arcade.
June 9-11-United Baptist Convention of
Maine meets In Rockland.
.tune 21—Primary election.
July 19--Hundredth anniversary celebra
tion of Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M.

Karkas, who caught for the Cam
den team last season, is captain of
the Bates College team this spring.

Camden team, and Small, who played
a few games with Rockland.

Weather This Week

Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: probability of
generally fair Tuesday followed by
periods of showers thereafter: rising
temperatures Tuesday and Wednes
day, cooler near end.

Consult the Chanihrt* of Commerce
for the weekly report as to condition
of Maine roads.
A telephone number 1072-M, has
been Installed in the loft of the Koekland Awning Co.

The Forty Club meets at the
Thorndike Grill today, the regular
meeting falling on the holiday.
The Rockland Community and
School
Improvement
Association
banquets at the Thorndike grill to
night.

Gov. Brewster's latest list of nomi
nations includes three of special local
Interest—Henry M. De Itochemont as
chairman of the Rockland Registra
tion Board; Lorenzo J). Jones of
Rockland as disclosure commission
er; and Dr. Iloratlo W. Frohock'of
Rockland as medical examiner: Wil
liam T. Hocking of Clark Island
was appointed notary public.

Donald P. Kelsey is driving a new
Chrysler 4 coach, which' has all the
earmarks of a smart rig.
Miss Amanda Wood, formerly with
the Western Union Telegraph Co.,
has entered the employ of The Cou
rier-Gazette.

There are two things
which there seems to he no let
up. One is the cold weather,
the other is poor radio recep
tion. Saturday night, Sunday
night and last night it was all
the same, with only a few near
by stations making a feeble at
tempt to break the monotony.
—At 5.45 yesterday afternoon
W.KK1 broadcast a long hut in
teresting story on the Boston
Marathon, •which was won by
John C. Miles of Nova Scotia
in 2 h. 25 m. 40 2-z5s. He broke
the record by four minutes,
lacking one. second and at no
stage of the race was he more
than 50 yards behind the lead
er. Stenroos was second, DeMar third and Michaelson
fourth.
De Mar’s time was ♦
2.32.15, Miles is 21. a native of
Cardiff. Wales, and has his
eye on the Olympic marathon
in 1928.—There are 50,033 farms
in Maine and last year they re
ported 3,493 radio sets. It’s a.
safe guess that 1926 will show
a big increase. How can any
farmer, or anybody else, afford
to be without the radio?—The
only luck 1 had last night was
to hear fragments of President
Coolidge's address before the
National I). A. R. convention in
Washington. The service was
relayed through WCSII of
Portland.

Sale Starts SATURDAY, April 24th
Our motto holds good: Quality and Reasonable Prices. Simonton values 'are famous among those
who know. See the Thursday issue of The Courier-Gazette for some of the prices in our greatest sale
event.

K. J. SIMONTON CO.
shown by tHo children themselves
has proved the best, of advert is- |
The Maine Federation issues the ing. All are urged to aid by going i
song printed below, ‘‘Pines of Maine,” at least one of the two nights, |
by Elizabeth Powers Merrill and snug April 22-23. A special attraction I
to the tune ‘‘Some Day the Silver for many is the dance following tin*
Cord Will Break.” It will he used by operetta on Friday.
thq Educational Club women and
Mitch concern is felt for Maynard I
sung in chorus:
Brennan who is reported ill at I
Knox Hospital.
u pines of Maine, (b ar pints of Maine,
Willi tli> proud heads uplifting hl^h,
Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear was
Telling llty tales of <la\s long dead
remembered by her many friends
To all the woods, and streams and sky.
with a postcard sboweV lu»t week.
o pines upon Maine's thousand hills.
Whose perfume
the restless air.
Mrs. Spear is gaining steadily.
Who-ie voices soothe our sleep at night.
Mrs. 11. D. Sawyer lias bad a new
Sweet as a softly murmured prayer.
Freshman Masterpiece radio in
stalled lately and is very much
T.huu art high horn, () pistes of Maine 1
All nature helped to give thee birth,
pleased with its line reception.
Thv father was the suit and wind.
’Mrs. N. B. Eastman who lias been
Thy mother, the dark soil of earth.
seriously ill the past few weeks, is
Then toss thy dark-pin med heads on high,
again able to be out.
From northern hill unto die sea,
And mingfe with thv songs of old.
Miss Ruth Moody is caring for
The s.,tigs of wondrous days to he.
Mrs. I. E. Starrett taking the place
formerly of Mrs. M. S. Hahn. Mrs.
Tin- Indian lover sang his song
Under thy shining roofs of green,
Starrett is gaining slowly in lieu 1th.
.Vid watched upon the river near
II. D. Sawyer is having the front
Tiie crimson sunset's glow and sheen
of his store remodeled.
Here dark-hueil mother held her child
THE

COLBY COLLEGE

May 22 the interscholastic track
meet for the High Schools of Maine
will he conducted by Colby College
under the personal guidance of Track
Coach Ryan. Tills is the second i
annual outdoor track meet conducted
by the college for exclusively the
High Schools of Maine. Colby in
the years preceding 1925
staged
meets for both high and preparatory
schools but it was felt by the college
authorities that a meet for High
Schools, only, would produce more
equal competition ami as a result the
only outdoor meet in Maine for
strictly High Schools came about. All
entries for tlfis meet should be imme
diately forwarded to Michael J..Ryan.
Colbv College. Waterville. Maine.

FEDERATION SONG

RUMMAGE
SALE
Wednesday, April 21
(TOMORROW)

G. A. R. HALL

Extensive exterior repairs includ
2.00 o'clock
ing repainting and relaying some
city Maishal Robert A. Webster
Sons
of
Veterans Auxiliary
The Flint Bakery blossomed out
The four-acre lot at tiie corner of sections are being made«on th$ part
was missing from his office yesterday,
Auspices
of
Rankin
block
recently
bought
by
yesterday with a new Dodge truck,
l.imeroek
streets,
not because it was Patriot’s Pay, but Highland and
Mike Armata.
WONDERFUL BARGAINS
the
body
for
which
was
built
at
owned
by
Frank
L.
Weeks,
is
being
because a very severe cold had the
Abram W. Nye’s repair shop. The
surveyed into house lots by Civil En
upper hands of him.
Osborne Ripley, the gallant'captain car is equipped with balloon tires *n
gineer L. Dow Jones. Masonic street
Mrs. Jennie llarvey Percival’s Is to be extended across this field, >f the Black & White hockey team, everything. Harry D. Phillips is the
FOOT CORRECTION
dancing classes nt Temple hall will and a right hand turn will then con is the new night man at the Gray driver, and when he appeared on the
meet Saturday this week, instead of nect It with I.lmeroclt street. En lull Cafe, with service and courtesy si reel with the new outfit yesterday
I undertake the cure or relief of
his smile was visible half a mile, to
• ♦ » «
Thursday—aesthetic class at 12.30, gineer Jones Is also laying out 44 ts his motto.
every form of foot trouble that
the naked eye.
Various means are being taken to
kindergarten at 2 and ballroom class house lots In Thomaston for W. .1.
does not call for surgery.
Robertson, the land extending to the
Manager Carl Benson of Park and
raise funds to send Colby’s debating
at 3.
MRS. FLORENCE M. CROCKETT
wafer's edge.
Empire Theatres went to Portland
ALVAH E. CARLE
team across country to debate at
30 Water St. Tel. 213-J. Rockland
av rail Sunday moraing and motored
ihe meeting of Pi Kappa Delta in
The boxing and wrestling matches
45-47
The funeral services of Alvah Wisconsin.
Gold basketballs are the objec home in his new Nash motor car. lie
Pi Kappa Delta is a
at the American Legion smoker
(’lose to her throbbing, luqqiy breast,
Thursday night will be refereed by tives of the boys and girls of Rock was accompanied by his aide de Everett Carle of Boston were con national honorary forensic society
And crooned the songs of her wild race,
ducted at his country home. Faraway whose only representative east of
‘ Bill’' Widdecombe, who won money land High championship basketball ?amp. John H. McGrath.
Hushing her dusky babe to rest
Farm, in Cushing. Sunday, by Rev. the Mississippi is Colby.
and honors Overseas during the teams. The wherewithal to buy the
O
stately green-robed pines of Maine!
mementos
Is
to
be
raised
at
a
public
J.
W.
Strout
of
Thomaston.
•
•
♦
•
World War by his prowess with the
Five boxjng hours and one wrest
O stinlh lake of shining waves!
dance to be given in 'the High ling bout are already assured for
Among those who came to attend
nit ts.
To stimulate interest in track flic
0 happy homes upon our bills!
School gymnasium Friday night. It Thursday night’s smoker at American the ceremony were Mrs. Ramona Druids, the Junior honorary society,
(> cherished spots of loved one’s graves 1
Though we should wander far away.
Saturday afternoon saw two ad will he a good time with the gallery Legion hall. Rev. \V. S. Rounds will Woodbury of West Roxbury. Mass., has awarded a silver trophy to be
And know Ute’s deepest joy and pain.
seals
well
worth
the
price
of
admis

venturous golfers opening the 1926
be the speaker. Chow call as usual. and Mrs. Eloise Rivers of Wiscasset, awarded to the college fraternity
We trust that .sometime we shall sleep
The decorations are ve«y A band will furnish music.
daughters of the deceased.
The which captures the most points in
season on the Country' Club links. sion.
Beneath tlte dear old pines of Maine
floral tributes included a number of the annual interfraternity track
Ground pretty soft, greens not yet attractive.
A Rockland couple recently trav designs from Boston, among them meet.
playable, rubbers required, but the
WARREN
clubs feel good, the hall finds plenty
The government recently coined a eled from Boston to Brunswick be being a large set piece from the
Dr. and Mrs. II. A. St. Claire
of room in the dry air and every silver half dollar in commemoration fore either learned that the other was New England Confectionery Com
All next week at the Strand Thea Chase motored from Newton Cen
day the sun and wind are helping of the memorial which has been en on the train. They came to Boston pany of Boston, which the deceased
ter, Mass., Friday to spend the
things forward. Cheer up.
graved on the side of Stone Moun from different cities, and neither was had served 40 years as superinten tre will he the first indoor circus to- weekend and holiday at their sum
dent.
The bearers were Edward be attempted on the theatre .stage.
tain. Georgia, to the valor of the aware of the other’s plans.
mer home here.
1 he boys and girls of Rockland Championship
Donovan and Donald Flinchbaugh of There will be 14 vaudeville acts
ynanl Brennan of the Deep Sea soldiers of the South. A fac-simile
Tickets have been selling well for
including
trained
animals
and
acroBoston,
representing
ihe
confectionery
The
Mcdomak
Canning
Co.
has
Fisheries staff was taken to Knox of the insignia seen on the mountain
Basketball
i earn will give the dance to buy them
the
school
operetta
“
The
National
some world - famous
Hospital Saturday in serious condi- side is found on the coin. Possibly put a ton and a half Graham truck company, and Ansel Orne and Wilbur fhnts ‘ with
Flower” in which 50 of the children
trapeze
artists.
selves
gold
basketballs
as momentos.
.Morse
of
Cushing.
The
body
was
dition. Iiis condition was reported the only one in Rockland is possessed in commission. The machine was
are taking part assisted by 30 ‘
yesterday as slightly improved.
by Miss Virginia Healey, grand bought through Dyer’s Garage, from taken to Forest Hills cemetery for
adults.
The proceeds
will
he
Come Up and Help Them
The Baptist Men's league, nearing daughter of Frank D. Healey, a local which agency Thomas Economy has cremation and services will he held
Saving fathers keeps families devoted to purchasing materials
there Wednesday.
The ashes of
the close of another successful sea plumber, and was sent to her by her lately bought a Dodge Sedan.
from becoming dependents.
needed in the teaching of music in
.Mr.
Carle
and
of
his
wife,
who
died
GOOD MUSIC
GOOD TIME
son. has its monthly meeting and father, Raymond B. He.qley, who is
Rockland Red Cross.
the public schools. Much work’ has
Patriots* Day was celebrated in suddenly in Cushing Dec. 20. will he
supper tomorrow night. The enter accountant for the Culmer Ltitnhpr
been put into it and the enthusiasm
scattered
on
Faraway
Farm.
Rockland in very elaborate fashion.
tainer will he Prof. A. C. Eurich of Co., in I.achooche. Fla.
In addition to the daughters above
Frank II. Ingraham hung an Ameri
the I'niversity of Maine, and the
mentioned Mr. and Mrs. Carle are
program will furnish interesting va
April 12 it was 10 degrees below can flag from his office window. So
riety. as it will consist of dramatic zero and train preceded by a snow far as could he noted this was the survived by two sons, Amos E. of
Detroit, Mich., and Alvah It. of
rea dings.
plow bad much difficulty in bucking only flag shown on Main street, from
Pleasant Point.
its way through snowdrifts. Snow Rankin block to Park street.
It is not often that there Is a pri was two and three feet deep on the
One year ago yesterday Rockland
vate Showing of motion pictures In level and they were still driving on
BORN
Brackett—Now Harbor, April 11. tn Mr
Rockland, but something akin to it Ihe liver. No, this was not Rock bad a six-inch snowfall, accompanied
Mrs Fred Brackett, a dm/gUter.
happened at the Empire the other land. nor yet the Hudson’s Bay by a gale of wind. In some places and
Thompson—New Harbor. April 16, to Mr
night when "Beverly of Grntistnrk” region, as one might surmise, but up there were drifts four feet deep, and and Mrs. Halley Thompson, a daughter.
was being presented. A certain well in Aroostook County where these con many persons spent the holiday
Berry Rockport, April IS. to Mr. and Mrs
.Q.I
--------Automobile Herman Berry, a son.
known citizen got in just too late to ditions were actually observed by shoveling sidewalks.
see the beginning of the picture so Frank C. Norton, traveling salesman parties which had fared forth with
MARRIED
he stayed over to the second per for the Rockland & Rockport Lime out chains made the home port with
Ingraham-Packard Camden. April 17. Erie
formance. lie was so natch absorbed Corporation in that territory. Mr. difficulty.
Ingraham and Miss Etta M. Packard, both 01
that hi' stayed tight through and oil Norton says that AI potatoes were
Camden.
Little-Butman—New Harbor, March 30.
Charles Simmons, an expert auto
turning to go out found himself the selling at 93 cents a perk or $10.33
Little of New Harbor and Miss Hilda }
only person in the theatre. The cer a barrel, by the carload, and ordinary mechanic, well known to the local Bertram
But man of Hound Pond.
j
tain well known citizen was .Mayor potatoes were selling at $4.50 a bar motor public, has entered the em
Carver.
rel. The freight rate to Boston is S4 ploy of the Jones Motor Co., .and will
DIED
Ge stationed at the Main street sales
cents.
A
Bartlett—Rockport, April IS. Mary F
room
The company has extended widow of Whiting Bartlett, aged 69 years. 1
Rupt. McAlary of the C. & R.
month, 17 days. Funeral services this aft
its
regular
service
to
include
greas

Water Co., is breaking in a new fliv
Rev. W. J. Day, former pastor of
ornoon at 2 o’clock from residence of daugh
ver this week. He is also proudly the First Baptist chinch, has been ing and washing for all comers. Las- ter. Mrs. Hose Smith,.Beech street, K'hkpor!
IPic
■■
displaying one of the much heralded following with Interest the reports sell’s Garage, 110 Park street, is the
Klbbci- -Rockport. April 16. Fiances A , wife
of
<
’
liarles
M.
Kitibel,
agel
68
years,
5
‘Darling'' lire hydrants. The new of the rededicatory exercises in this Paige and Jewett service station.
months, 12 days
plug is a handsome, stocky big city city, and not to be outdone he dedi
>3
Lane—Vinalhaven, A; .U 16. Susan It .
The entertainment committee of widow of Hiram Lane, aged Stt years.
- ©.©IIl
type and not only makes a line ap cated with special services Sunday
Prosser Lisbon Falls. April 15, Myrtle
pearance but adds the advantage of morning 12 new stained glass win Winslow-Holbrook Post, has been
(Roberts), wife of Edward Prosser, aged 31
freedom from frost troubles and of dows in the First Baptist hhurch at very lucky in securing two of the years.
being easily dismantled by one man. Winthrop. Mass. The Winthrop Sun ’nest exhibition boxers in the State
Ritpt. McAlary threatens to install said: "These windows were volun (or their smoker Thursday night—
CARD OF THANKS
the Darling in place of one of the tary offerings of individuals and some Tom Cnrver, ex-heavyweight champ
We wish to thank.all our neighbors and
antiques in the Main street fire zone church organizations: these latter of Maine will meet ‘‘King Spruce,” friends for their kindness lo us during the
illness and death of our loved mother and
and the tire committee is doing Its being the Baraca and Philathea ihe strong hoy from Cambridge, sister:
also those who so kindly loaned their
best to make him yield to temptation. Classes of the Sunday School, the Mass., one of the best light-heavies cars and those who .sent flowers
Leo B. Hooper. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hupper.
of
his
time.
Roth
are
well
known
Christian Endeavor Society, and the
Mrs. I iz7ie Boyles, Mrs. A I. Stuart. A W
Croat discussion Is found among Ladies’ Aid Society. The Baraca and throughout New England.
Simmons, Mrs. Levi Robinson.
•
I lie city's youngsters over the pros Philathea w indows carry the emblems
Chemical 2 made a single run yes
pect of this year's Boys’ Scramble. of their society. Each of the other
wj
CARD Or THANKS
I.ast year the event was a hilarious window's have difforen^. emblems: terday, the fire being at the High
We wish to express our thanks to our
rip roaring success and more sur the whole making an attractive pres lands. Sunday’s fire was in the many friends in St George, Camden and
Rockland, who so kindly helped during the
prises titan ever are planned for this entation of ecclesiastical tut. The Ingraham Field with no damage recent
illness, and death of our loved one.
year, of course there will he the expense of new framing and other except wear and tear on the appar Addle K. Hastings, and especially for the
atus.
The
busy
truck,
has
done
noisy automobile ride ending at a items was met by contributions of
abundant and beautiful flowers, from rela
selected and secret place where a se members of church anil congrega many miles of hurried running the lives, friends, neighbors, and Naomi Chapter,
0. E S
past
three
weeks
and
richly
deserves
cret committee will have the eats all
W J. Hastings. Mr. and Mrs R. W Hast
tion, who generously assisted. It is the new shoes that Chief Havener
prepared—hot dogs. Ice cream, ginger
purposed,
at
a near date, to complete has ordered for her. A new storage Ings, Mrs Lydia .1. Gardner, Mr and Mrs W
pop, pie, and many surprises. It
D. Sturtevant
♦
the window scheme as originally battery is also a necessity as the
means a lot to the boys when they
planned,
by
placing
windows
in
the
RESOLUTIONS
busy red wagons must always
can get away for such a rollicking
God in his alwise wisdom has seen fit to
good lime with the men, hut it means vestibule, which are how in the mak respond.
ing.
”
"I
note
that
you
tire
to
have
call our esteemed Brother, H. (' Annis to
a whole lot to the men to l>e a boy
the Grange above; therefore we. Mt. Pleas
Raymond Rackliffe of Ash Point ant Grange. Went Rockport, having been
again. An afternoon hour of sports your centennial celebration in 1933.
and races is planned with prizes writes Mr. Day. "Well. I expect to came to town early Saturday even eai'ed to lose the presence of one who was
n' everything. It's going lo be one be on hand. You see 1 celebrated the ing. did his shopping, and then left ever loyal to the o.tler and one whose friend
we sliall sadly miss; yet his virtues will
grand time and every boy in the 75th and helped at the 90th. so 1 his ear, purchases and all on Park ship
linger long in our me.mory.
city is invited and urged lo.ntake the shall have to he there for the 190th street. When he returned the auto
Therefore, he it resolved, that our charter
I am glad your church can have till mobile was gone, likewise about $10 he draped and bodges reversed for a period
I rip.
these line things. Nothing is too worth of provisions ami other articles of 30 days Also be It. resolved: that a page
of our records be kept tn his nwinory. ami
The I.ion Bros. Circusland is good for it.” At the dedication of which it contained. Mr. Rackliffe a copy of these resolutions lie sent to The
booked for the Strand very soon. the new windows in Winthrop Sun notified Deputy Marshal Fernald who Courier-Gazette. t|r publication and a enpv
This is an unusual attraction for a day morning Rev. Mr. Day gave a lost no time in notifying the Bath sent, to the -bereavLl family.
K. S. Simmons, .1 T. Lane. E. L Keller,
theatre.
The Lion Bros, feature discourse in which he took up each chief of police. This proved a wise committee
on resolutions.
14 acts of vaudeville, composed of window, speaking on tlW'emblems measure for the Bath officers Inter
April 16, 1926.
aerial acrobats, trapese acts, clowns which it carries; and in ^inf cases cepted the car at the ferry and took
and trained animals.
Everythin; of the j-iver and the person me its two occupants, Arthur Dodge and
In the evening he Andrew Griffin, into custody. It is
will bp seen In the form of a circus iporialtzed.
except the tent. There lira three preached on "Open Windows.'' Next understood that they did not deny
enlire changes during the engage month Mr. Day goes to Washington. their guilt, but said that they took
A factory salesman will be here during the demonstration with a complete line of sample coverings—low
ment with added feature picture, in D. C.. to the Northern Baptist Con the car for the purpose of getting to
other words a double show at popular vention.
high and medium grades. Don’t buy an overstaffed set until you have seen him.
Boston, where they expected to find
Since 1840 thie firm hat
prices.—adv.
employment’. The Bath police found
faithfully served the fami
The average house window can two razors on the’r persons, hut
lies of Knox County.
he equipped with a handsome awn were given to understand that their
G. K. MAYO
Tel. day, 450; niflht 781-W.
ing (or $5 or $G. Besides adding lo innocent pyrpose was for chopping
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
Lady Attendant
the exterior charm the awning will off whatever whiskers they might
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT
bring cool comfort within together cultivate and not for lifting the hair
AMBULANCE SERVICE
AS LOW AS $25.00
with peVfect freedom from fading of of any stra,v injuns they might meet.
Made in Any Style. Best Linings, paper, hangings and tapestries. Try Tn , municipal Court this morning
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE 1080
just one room and he convinced. both hoys pleaded ‘‘guilty” and were
Trimmings and Workmanship
ROCKLANQ, Me,
Telephone Rockland Awning Co., held for the September grand jury
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. 33-tf
1072-M —adv.
in the sum of $500 each.

DANCE

EXTRAORDINARY
HIGH SCHOOL ASSEMBLY HALL

FRIDAY, APRIL 23

Announcement Extraordinary

An exhibit never before seen in this city will be made in the V. F. Studley, Inc.
window this week when a factory expert will

BUILD COMPLETE

From wooden frame to final tapestry, two Overstaffed Three Piece Suites of
Furniture. This demonstration, a tremendously interesting and instructive pro
ceeding, will be

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

ABSOLUTELY FREE

ALL THIS WEEK

BURPEE’S

COME ONE-COME ALL

V. F. STUDLEV, Inc.

J

WITH THE GRANGERS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

What the Patrons of Hus
bandry Are Doing the
Country Over.

8’

The Grange of tlie country lias put
10
I itself strongly on record its opposed
21
j io the feature of the pending WatsonParker bill in Congress for a reorgan
16
15
n 13
14
ization of the railroad labor board
,11
ia
contained in the proposal to
1 20
eliminate the public from any
19
27
18
representation of the reorganization
board: though tlie Orange expresses
23
22
its entire approval of what has been
11
accomplished in the way of getting
r. ilroad employers and employees
1527 28
together into agreement upon some
features of the Watson-Parker bill.
The Grunge declaration in behalf
30
29
of adequate protection is very much
to the point and expressed in lan
-,L!guage which the average citizen will
33
34
32
31
thoroughly approved.
If Congress wants to abolish the
30
37
3528
37
railroad labor board, all right, but
why abolish also the onlj’ effective
protection the public has against
ffi
42
43
41
40
agreements that can lift the cost of
transportation indefinitely? Why not
HL
put the power t/> supervise these
(46
47
45T
44
agreements in some other public
body? Dissatisfaction with the rail
5-0
(4?
road labor board is no reason for
telling
the
carriers
and
their
employees to write any contract they
5-2
51
please.
Speaking specifically, farmers and
<©, 1928. Weattrn Newspaper Union.)
the public must have a reduction of
present freight rates. If they should
Vertical.
Horizontal.
be increased for any cause, it would
1
—
To
despise
1—To reject
be inexcusable: but there is no hope
2— Skyward
6—Burglar’s tool
of any reduction if Congress aban
8—Ribbed material
9—To toll a bell
dons all control of wage awards and
4—Spike
11— To deteat
6—Part of a face
12— Bone
agreements and permits the railroads
6— Impersonal possessive pronoun
14—Head resta on a bed
and their employees to write their
7— This person
16— To exist
own terms. The present Watson8— To give up
17— Thing
Parker bill must be amended to give
10— South American ruminant
19— Dens
the Interstate Commerce Commis
11— Wind Instruments
20— Everything
13—Observes
21— Fresh Information
sion the power to control wage
16
—
To
fabricate
23— Humans
i agreements affecting rates. If this
16—Smear of Ink
24— To poke
is not done, the farmers of tlie
18—To gulp
26— Island in Pacific
United States and the public at large
20—To put In place
27— A sudden dash
will be forced to alvandon all hope22—A smudge
29—Meadow
24—Thick kind of soup
of role reduction.
It is our firm
20—Period of time
26—Cereal
31—Apartments
conviction that the enactment of the
28—Small plug of wood
38—One who acts for another
Watson-Parker bill, without amend
31—Anything edible
36—Opening Into a room
ments protecting the farmer and the
S3—To be in an upright position
86—Heavy weight
public, will have a far-reaching and
33— Heavenly personage
38—Self (pi.)
40—Fight
detrimental effect on the entire
34— Small city
si—Flat boat
43—Young lamb
35— Pulls after
44— Commercial announcement
I nation.
37—Ordinance (.abbr.)
45— Deters
Much satisfaction
is felt by
<1—Crib*
39—Closes
47— North America (abbr.)
Granges in all parts of the country
42
—
God
of
love
48— Obey
over the prospects for enactment of
45— Belonging to him
49— Kind of soil
a "truth-in-fabrics” bill during the
46— Juice of a tree
61— Native of Switzerland
60—Mother ! present session of Congress, a favor
48—Note of scale
62— Bridges
Solution will appear In next Issue.
able committee report on the mens_
-__________ _____ _ _________ure having given it a good start. It
has yet to overcome strong opposi
Solution to Saturday'* Puzzle
tion. and local branches of the
Grange will join forces to bring
effective pressure io bear upon
gratlon of Jews from Germany into senators and congressmen, led by
Russia and Poland during the Fif- the National Grange headquarters
teenth century. These Jews spoke at Washington.
and wrote German with facility. ,
For fully a dozen years the Grange
But in the Slavic country they werej* has headed the fight for the passage
compelled to learn a new language. of a truth-in-fabrics law. but year
Several centuries later the descend after year lias met defeat because of
ants of many of these Jews re the powerfully - organized manufac
turned to Genpiany. In ench coun turing interests that have opposed
try the Jews absorbed part of the such a measure. The Grange atti
local language which was mingled tude on a pure fabrics law is con
freely with the original Hebrew. sistently in line with Ils recognized
Yiddish has an extensive literature. influence in behalf of stringent
pure food laws, which that organiza—Pathfinder Magazine.
! tion has long and vigorously cham; pioned.
Moving Continents

I

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

The School Lunch

The Idea that the continents of
the world are moving Is embodied
in the “Wegener hypothesis,” sug
gested by Prof. Alfred Wegener of
Austria in his book, “The Origin of
Continents and Oceans," published
in 1912. This theory is that the con
tlnents of the world are drifting,
the rate of movement being neces
sarily very slow, and during recent
conferences of scientists It was de
cided that certain tests, involving
radio, were to be made during the
winter of 1926-27.

ET anyone say that putting np
school lunches every day for
weeks is not a problem; a few
Ramblers
weeks of experience will change
“We used to say to one another
that view.
Every mother should
familiarly
in
Streatliam park,"
realize how Important It is that her
wrote Mrs. Thrale, “ ‘Come, let ns
child should he well nourished. No
go into the library, and make John
child who is undernourished can do
son speak Ramblers.'” Let us, as
good work with brain or band.
It
a second best, sometimes still go
is not always the child from poor
Into the library and read Johnson’9
homes tiiat is underfed.
Today,
Ramblers—and Idlers and Adven
with the school nurse, the weighing
turers; wherein, as Boswell says,
machines, and the constant atten
we shall find “a true representa
tion given tlie health of the child,
tion of human existence.” “In no
all may have a chance to grow into
writings whatever,” he adds with
healthy adults.
equal truth, “can be found . . .
To start the day right there
more that can brace and Invigorate
should be plenty of time for a good,
every manly and noble sentiment.”
wholesome breakfast, which will
—From Preface to “Johnson, the
"stand by” until the noon lunch.
Essayist,” by O. M. Christie.
A dish of whole wheat cooked un
til it lias been well softened or a
well-cooked dish of oatmeal with
Story of Tragedy
lop milk (no sugar) Is preferable;
Mr. Asker—What happened to
add a few dates or raisins, if liked,
that' fellow Bjones? Only a short
for sweetening. An egg with toast
time ago tie had a wonderful head
or muffins and a big glass of milk
of hair but when I saw him the
will make a good breakfast for a
other day his head was as bare as
growing child.
Hot milk in cold
a billiard bail.
weather witli an occasional cup of
Mr. Teller—Why. didn't you hear?
Lot cocoa, will make a chatige in tlie
He got hold of a bottle of “depila
drink. The practice of warming the
tory’’ which his wife used to re
milk with a little coffee is a most
move superfluous hair, anil doused
pernicious one, as it is very apt to
his head with tt, thinking it was
cause digestive disturbances and
bay runt.
create an appetite for coffee.
The cereal coffees of various
kind* are both agreeable and nour
Sure of the Temper Part
ishing, but coffee should never be
Caller Is jour husband tempera
given to children, even in small
mental?
quantities.
Mrs. Hupli I’m not sure about
Tea as well as highly seasoned
the mental part.
foods and condiments should be
taboo.
Pickles, highly seasoned
sauces and rich foods should not he
given children: the continued use
of such foods in adults Is said to
cause tlie craving for stimulants.
Lack of appetite in the morning
Is often the result of sleeping in an
lll-ventllated room.
An adult may
miss a meal, often to his better
ment, but a growing child needs
plenty of food to supply- energy to
build tissue.

L

(©, 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)
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Reflex
Slicker
is the wet weather
service uniform
for the regular men
who make every
day count?
J-
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Every-Other-Day
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Growing sentiment, in city and
country alike, registers Its approval
of tlie proposal of the National
Grange — to establish
a national
Agricultural Pay. which shall be
observed in Octolter of eacli year, by
proclamation of tlie President and
with fitting observances throughout
the nation: but not to be made a
public holiday in any State.
A
recent poll of the agricultural press
shows practically unanimous in
dorsement of the idea, while many
city papers and general magazines
are urging its adoption.
A bill formally establishing Agri
cultural Pay is now In preparation
and will be Introduced in Congress
within a short time, sponsored by
Congressmen John C. Ketcham of
Michigan, anil its speedy passage Is
expected. Secretary William M. Jar
dine of the national Department of
Agriculture has given his hearty
indorsement to the plan, and prom
inent leaders in both branches of
Congress have publicly expressed
their full sympathy with the Grange
idea.
Members of the Grange In Oregon
are heading a movement to secure
larger farm representation In the
legislature, and a definite move
towards this end is spreading rapidly
over the State. Recently represent
atives from all tlie Granges in
Clackamas county got together and
mapped out a definite program
action for the coming primaries and
election. Much of the action taken
by their legislature tlie past three
years lias been very unsatisfactory
to the Oregon farmers, and tills is
their proposed method to secur
’improvementIn Kansas much pride is felt in the
fact that every one of the 16 officer
of the State Grange the present year
was born and reared upon a Kansa
farm; while without exception all
are total abstainers from the use of
cither intoxicating liquor or tobacco
in any form.

WOMAN CON
QUERS FEARS

HOSPITALITY

IN

HALL

THE

l'.y ELIZABETH S. BItKNiNAN

Pirectur of Tlie Niagara Decorators' Service Bureau

Husband Delighted and
Home Happier
St. Paul. Minn.—“Here is a little
advice I would like to have you put
in the papers,”
Mrs. JackLorberter of 704 Dell
wood Place wrote
to the I.ydia E.
Pinkham Medi
cine
Company.
“If young women
want to keep
their health and
strength for the
next thirty years
of their lives, it
________________is best to start
In right now and take Lydia E.
Pinkhani's Vegetable Compound. I
have tried the Compound myself
and received fine results." In de
scribing her condition before taking
the Compound, she writes, “1 was
afraid in my own house in broad
daylight. 1 used to lock the doors
and pull down the shades so that
nobody could see nte.” One day a
booklet advertising the Vegetable
Compound was left on her porch and
she read it through. In so doing,
she found a letter from a woman
whose condition was similar to her
own.
“I bought the Vegetable
Compound,” Mrs. Lorberter con
tinued. "and have had fine results.
The condition I was in made me a
burden to my husband Now I ask
“How is housekeeping?”and he says,
“It is just like being in Heaven!”

Kiddies’ Evening
Story
By

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
C.1I 170

Cad 127

People’s Laundry

THURSTON OIL CO.

/> ?!

Y7

f

17 Limeroek Street
We do all kinds of Laundry ff
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

H. H. Crie & Co.,

decided it
would be fun
to be parent*,
and the par
ents thought it
would he love
ly to be chil
dren
without
any worries or
troubles
o r
cares.

That was the
way they

thought about
it at any rate. So now, to our great,
huge family, which includes Billie
Brownie, the Queen of the Fairies,
Georgle Green Frog, the animals of
the zoo, and many others, the par
ents and children of Reven-Saw will
be added.
The little girls dressed themselve*
In their mothers' dresses, and hats,
and the boys wore their fathers’
golfing clothes for they found these
more comfortable.
Almost at once, too, which was
realJy quite remarkable, the chil
dren "grew bigger until they were al
most the sizes their parents had
been and the parents grew smaller
and became tlie sizes of the chip'
dren, so that when the children
saw each other’s parents in tlie
street they would stop them and
make speeches like this:
“Dear, dear, dear! One would
never think you were Annie's little
daddy. 1 remember you when you
were a big man and how you have
shrunk I”
The mothers and daddies didn't
like this very much. But In days
gone by they had spoken to children
about the way they had grown so
this was probably only fair.
Besides, in ail new arrange
ments there are bound to be some
drawbacks at first.
It amazed both children and their
mothers and daddies how they did
grow so much like each other In so
short a time.
It was probably the remarkable
change of being parents that made
the children leap suddenly Into
grown-ups, and the equally remark
able change''of parents becoming
children that made them suddenly
shrink.
The children decided that they
should call their recent parents by
their last names with a daddy or a
mother before the name.
So that Sally Fenwick's father
became Daddy Fenwick and her
mother, Mother Fenwick, while she
became Parent Sally Fenwick, and
her brother became Parent Robert
Fenwick and their little sister be
came Parent Natalie Fenwick.
This was the way, from now on,
they would speak of each other and
to each other.
They all agreed It was a most In
teresting experiment and one which
they would all
like, even if It
might have n
few difficulties
about It nt first.
The
fathers
seemed delight
ed at t h e
thought
of

school and

Tlie gi'ct front instantly identifies
the origin of a frock as typically
French, classifies it as decidedly
new, for the majority of street or
duties hut
sports costumes from Baris flaunt could really ha
“How You Have
this feature. Youthful in some ver young aud careShrunk.”
sions, sophisticated in others the free once more.
gilet unfailingly Imparts a look of They really all felt Just like their
new selves.
appealing freshness to a dress.
They went In for all their new
Tlie manner in which they arc adventures with such enthusiasm,
designed, the fabric from which they not missing a single one that, by
are made varies widely — round, their new rights, belonged to them.
The older ones felt younger and
square, and high necks being worn:
the younger ones felt older.
pique, fiat crepe, or heavy silk being
(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
iwed. In other words, just tlie fact
that you weal- a gilet Is your fashion
It looks somehow as if the rubber
passport.—Copyright.
investigation was losing its snap.—
Nargette.
Wichita Eagle,

f

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

This new, economical method of
4Sfi Mam Street. Rockland
paneling is so flexible, and so easy
to apply, that it can be suited to
the peculiarities of any room.
WHITEWASH Vinaihaven and Rockland
If the hall is odd-shaped or slight NOW FOR
•aly out of proportion, judicious pan
Steamboat Co.
eling will give tlie room symmetry This Is -One of the Many
and not only make it much more in
ARRANGEMENT
Very Important Duties of RtenworWINTER
teresting but also lend a certain dig
leaves mvaii a mana u-. ».3O A M.,
nity to the room of welcome.
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7 30, Vinai
Spring?
haven 8 15, due to arrive at Rockland about
The illustration above shows how
9 <5.
attractive and hospitable informal
ueiurnlng leaven Rock'and at 130 P M,
Whitewash now ’ Spring reminds Vinaihaven
panels of a deeply brocaded paper
3.00, North Haven at 4.00. Ston
the
home-owner
to
clean
up
and
p
Uni
ington
at 5.00, due to arrive at Swan’i
can make a hall whose walls would
LdauJ
about
6 00 V. M
up.
Whitewash
does
this
job
effecotherwise be barren and uninterestB. H. 8TINSON,
I ing. Even tlie stairway takes on new- tivelv .and economicalh*. It fits into
General Agent.
life and beauty, while tlie window Is tlie spring'in ogram which includes
set off to advantage by the panel everything from the familiar rug
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
beating tasks imposed upon reluctant
frame around it.
Eastern Standard Time
husbands and small boys to the ach
Trains Leave Rockland for
ing backs caused bv spading the 1926 Augusta, .\§7.00 a. m., f7.3O a. m., tl-10 p. m.,
of the back-yard garden.
11.35 p. hi.
WHY AND WHEREFORE of the tires is sulphur, which Is only edition
Neglecting exposed surfaces is ILngor. A *7.00 a. in., |7.3O a. m., fl.10 p. m.,
___
one of thirty four different chemicals.
t i.35 p. in.
Every one knows something of the “penny-wise and pound foolish.” A Bajton. A §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. in.. fl.lOp. in.
It mav be of Interest to many peo
few
cents
may
he
saved
at
the
time,
Hrunsuick, A §7.00a. in., |7.30a. in., fl.lOp. tu.,
ple to know somet’iing of tlie con cotton that the tires arc made from
but repairs made necessary by this ti.35p.tn.
A J7.00 a. ni., |7.30 a. ci., fl-10 p. tn.,
struction and history of tlie tires and 1 will only say that the cotton saving will soon cost dollars. White l,?.vis«or,
fl.35 p. in.
they are running on their cars.
It used in the making of tlrey must be wash improves appearances* is an ex Ne.v York, tl W p. in.
S1’ai,p ,ons fiber, tiie maple cellent preservative, brightens the I’T tl tnd. A§7.00 a. m., f7.30 a. in., f 110 p. m„
Is always of great interest to niinv a
efores of avcragin” about one and
three- cellar, the cottage, the shed, and tlie 14.35 p . nr
to know the wliys and wherefor
VZ:xt .Tvilb, A§7.C0a. m., t7.30a.tn., fl.lOp. m.*
sny piece of machinery they may ' fourths to two Indies in length. Koine barn, and protects trees against 11.35 n. m.
tire
companies
use
Egyptian
rotten,
’vicb. A£7.00a. nr, 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p. ni ,
•wn. or how different tilings may be
worms and insect pests, it can be Wjil
t • >5 p. n.
made and why. For this reason I being raised along the Nile in Egypt prepared easily and applied effective ♦ [> nly.t ■ > ept Sninpv .. § Suudny; only.
'Now lint tire prices are at tlie
A PnssFnr?r» provide own f-rriag? Bath to
wish io acquaint you with some
ly by amateurs.
high levels, the demand for repair
thing of the "why" of auto tires.
Two simple formulas are widely Woolwich.
ing
will
Increase.
In
fact
tires
that
Tires are. as you know, made from
used for general utility work, one
„
; have been discarded, or tires that
rubber, compounds, and
l>cing designed for exterior and the
DR. F. H. STAHL
These materials are manipulated bv I',einC:ln
condition are being second for interior work, For sheds,
3 year Palmer Graduate
hard and machinery, and combined '
re,,ah‘ shops so
tree trunks, stables, fences, etc., dis
CHIROPRACTOR
that
they
can
get
the
full
mileage
into the structure of the pneumatic
solve 15 pounds of common milt in
430 Main St.
Rockland. Ma.
that was built into tlie tire.
and balloon tires.
about 7% gallons of water. To this
Office hours: 10-12 a. ni, 2-3 p. m.
There
are
times
when
tlie
motorist
Many different kinds and qualities
solution add 50 pounds (1 sack) of
Mon Wed Frl. evenings 7-8
of rubber arc found in or near trop must patronize a vulcanizer. no hjydrated lime, or the putty made by
Residence Calls by Appointment
ical counu ics
It conies from vines, matter how reluctant he may feel arefully slaking
Office phone 885
bushel of fresh
ind trees of great height.
Rubber , about doing so. and the thing that quicklime. Mix thoroughly until a
trees that are producing eautchouc faces us. in tiie trade, is to do each
iiick smooth paste is formed. Thin
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
(rubber) are found in South Amer Job so that it will give full value to desired consistency with fresh
ica. Africa. ( eylon. Hie Hist Indies. to tlie customer and lie a credit to water.
Osteopathic Physician
'iimatra, and ln other territories In the customer and tlie place where lie
‘For interior work, the following is
Graduate of American School of
had
the
tire
vulcanized.
mailer quantities.
The I'nlted
lopular: Dissolve 3 pounds of glue
Osteopathy
States Rubber Co. is tlie largest con
in about 2 gallons of water. Make a
By Appointment Only
sumer of crude rubber in the world,
thick cream of 50 pounds (1 sack)
Telephane 323
Up to five years ago nearly every
and in addition to its various manu
f hydrated lime «an<l about 7 gallons
Rockland
facturing activities. it operates 88.- repair shop had their own pet way of water, or carefully slake to a ,soft 38 Summer Street,
0 >0 acres of rubber growing planta of repairing tires, and most all of iutty ’/2 bushel of quicklime. Add
tlieib used what is called the “plug
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
tion* in Sumatra.
the glue solution to the lime, stirring
and boot method."
This was tlie
(Succeasor ta Dr. T. L. McBeatti)
onstantly. Thin to desired consist
filling up of the hole in the tread
Osteopathic
Physician
ency.
Tlie rubber is transported from with rubber and tile inserting on the
Thin applications work best. Make
By Appointment Only Tel. 136-W
Inside
of
the
tire
of
n
thick
boot
these countries to the dealer, or the
tlie mixture thin enough so that 1 he 35 Limeroek Street*
Rockland
This was not
factorj- ln various forms and shapes, made from old tires.
surface may be seen through the film
Graduate of American School of
satisfacto:
y,
and
all
of
tlie
reliable
depending on the territory from
while it is wet. Tlie coating will dry
Osteopathy
which the rubber comes. Such forms tire simps would not use this method. jpaque. Best results are obtained
are known ns knuckles, negro heads, Many customers have been disap when the work is done in clear, dry
DR. J. H. DAMON
balls, thlmblee. loves, crepe sheet or pointed on having their tires re weather.
rude.
Each territory may have paired because after the tire was
By adding 1 quar* of crude carbolic
Dentist
different grades of rubber, running to fixed they might get a 100 nitles out icid to either of the .above mixtures,
302 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
a fine or coarse selection and also of the tire, and the tire was then mild disinfectant and insecticidal
thrown away, money ami time gone
Appointments
9
to 2
varying In color and grade of gum.
properties are added to the white
Also Saturday afternoons and even
The best grade of rubber is known to waste.
wash.
Tlie coming of tiie balloon tire
ings until June 1
ts up-river para, a gum containing
(’lean all dirt, scales or other loose
from two to four percent resin, and caused a great change in tlie vul material from the surface to bo treat 28-tf
Phone 593-R
was origin illy found in tiie upper canizing business. The “plug and ed. Dampen the surface before ap
boot
method
”
would
not
work,
be

Amazon regions and in the Brazilian
plying tlie fresh coat so that tlie
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
plateaus. Since the discovery of the cause the balloon tire must at all wash will dry gradually, otherwise a
places
be
of
the
same
thickness,
as
It
trees, planters in other countries
Dentist
chalky job is liable to result.
have been making a specialty of is a low pressure tire, and the side
Bulletin 304 of tlie National Lime 400 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANC
walls
are
very
thin.
The
tire
fac
planting these trees, and where rub
Association, will bo sent to any
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
lories
began
to
see
that
if
the
old
ber tvas formerly gathered from trees
reader desiring same upon request
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
that grew wild, now conics from cul methods ot repairing tires continued, inclosing two cent stamp. This
Evenings by Appointment
their
tires
would
not
be
giving
satis

tivated* plantations.
pamphlet is used by the Government,
'
139-tf
factory
service,
should
the
owner
Tiie ihsiva trees can he tipped at
with reference to the National Lime
hove
them
repaired.
They
got
busy,
the age of four ' years, although
Association, in answering requests
DR. B. E. FLANDERS
other varieties will bear earlier. with the result that in the last live for information regarding whitewash
Dentist
Contrary to general belief, the latex, years, new equipment has been in ind cold water paints.
as the fluid Is called, is not a sap vented. new methods have been dis407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
of the rubber tree, but a fluid found i covered, the rubber and the fabric
One thing tiiat made the powerful Next to the Rockland National Bank
in the bark and the trunk of the ( the repairman use has been improved preachers of other days was recep
Building
trees, which looks like the milk left ( until today the vulcanizing business tive listeners.—Slircevcport Journal.
Telephone 1008
by our milk man in bottles every,• I is a profession. Schools are main
Office Hours: 9 to 12; 2 to 5
morning.
This latex, so called, con- tained in nearly all the largest fac
PETITION TO ERECT AND MAINTAIN
tains from 55 to 85 percent water, tories to train men to turn out tlie
WHARF
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
Yinalhaveti, 31c. April 12. 192C.
and must have the water separated best work for their customers,
DENTI8T
Considering all that 1 have said, may To flic Municipal Officers or Vlnalhavcn
from the rubber.
This is done by
:
DENTAL X-RAY AND DIAGNOSIS
placing in shallow pans and adding it impress you
that the pick Gentlemen
Respectfully represents K S Loud that he
the
world’s
best
rubber, desires to erect and mamt-ain a wharf to
a certain amount of acetic acid. This of
Telephone 1020
skilled
work- extend in’o the tide, waters of Carver’.s H.iracts like putting vinegar into milk: its best cotton,
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
then the rubber is taken out of the men at the factories, vulcanizing men bor within the following described locality.
Beginning at his present, north-east corner
ROCKLAND, ME.
8»-tf
pans and left in tlie sun to dry: this that have been schooled in the most bound <xi his shore bank: thence extending
takes several weeks. At the present Up-to-date methods known, using southerly into the tide waters 95 feet; thence
time, lfowever, on account of labor the best repair material that money westerly 97 feet or until it intercepts A. B
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
proposed line: thence northerl) by
troubles, some factories have the‘and knowledge can buy, forget that Arey's
said Arey’s proposed line 95 ft. to tlie shoro
latex shipped in tank steamers, like several years ago you did not get
Office Hours; 1 to 3 &. 7 to 8 P. M.
bank: thence easterly following line of the
the oil tank steamers, to their fac satisfactory, job done on your tire, shore bank 97 feet to the place of beginning.
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
(Bigned)
K.
S
UH
I)
tories, and start the process there.
and go to any modern shop, and get
Vinaihaven. Mo., April 12, 1920.
the full mileage from your tire. You To the Municipal Officers of Vi'iulliaven :
Appointmsnt. Telephone 184
save many dollars in the end.
Gentlemen :
1 will not go into detail in regard
THOMASTON. ME.
Respectfully Tepreaents A. B. Arcy that lie
—By a well known tire expert.
desires to erect and maintain a wharf to ex
to the different processes the rubber
tend into tlie tide waters of Carver’s Harbor
DR.
F. E. FOLLETT
must go through after arriving at
tlie follow ing described locality:—
“Yes, Sir. She’s iMy Baby.” played w ithin
the factory, except to way that rub
Beginning on tlft? shore bank of his land at
With
ber itself is not a substance that will in New York’ by a jazz band, lias a point 30 ft. easterly from tho lino of tlie
stand wear or abuse, it must, there- : been heard by radio in London present coal or steaml>oat wharf; thence ex
DR. BICKFORD
tore, be compounded. The compound I What hath God wrought!—Toronto tending southerly parallel with this wharf line
but a distance 30 ft therefrom 125 feet;
Dentists
most essential for tlie proper curing 1 Mail and Empire.
thence easterly 100 feet; thence northerly

l'i.st impressions ure tlie strong
est. tliev nay. unJ as your guests re
ceive their first impression of your
home from your lioli, its appearance
and decoration is of vital importance.
i'sually it is impossible to use very
much furniture in tlie hall so you
must depend on tlie walls to radiate
the welcome and hospitality which
you want your home to have.
There is a new type of decoration
coining into vogue that can lie of
great help to you in relieving the
severity and plainness of the hall.
It is tlie new style wall paper panels
which are created bj applying a
combination field and border ovpr a
wall completely covered with design.

New Adventures

Pints, Quarts and Galien
Cans

Oils for All Purpoeet
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Sta.

Telephone Connection

Telephone 205

Panels will give your hull a note of welcome.

Wholesale and Retail

MONUMENTS

WATER GLASS
EGG PRESERVER

In the town of Reven-Satv the
children and the parents decided to
change place*
mid as they
had many ad
ventures In do
ing thia front
time to time
you will hear
of their adven
tures.
The children

baseball
and
fishing in tho
creek, and
hikes.
The mothers
seemed so
pleased
that
they
wouldn't
have to attend
to
household

Oil S AND GREASES

NDRY WORK

MARY GRAHAM BONNER

In Their Mothera* Dresses.

j? Telephone J*
5b Directory 5b

WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS
CENTRALIZED DELIVERY AS A RELIEF
Centralized delivery of retail
merchandise is one step that can
be taken to help relieve traffic
congestion.
A woman will go to four de
partment stores—in most cities—
make four purchases, give in
structions to have all packages de
livered and four trucks will stop
at her home.
One would be enough
The time is coming when the
loading and unloading of trucks
will not be permitted on the
streets in congested areas except
during certain hours. Department
stores and large business houses
should and will some day have
underground loading platforms.

*

•

•

The practice of having traffic
officers blow their whistles twice,
the first as a warning and the

second as a signal for vehicles to

start, is for the convenience of
the pedestrian. But how often
we see pedestrians darting out
into the street when the warning
whistle is given. When the first
whistle is blown the pedestrian
should wait on the sidewalk.

» • *

The motorist must recognize
fully that the pedestrian hat
rights in the street and the pedes
trian must recognize that motor
ists have rights too and that when
compelled by signal to go their
progress must not be impeded.
We have made a lot of progress
in handling traffic problems but
_we have a long way to go yet.
The police are doing splendid
work but traffic control and regu
lation is a civic rather than
simply a police problem. It is a
problem affecting the entire com
munity.

125 feet to-his shore line: thence westerly fol
lowing his shore line 100 feel to tlie place
of beginning
GSigned) ARTIIl R B ARKY
On the foregoing petitions it is hereby or
dered that public notice be given as required
by law not less than three days In fore tlie
twenty-fourth day April. 1920, upo»i which
day at four o'clock in the afternoon at the
Office of the Selectmen a public hearing will
he held, to the end that all persons inter
ested may show cause ami give reasons why
tlie abtvc pelltions should not be granted.
<>. V I HU AV
II. W FI PI HU)
W

F LYFOBI)

Municipal Officers of Vinaihaven.
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COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE CO.
Newark, New Jtney
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1933
Real Estate
................................8 370 mm mi

Mortgage Loans ............................. 2.781.750
tvra.l Loans ...............................
Jii.o:m
Stocks and B;bnds ........................ 3,558.874
Cash in Office, and Bank ............
499,275
Agents’ Balances ........................ 1,659,51-1
1111s Receivable ...............................
.31,594
Interest and limits........................
82,507
All other Astmts ............................
61.086

Gross Assets ................
Deduct items not admitted

no

DR. R. L. STRATTON
With

DR. BICKFORD
Dentists
CHILDREN'S WORK A SPECIALTY

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law
Telephone*—Office 468; Houss 693-R
431 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.

mi

05
Gt
13
63
23

79

. . .$11,969,692 73
....
1 ’.7,591 15

Adinittml ............................. ...$19 932,998
LI ABILITIES I>tX 31. 1925
Net Unpaid Losses ....................$2 614.341
Unearned Premiums .................. 3.771.794
All other Liabilities .................. 545,962
Cash Capital ................................. 2.999.909
2.990.990
Surplus over a.11 Liabilities ....
.

PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Court House

ROCKLAND.

MAINE

58
72
21
65
99
99

I Total Lkibilij^gs and Surplus ..810.1*32.1138 58

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO,

Every-Other-Day

Page Five
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WALDOBORO
Mrs. Walter Kuhn was in Rock
land Friday.
Mrs. I.Illa Rlaney and Miss Mar
cia Biariey have returned from a
three weeks vacation in Massachu
setts.

■SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.

DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART
.Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggiats.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture ot MonoaccticaciJcsicr

ot

Salicjllcncid

CRIEHAVEN

UNION
Tlie Community Club held its regu
lar meeting with Rev. Bessie F. j
Crowell on Tuesday of last week.
There were 30 present and a very (
Interesting session was held. The |
tsual business meeting was followed
,y the program which consisted ot a
‘List of some of the Women Writers j
jf Maine, witli birthplaces," by Miss
"rowell; short account of ‘ The Life i
if Kate Douglas Wiggin.” by Mrs.
I'red Burkett, taking tlie place of '
Mrs. Carrie Mank who was unable
to he present. The hostesses, Mrs. i.
Agnes Creighton and Miss Crowell. I[
looked after the refreshments and '
a social lime was enjoyed. Tlie next
hieetine, of the dull will tie held on
Tuesday afternoon. April 27. and will
meet ln the <1. A. It. hall. Tlie Kellei
Corps and Legion Auxiliary have
very
kindly
offered
tlie
clulj
the privilege of meeting in their
rooms which tlie club gladly ac
cepts as it has outgrown accom
modations in private homes.
Tlie
public library is also to be located
ln these rooms and will be open to
tlie public. The program for this
meeting will consist of the follow
ing papers: “Sketch of the Life of
Sarah Orne Jewett,''by Airs. Ito her I
Payson and Book Review of “The
Garden of Memories." by Airs.
Charles Simmons. The roll call Is
to be responded to by some Inter
esting item from a Maine writer,
and the hostesses will be Mrs. Nina
Fuller and Airs. -Mabel Grinnell.
This club Is still open for member
ship and its objective is every
woman in the community a mem
ber. Come on tiie 27th and have a
good time as well as help in a good
cause for the betterment of the
community.
Tlie Ladies' Aid of the Congrega
tional church will hold a food sale
on Friday afternoon of this week
from 2 to 3 at the store of Gordon
& Lovejoy, who have very kindly
offered to make a place there where
this organization may s-ell all food
that is brought to them.
The
patronage of the public is solicited.
This same Ladies Aid will hold its
regular meeting for sewing at the
home of Mrs. L'fford on Thursday
afternoon.

EAST UNION
J. W. Kenrly and Hoy Gould spent
several days in Portland recently.
Wilbur Iiilt and family, after
spending the winter in Florida, have
arrived home.
Frank I’lummer Is in feeble health.
Tuesday’s meeting of the Farm
Bureau was well attended there
being present 15 members and sev
eral visitors. All were glad to have
Miss Mahoney here again.
Mrs. IL M. Watts is at South
Union caring for Mas. W. G. Daniels.

SUNSET

Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Maker and
daughter Mary, who liuve been
spending the winter in Rockland,
have returned for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kimpson have
returned from Appleton where they
have been during the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tapper witli
daughter Alice and son Ira have
returned here after spending the
winter in Malden, Mass.
Miss Alice Tupper, who has been
passing a few weeks with her purcnls, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper.
has returned to Malden for the
summer.
Mr. and M-s. John Anderson and
family are back again after .'-pending
the winter months in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson T. Barter,
who have been visiting In Boston
have returned.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph If. Wilson
villi daughters Lcoline and Carolee
have returned from Tenants Harbor
where they spent the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutton Wilson have
returned from Tenants Harbor where
they spent tlie winter witli their son
Willis.
Simon White and son George have
returned from spending the winter
away.
Mrs. lleien Ix’Blane and son Joseph
have gone to the mainland where
she lias employment.
Miss Cecilia Mitchell of Rockland
High School spent the Easier vacstion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
P. C. Mitchell.
John Crie. wtio 1ms been spending
the winter with his sister. Mrs. Fred
S. Rhodes. Talbot avenue, Rockland,
lias returned to tlie Crie homestead
for the summer.
Colby Hupper and Leslie Wilson
have pone Io Rockland for a load of
freight in 'Mr. Wilson’s boat.
Spring is surely here. The harbor
looks quite presenatble with tlie
boats at their moorings. The smell
of tar is on the wind and the sound
of trap-building goes on from dawn
till dark.
Andrew Anderson went to Rock
land on a business trip last week.
Mrs. F. E. Brown, who lias been
spending the winter with her daugh
ter Mrs. Ellis Simpson, left here
last week.
Radio is surely a great blessing.
Tlie few that were left to spend the
winter months here have certainly
appreciated it. Charles, Fred and
Guy have been kept busy tuning in
to keep the others entertained. But
here is a mystery: Why does one
always stay on WEEI, instead of
listening Io someone else for a
change? Is it to hear the good
natured laugh of Bob Emery, or to
hear him sing. “The Grass Is Always
Greener In the Other Fellow's Yard?"
Mrs. F, R. McClure has returned
home with son Bertram from Rock
land where slio spent a few weeks
with her relatives.

Maurice Gray Is assist in K. W.
Knowlton to build his weir.
Capt. Arthur B. Powers made a
business trip to Boston Monday, re
turning Wednesday.
Rev. Frank Junklns was a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gray
t Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dunham and
baby arrived from Charleston Friday
and are staying at Mrs. Alfred Dun
ham's.
Word has been received that -Frank
McVeigh was operated on recently
and is gaining slowly. It will he
necessary for hint to have a second
operation in about two months. His
eyesight is steadily imprbving.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haskell have
gone to Sunshino for tlie summer
where Mr. Haskell will he engaged
in tlie lobster and fish business.
They will stay witli their daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer McDonald.
Their friends and neighbors regret
their departure but will look forward
to their return in the fall.
Tlie lioys in the school here are
enjoying a new football and arc hav
ing sonic lively scrimmages. The
baseball season has hit them and
already there ure some young Babe
Ruths whose sole ambition is to
“play ball.’’
Capt. and Mrs. George Torrey and
two children of Deer Isle left Mon
day to Join liis vessel.
Charles Haskell is employed on
tlie quarry at Stonington.
The Sunbeam was in the harbor
at Deer Isle recently and Severn
were privileged to shake hands witli
Rev. O. J. Guptill.
BERRY & SMITH

SA1LMAKERS
Successors to
George W. Mugridge
AUTO TOPS AND TRIMMINGS
AWNINGS
TENTS
FLAGS
Waterproof Covers of All Kinds
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Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey were in
Portland last week.
M'r. and Mrs. B. W. Mitchell have
returned from Sanford.
Herman Costner of Gardiner lias
been a guest nt Anthony Castner’s.
Miss Margaret Ashworth spent
die weekend and holiday witli her
parents. .Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C.
Ashworth.
Edgar Hagerman has been at
home from Portland a few days.
Mrs. W. A. Daggett of Springfield. Mo., is at Atlicrii Daggett’s
for die summer.
Laurence T. Weston of Portland
has been a recent guest of ills
parents. -Mr. and Mrs. S. It. Weston.
Mrs. Stuart C, Hemingway of
Syracuse, X. V., Carroll T. Cooney
and Russell S. Cooney of Brooklyn.
X. Y„ were here last week, accom
panying the remains of the late
John J. Cooney, which were placed
in the family mausoleum at Brook
side cemetery.
Miss Grace Walker of Warren
has been visiting Mrs. W. A. White
Charles Greenlaw of Boston spent
tiie weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Greenlaw.
The “63” -Club were served a fine
chicken dinner with all the fixings
at the home of John H. Miller
Wednesday evening. Those seated
it table were Ralph Morse, Van B.
Hagerman, Clarence Hilt. Frank
Cooper,
Arthur
Wlnclicnbocli,
George Ashworth, Rerne Mitchell.
Daniel
Jackson.
Earle
Renner,
Charles Sprague, John Miller and
Lewis Schwartz. Mrs. Miller was
assisted in serving by Mrs. Ralph
Morse, Mrs. Berne Mitchell .and
Miss Edith Benner.
After the
supper the company adjourned to
V. P>. Hagerman's where the even
ing was spent at cards.
Another Fox masterpiece “Havoc"
will be seen at the Star Theatre
tonight. This picture is taken from
die sensational war play of the
same name. George O'Brien and
Madge Bellamy will be seen in
leading parts.

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Mary Noyes has returned from
Xew Britain. Conn., 'New York and
Boston, where she spent the winter
months.
Dr. Rupert Stratton of Rockland
was I he weekend guest of Miss Sara
Bunker.
T. E. Libby returned Saturday from
Boston.
L. C. Smith and F. M. White re
turned Saturday from a business trip
to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rronnell of
Bath left Tuesday for their home
having been guests of Mrs. Bronneil's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bill
ings.
Charles Coughlin of Rockland was
the ovgr Sunday guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Shields.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McCauley of
Roothbay Harbor are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Allston Roberts.
Susan R. I>ine. aged RR, Widow of
the late Illram Lane, died Friday at
lie- home. Obituary in next issue.
A clipping from a recent issue of
Far Rockaway (Mass.) Chronicle says
of a former Vinaihaven hoy: Peter
J. McGinnis, Sill Ocean avenue. Far
Rockaway, N. Y.. was host to a large
number of relatives and friends
Easier Sunday at a supper party at
which announcement of the engage
ment of his daughter. Eleanor Marie
to James A. Russell of Greenfield,
Mass., was made. Mr. Russell is the
son of Mrs. E. F. Russell of Plainville.
Mass., and Is a maintenance engineer
with the Massachusetts Department
of Public Works.

Myrtie (Roberts) Prosser
The body of Mrs. Myrtie Prosser,
who died at I-isbon Falls April 1®,
was brought here Saturday for burial,
accompanied by Mrs. Prosser's par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L.
Roberts, also her brother Gerald
Roberts and wife of Southbrklge,
Mass. The remains was taken to the
home of Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Roberts,
where funeral services (were held
.Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the
houso being crowded with relatives
and friends. Rev, Albert G. Hender
son, pastor of Union church officiated.
The abundance of beautiful floral of
ferings testified to the love and es
teem, in which she was held, by all
who knew her. Interment was made
in Ocean View cemetery, the bearers
being Allston Roberts, Vaughn John
son. Pmlth B. Hopkins and Earl
x]U\t/ IIARRDR
Macaulay. Mrs. Prosser was the wife
1XC.W ri/At\DVJI\
Uf Edward ITosser of Li.fbon Falls
George Gilbert is making his see- and the daughter of Postmaster and
ond trip to Nova Scotia buying lob- Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts of this town
sters In the lobster smack \\ illard and wa!) born in Vinaihaven 31 years
Daggett
ago. Graduated from Vinaihaven
A large crowd attended tlie dunce High School, also from Gorham Norat the Surf Casino Saturday night.
mal School, after which she taught
Afton Feltis wan at E. A. McFar- four years, two of which were at Llsland’s Sunday.
bon Falls, where she met and married
The feature picture Saturday Edward Prosser, a teacher of manual
night is "The Devil’s Circus.”
training, and where they had been
Mr. and Mrs. Cabot Poland are located for tlie past five years. Mrs
making plans to build a new house ITosser was a member of Union
this slicing.
church and Joined Marguerite ChapMiss Jeanette Bailey and MrS. El- tre, O. E. S.. after her marriage,
mer Osier were in Damariscotta having affiliated with Pioneer ChapWednesday having leelh extracted.
ter. O. E. S. of Lisbon Falls. She was
Miss Hasel Loud arrived home bnsclfisli in character. loving, symSaturday from Portland.
pathetic and kind. Klie missed no
Armand Poland and Illram Morton opportunity to make life sweeter and
of Brown’s Cove ure nt Xew liar- brighter for others. Her sudden
bor for a few days.
dentil comes ns a great shock to her
Edward McFarland and Itiley Me- many friends, not only in Vinaihaven
Farland arc netting together In Kiley but ill Lisbon Fails as Well. During
McFarland's boat.
her illness she was teiflierly cared for
Dr. Fuller was at E. A. McFar- by her mother, who went to Lisbon
land's Saturday.
Falls about two weeks ago. What
The freighter Myra J. Wooster was makes it doubly sad Is that her husin Xew Harbor Thursday.
band Edward Prosser Is very ill at
Minot Little was In Boothbay liar- «. Marie's General Hospital In Lowbor Wednesday.
iston. where he recently underwent
Edward Brackett and crew have operation for appendicitis. Tlie be,’one to Damarlscove to set their codireaved family have the heartfelt symnets.
pathy of the entire community. Tlie
Leslie Lewis of Pcmaquid Beach following clipping is taken from the
was ill town Sunday.
Lisbon Falls paper: Oil Thursday
Arlene Crocker of Pcmaquid Beach afternoon Mrs. Myrtie Prosser died
is visiting friends and relatives at at tllc home of 1,er husband's parbong Cove.
|rn,s' Mr. and Mrs. Fred ITosser.
Lemuel Russell of Long Cove was Tbe case is an exceedingly sad one.
at Maynard McFarland's Bundav. I A few weeks ago Mr. Prosser went to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meserve of SSt. Marie's General Hospital In LewTampa, 'Fla., are enroute to their ‘a10”' tor an operation for appendi| citis. and following the same, serious
summer home in Xew Harbor.
r complications placed hint on the danWill Loud is building some
i ger list and he is still confined there.
chimneys on his house.
I a very sick man. Mrs. Prosser was
born in Vinaihaven 31 years ago, the
(daughter ot Freeman and Georgia A.
. Roberts. In 1921 she married Ed
ward Prosser and here they located
and had since lived. She was a

This Flavor

Funny
Animal Cookie Cutters!

alone will satisfy you
in quick cooking oats
—“Quaker” flavor

OW delighted the children will be with

cookies you can make with these animal
Hcutters!
The four—lamb, ca;, goose and bunny

N QUICK QUAKER—the world's
fastest hot breakfast—the famous
toasty flavor of the real Quaker Oats
has been retained.

I

That, to you, is important; for
flavor is the big point, after all, in
food.
No other brand has that flavor. It
took Quaker Oats experts years to
attain it, and, at the same time, give
you 3 to 5 minute cooking.
Quaker milling, too, retains much of
the "bulk” of oats. And that makes
laxatives less often needed. Protein,
carbohydrates, and vitamincs and
this “bulk” arc thus combined in
making Quaker Oats an excellently
balanced food.
That is why. in quick cooking oats,
as in the regular, the important poir.*
to millions is to see the picture of a
Quaker on the packige of Oats that
they buy.

Quick Quaker
splendid specimen of womanhood and
was loved and respected by all with
whom she made acquaintance. She
was a member of the G. W. Club, the
Azullki'. Club and tlie 'Lotaterettes,
past president of the American
Legion Auxiliary and a member of
peer Chapter, O. E. S. During her
lil.v'ss she was tenderly cared for by
hi mother, who ramo from Vinai
haven to be with her, and her hus
band's mother, in wlwso home she
was during her illness and death. It
is said deceased remained conscious
almost to the last and was anxious to
see her husband and father, the lat
ter arriving shortly after she passed
away. Funeral services were lield
Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock at her
lale home on Main street. Rev. Mr.
Hamilton officiated. Tlie remains
taken Saturday to Vinaihaven for
burial.

APPLETON
Tlie selectmen arc In session mak
ing up taxes.
Edgar Ripley has bought a horse.
E. C. Jacobs sawed wood Monday
and Tuesday for A. D. Fish and
Edgar Ripley.
Caro Fish returned to her home in
North Burketville Wednesday after
assisting her aunt, Mrs. Xora Fish
for three weeks with her housework.
Levi Merrifield is working for
Charles Butler.
Raymond Butler is spending his
vacation at his home. He returns
to Massachusetts in a few days.
Mrs. Annie Ripley is teaching at
Burkettvyie.

Pile to the reports < f desecration by thoughtless sightseers anti visitors,
Secretary of War Davis has ordered a military detail from Fort Meyer to
stand guard at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier during visiting hours,
at tlie Arlington Cemetery, in Washington, I). C. This photo shows a
ccmrade Jn the flesh doing guard duty at the Unknowns Tomb.

SOUTH THOMASTON

I tractive bats were. completed under
the instruction of The Home Dem
Mrs. L. G. Coombs opened her onstration’Agent, Miss Xan Mahoney.
home here for the summer Thurs | for Mrs. Louise Allen and Mrs. Rerday. Mi. and Mrs. William Clem i nice Sleeper. Tlie next meeting will
ents are witli her for an extended j be ,,ay 5 aild fl(„ 1)al.llcu|ars wilt
visit.
appear later.
Mrs. Rodney Fullerton who has
A.
Ricker of Malden, Mass.,
been very ill from pneumonia at the
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. arrived here Friduy night, having
Charles Watts, is very much better. left Boston at 3 o’clock that after
Tlie Indies' Aid Sewing Circle met noon by auto. Accompanying him
with Mrs. Amos Xorton Wednesday. were Miss Helen Sleeper, Mrs. Caro
Miss Louise Butler of Rockland lyn Davis, Master Albert Davis and
spent the day with friends here Jesse Sleeper. Mr. Sleeper returned
to Boston Saturday afternoon. He
Wednesday.
Miss Helena Fierce is visiting Mr. lias employment witli tlie Standard
Oil Co. there.
and Mrs. Carl Snow.
Many are remarking upon tlie large
Thomas Wentworth has bought
Mrs. Georgia Snow’s Foul touring number of wild geese and ducks that
are to be seen in tlie Pond every
car.
Fred Allen came home from Ston day now. Evidently they know the
law protects them.
ington over the holiday.
C. L. Sleeper who has been spend
Mrs. Azora Clark arrived home
ing a week in Bangor arrived home Thursday from Boston where she
Saturday.
has been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Sleeper and little granddaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peavey are
ter Elizabeth Till arrived home Fri- guests of their niece, Mrs. Carl
day night after several weeks’ visit Snow. Mr. ami Mrs. Peavey hale
in Massachusetts.
just arrived from Kt. Petersburg,
Very pleasing improvements are Fla., having visited ln Washington,
being made upon the interior of the I). C., and Boston enroute. They
sun porch dining room of Wessa- will leave here Wednesday for their
weskcag Inn under the direction of home in Swanville. They spent a
Charles Graves.
The genial pro winter in South Thomaston a few
prietors. Ml. and Mrs. L. B. Smith years ago and made many friends
are rushing preparations for an early here.
opening to please popular demand.
Air. and Mrs. S. O. Hurd and Mr.
Thursday 14 ladies inet ill tlie and Mrs. Frank Waile were guests
Grange hall and held a delightful of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow Satur
Farm Bureau meeting. The subject day night.
was ‘'Millinery'' and two very atSunday night at tlie church the

—will be sent you for just the cost of packing
?nd mailing—only 15c.
Wc also send you a Davis Cook Book, with
many recipes for other good things easy to
make with Davis Baking Powder. This pure,
sure baking powder raises food twice—once in
the cold dough and again in the oven, insur
ing feathery light baking. In addition, it costs
you less and you use no more than of any
other high-grade baking powder.

Hake it REST with

DAVIS

BAKING POWDER

PRINT nantrin
Coupon and

mail TODAY!

pastor. Rev. II. R. VVinclienbaugh,
presented one of his very pleasing
“Novelty Services,” consisting of an
Interesting sermon from tiie text
“A Little Child Shall Lead Them,”
with several selections by the choir
and three recitations by children.
There was a very good attendance.
There is a possibility tiiat Mr. Win
chenbaugh may not be here another
year and great regret is being ex
pressed on all sides. Three preach
ing services each Sunday together
with Ids business through the week
is proving too strenuous for even
his
splendid
vitality.
He
has
been
here for five years and
i seems just like one of the family now
i and naturally the change is very un
welcome. It would be difficult to
find others who would be as faith
ful and popular as are Mr. and Mrs.
Winchenbaugh.

RAZORV1LL.E
Mrs. Edith Ovn nek paid Mrs.
Clara Clark an ull night visit un
Wednesday lust.
Harold Kcnnlston’s mill Is idle this
week.
Winfield Savage Is visiting his
father, diaries Savage, making tlie
trip as far as Augusta from Gardner, Mass.. in ills car.
Dr. S. B. Overlook on his return to
Connecticut reports green grass and
settled going.
Friends of Mrs. Irene Tillson will
la- glad to know she Is able to spend
her days down stairs being carried
there by Mr. Tillson.
Xo school for two days on account
of
illness of the teacher. Miss
Baehelder.

71/

7/

NORTH BURKETIVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Rowell were
recent callers at Herbert Esancy’s.
Benny Edgeeomb and sister Susie
were recent callers of Dwight Collins,
Collinsville.
Herbert Esancy bought a cow of
Joseph Gushee. Appleton, last week
Miss Caro Fish spent a few days
with her aunt. Mrs. Lenora Fish
last week.
Miss Lucy Linscott spent the
weekend at home from Appleton
High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carleton of
South Union are at II. D. Turner's
for a few weeks. Mr. Carleton and
Irving Turner are working for the
Bath Lumber Co. in the woods.
Ralph Esancy is working for

Mt

Lorenzo Linscott.
Robert Esancy motored to Rock
land last Wednesday with Mr. and
Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott and G. A.
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foye and child
of Montville were Sunday guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Grinnell, Mrs. Foye remaining.
William Johnston is collecting the
cream for the Turner Center System
with his truck.
Edward Millay bought a horse of
David Esancy Appleton, last week.
Daniel Linscott has returned to his
home after spending tiie winter with
his sons in Freedom. Helard's family
are moving here.
Mrs. Esther Herrick of Camden is
spending a few weeks with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith.
Linwood Smith was also home from
Augusta for two days this week and
very encouraging reports are re
ceived from Miss Helen who is with
friends In Derby, Me., recovering
from her operation at the Bangor
General Hospital. And It might also
be added tiiat congratulations are
extended to Miss Mildred Smith of
this place whose school in -Swanville
has recently received its second
pennant from the Health Association.
The teacher, Mrs. Clara Overlock
of East Washington, has the best
wishes of all for a speedy recovery
from the severe burns which she
received at her home.

//
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THOUSANDS

of Dollars Worth
of Advertising Service

FREE
To Courier-Gazette' Advertisers

SWAN’S ISLAND
Miss Alenc Hamlin of Southwest
Harbor is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Orin -Milan.
A. G. Sprague, who has been
confined to the house for the past
week, is able to be out again.
Emery Barbour of Rockland spent
the weekend with friends and rela
tives at Atlantic.
A chimney lire at Edward Scott's
caused considerable excitement last
Thursday morning, but the lire was
extinguished without much damage
•Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Joyce of Atlan
tic spent the weekend with rela
tives at Swans Island.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
with Mrs. Mary Butman Wednes
day. The serving committee had
special costumes and created much
amusement.
The moving pictures started on
Saturday with a good crowd.
Owing tb the bad condition of the
roads not many cars are out for
pleasure yet.

Jk RTISTS, Idea Men, Merchandising Experts,
**

Copy Writers, Cut Makers—an organiza

tion of over 400 talented masters of their craft is

yours to command and adapt to your own adver
tising needs Mr. Courier-Gazette Advertiser.

Whatever your business, whatever your demand
for artwork, layouts, sales ideas, copy or merchan
dising counsel—for a single advertisement or a
complete campaign—this organization is respon
sive to your need.

This paper’s priceless franchise with The Meyer

Booth Co., Chicago—The World's Largest Advertisingg organization makes available to you a serv

ice that is ready to plan, prepare and produce your

every advertising requirement.

Every month wc receive a fresh fund of timely ma
terial. Our files abound with sales ideas and ad
vertising aids for you. Post yourself by a visit here
or a phone call to our Service Department will
bring an exhibit to you.

—and remember it’s all Free to The Courier-Gazette Advertisers

HERE’S THE ANSWER

THOMASTON

Farmer Gelt Benefit
ot Ancestor’s Bravery

ROCKPORT

Mrs. J. L. Wilson, at the Moody
Parsonage.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton
was the recent guest of her sisters,
Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou and -Mrs. Annie
Deane.
Carleton Stedman of Brockton.
Mass., is the guest of his aunt. Airs.
Mary Whitman, at the Carleton
homestead.

Mrs. George Wilson of Harpswell
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beverage are
has been the guest of her sister
at their Green street home after sev To Why Motor Prices Go
One pfennig rental has been paid Mrs. John Carver for a few -days.
eral months spent in Rockland and
Wood fords.
Down and Quality Goes annually for the past 250 years by
Mrs. Maud Carleton has returned
the same tenant family to the house from Camden ami is occupying her
Coach Sturtevant has raised the
j
of
Rantr.au
,
at
ltzehoe,
Germany,
Up.
gates of baseball information con
home at llighlanrL Square.
■ for ten acres of land. A pfennig
cerning the T. II. S. team. We judge
Mrs. E. E. Ingraham has been « mequals
one-fourth
of
a
cent.
The
Any
industry,
which
affords
the
1
it has not settled onto bed rock yet as
fined to her home by illness for the
far as the players and their positions consumer public, in its entirety, a I recipient this year Is the family of
past week.
are involved. Dana Stone is captain, value-plus through the medium of [1 Count Ulrich K. Brockdorff-RantxAt the regular meeting of the Fred
Carleton Simmons manager. Fans it,s product, naturally and logically i au. Because of the scarcity of sil
Fannie (Field) Kibble
will find the season’s schedule in last forges to the front to the exclusion J ver pfennigs, with which Mie orig A. Norwood Relief Corps next Fi i«; ■>
Also an , inal agreement provided that the evening degrees will he conferred and
l-’a.nnie. wife of Charles 51. Kibble,
Saturday’s issue of The Courier-Ga of other basic industries.
at !
died early last Friday mornin
zette. Gut of the list of players ever decreasing interest and partlci- i rental be paid, the same coin Las there will be a program.
Dr. and Mrs. Granville Shibles of he
ome on Central street, after an
Coach Sturtevant presents, he has op pa tion by the public in those other | been used In the transaction for 25
ill
of several weeks following an
portunity to mould a nine that will industries becomes more evident as ; years. Each year the coin is re Westbrook and Mrs. Bertha Jnjrra- illness
operation at a Boston hospital.
stand an equal chance of winning the the inherent values of their respec ceived with great formality and hant were guests Sunday at -Mrs. oj
tive products are considered from handed back to the farmer so that Josephine Bohndell’s.
si
She was born in Amesbury, 5lass.
pennant.
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and
Miss Oct.
<>,
24. 1*57. and was the daughter
A. D. Davis who has been laid by the standpoint of comparative values. ■ he may "pay” again the following
These statements are made as an year. The curious agreement com Helene Dunbar were called to Lowell nf
,.f (he late .John K. and Chloe (Ware)
with a bad cold was down town at
tending to business Saturday. Mrs. Introduction to the fact that, al menced when the original Count by the death of Eugene C. Dunbar. Sawyer Field. She came lo Rockport
though many basic industries claim 1 Rantzau. hunting on horseback on which occurred April 16. Mr. Dun- when
w
Davis is also much better.
she was about fourteen years
,,'f age. In September. 1S7S, she was
Schools are closed this week for a their merchandising difficulties are the border of his large estate near bar was formerly of Rockport ami uf
,;1 in ietl to Charles M. Kibble and
rest before entering upon the final due for some imaginary and theoret ltzehoe, rode Into a swamp. His his many friends were saddened to m
term of the year. The closing year of ical reason to the success of automo horse sank Immediately. The count learn of his sudden death.
continued her residence in Rockport.
The regular meeting of Harbor She was a , woman who possessed
High School life was never more bile merchandise, the real cause for *houted for help and Rhelnhard
such retailing troubles and losses Rrauer, n neighboring farmer, suc Light Chapter. O. E. S.. will be held inany fine traits of character. She
strenuous than it is in these days.
Miss Margaret McDonald under may he found in the actual values ceeded at the peril of big life In res this Tuesday evening. Picnic supper Was a home maker in the truest sense
cuing the nobleman.
Bruuer will he served at 6.30.
went an operation at a Portland hos offered.
of the word, a devoted wife and
For instance, in the year Ii>26 the spurned a cash reward, but Count
pital Saturday morning—not so se
Saturday was observed as Tag Day mother and was beloved by many.
Rantzau
Insisted
on
showing
his
"automobile
dollar
’
’
of
1913
is
worth
odist
vere as had been expected. Mrs.
by the young people of ihe Metl
In early life she united with the
$1.14.
Two years ago it was worth. gratitude in some manner. “Well," church. Clarence Collamore h
d Methodist church and lived a eonCharles C. McDonald is with her.
said
Rrauer,
"If
you
must
give
me
$1.11.
Other
lines
of
merchandise
Stanley Kalloch spent the weekend
the list as selling the most tags. > stent Christian life. Her last illness
can he Knight only on the basis of something, let me have the marsh The others were Dorothy Welt. was accompanied with much suffer
Sunday at home with his parents.
from
which
I
rescued
you."
The
In
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Harding of $.67 now for their 1913 dollar.
Maxine Spofford. Maur’ee Miller. ing which she bore patiently and
Boston have been guests a few days other words, automobiles cost about count agreed, on the condition that Virginia Noyes, Olive Lowell. Ger everything possible was done for her
Brauer
ond
his
descendants
pay
to
less now than 12 years ago, ,
of their 'parents. Mr. and Mrs.
trude Noyes. Lois Burns. Yere comfort. Loving hands and hearts
while the general cost of living has Count Rantzau and his «le»cendau|s
Thomas G. Long.
'rockett. Beatrice Graffam. Shirley ministered tenderly to her every need.
an
annual
rental
of
one
silver
pfeuMrs. Mildred IJneken Barton and increased 67%.
Grant. Earl Payson. Augusta Noye<. Besides her hushand. she leaves a
nlg.
v
Consequently, the public is offered
daughter Elizabeth are summer
Beverly Wellman. The amount col daughter. Miss (Mildred Kibble of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew values which it cannot ignore in the
East Milton. Mass., two sisters. Mrs.
lected wa.s $20.39.
various models and makes of auto
l.ineken.
Mrs. B. 11. Paul returned Friday of Delora E. Morrill of Rockport and
Legend
Birds
It is on the basis of dollar
Mr. and Mrs, Maynard Shaw re- mobiles.
last week from Springvale where she Mrs. Harriet A. Scott of Franklin.
turned to their home in Lewiston value that the department stores
s
was the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Mass: a brother. Charles IT. Sawyer
Monday.
have made their appeal and .built
In a chapel in the grounds of the Elliott Merrifield lor two weeks.
of Waterville. Me., also survives her.
The High School -nine crossed bats their business.
In addition to the Franciscan monastery at Washing
James L. Wilson is at home from Funeral services were held Sunday
with a State Prison nine Saturday. point of value, however the automo ton Is an almost life-size stntne of Harvard Medical College to spend afternoon at 2 o’clock at her late
Score. Prison 9, T. 11. S.. 3.
bile offers several more fundamental , the founder of the order, SL Frau
a few da\ s with his parents. Rev. and residence. Rev. Tl. I. Holt of Camden.
Thomas V. Kierstead of Freeport is reasons for purchase, such as trans- ■ els d’Assisi. The statue reveals St.
sales agent for Moody Bros. Crab portation necessity, education through Francis sitting on the slump of a
factory.
travel, personal happiness and col tree. A falcon perches ou a branch
A credible report has it that the M. lective family content as the result beside him.
E. church will exchange its parsonage of feeling, hearing and getting ~ in
By every lover of nature the name
on Gay street with Charles W. contact with the peoples of ’other of St. Francis d’Asslsl, soya Nature
Creighton for his residence on Main communities.
Magazine, must always be revered
street.
The automobile has established it
The chronicles of his communing
E. \V. Berry of Augusta was a self as an a: tide of merchandise, with nature are many. Arriving at
guest of Isaac Bunker over Sunday. craved for by the public, not as a a castle where he Intended to speak,
Mrs. Berry is with her aunt. Miss pleasurable luxury, but as a practical great flocka of swallows nesting In
Aroline Bunker, who is somewhat beneficial necessity. It is indeed for the battlements and crannies of the
better of a severe sickness.
tunate that the industry has been building kept up such an incessant
Maurice Brazier has been appointed developed in capable hands for chattering that It was lmpo«sible
a teamster at the prison in place of through the factory ami distributor for him to be heard. St. Francis
Mr. Maloney, resigned.
channels, values have been made and turned to hts feathered friends and
Capt. Earl Starrett arrived home .<■ dd. which have resulted in far asked that he might have silence in
from New York Saturday. He has reaching effects for the people.
order to deliver a great message
closed his business with the barge
The va. ions factories, which have with which be was charged. The
company and will devote his time till been found stable and progressive compliance was instant, we are told,
the first of June in preparing for have been manned by personnel of and the impression of their obedi
business on the Thomaston. Monhe- the highest calibre. These executives ence added Increased weight to the
gan and Booihbay Harbor route.
have studied, analyzed and produced sermon which followed.
Edward Elliot, who came home to to the extent, that now in 1926 the
Worthy of its name and worthy of its
attend the funeral of his .Dint. Miss product is comparatively low in
fame. Insist on White House Coffee.
Wrong
Kind
of
Cushion
Ida Elliot, returned to Boston Mon price but superior in quality.
The
A
camel
has
Its
limit
of
endur

day.
features of comfort, safety, econ
Dwinell-Wright Co.
The Sunday night program at the omy, performance, appearance, etc., ance, the old saw concerning the ul
Baptist church was much enjoyed. have been developed to the highest timate straw and the broken buck
The recital on the organ, violin and degree and yet at the lowest price will testify. Mrs. North also had
irumpets reflected finely on Miss known. Standardized processes. la her limit, which was tlnally reached
Woodcock, Mi. Yinal and Messrs. bor-saving devices co-operated with 'Then an argument, about which
Kirkpatrick and Raymond Beattie. decreased overhead and merchandis little could he understood, contin
Very favorable comments have been ing expense through the establish- : ued with unabated fury for two
uttered.
ment of permanent dealers have , hours In the Smith household next
|
An attempt to burn the grass on made possible the truly wonderful i door.
Calling to Willie Smith, who wa3
the baseball ground resulted in the results of the 1926 automobile as a
playing In the back yard. Mrs.
fire getting away from the gang and composite product of all models.
North naked the seven-year-old
making a home run for the buildings
Standard Servicing
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
shining light of the warring Smiths:!
at the corner. A large crowd quickly
The selling of automobiles from j
"What 1* all the row about.|
gathered. But for a shift of wind the
DISTRIBUTORS
distributor and dealer to the public i Willie’"
lire would have reached its goal.
has
developed
from
the
highly
speci
"Oh,
mamma
put
her
cushion
on
Capt. Enos Verge is confined to the
ulative and questionable business | daddy's chair and he sat down on
house with a had cold.
The spring sale at the Methodist point of view to a point where the ! it," replied the small boj.
“Why, that is no cause for such
Episcopal church will be held tomor public is offered standard service, •
reliability and good will, such as , an argument, Is It?”
row afternoon at the vestry.
never offered before: another reason ;
“Sure It is I It was mamma's pin
for the success which the automobile i cushion
industry has brought to the public.
Stronger ties of confidence and more
Sugar From Linen
For homes without elec factory effort for dealer success i
45 E. H. Burkett cf Union, Maine, has sold his
There Is now in Germany a man
tricity, the Maytag is mean better and more value for the
ufactory
which
turns
out
dally
1,000
available with in-built
insumer.
Lumber and Grain business, reserving the Fer

her former pastor, and Rev. J. N.
Palmer of the Methodist church
officiating. The many beautiful floral
offerings were silent testimonials of
love and esteem. Interment was in
the family lot In Amsbury Hill
cemetery.

(1/

>n lriincnumnwc il i
ii

!!!!!,’

The consumer is offered also the ,
possibility of trading his old product ,
for a new one which would not be i
the opportunity if the product were .
not fundamentally sound.
As a re- ,
suit, the replacement possibilities for ‘
retail business is ever on the increase, j
Also from the angle of product ;
the consumer has factory advantages
>f experiments and research of al
most unlimited scope;
from the
standpoint of distribution the buyer ,
is offered the advantages of sellers 1
keenly interested in their individual 1
product and in their customer’s sat- '
isfaction with wonderful chance for I
service; in the light of aids to fi
nance the buying public has liberal
terms of purchase and the realiza- .
t.ion of unused transportation in the I
terms of dollar and cent value.
With a product which creates live- I
ly consumer interest, anil the organi- j
zations which produce consumer con- j
fidence, why should the industry !
not he immense, why should there be
a cessation of buying, why should we i
find a point where sales might be
blocked .to any appreciable extent?
Dealers Organized Locally

pounds of pure white sugar made
from old linen. An understanding
of the process helps somewhat to
dispel the unpleasant feeling we ex
perience on hearing ot the fact.
Clean old linen Is vegetable fibrin,
and, when treated with sulphuric
add, It Is converted into dextrin.
This Is washed with lime water,
then treated with more add. and It
changes almost lmmedinte'ly, aud
crystallizes Into glucose or grapesugar. which Is so highly valned In
the making of rich preserves and
Jellies. The process is said to be
economical, and the sugar Is found
to he chemically the same as rhe
grape.

The dealers are organized here as .
HEN you’ll know how
elsewhere in an association for their 1
clean clothes can be
mutual benefit, and also that they
washed — how easily and may as a result be in a better posi- 1
quickly they can be done,
tion to guard the interests of the
and it costs you nothing to
customers through the fact that their !
collective information and expe
make the test not even a
rience reacts on each individual
Restoring Soiled Table
promise to buy.
dealer to his l>enefit and increased
Heat stains may he removed from
See big tubfuls washed
success. A membership of 100 per n highly polished table by applying
immaculately clean in 3 to
ent of the local dealers reflects the following In their respective or
harmony, efficiency and brings to der. using a separate cloth for cacti:
7 minutes. See a big pile
this vicinity an asset for the com Kerosene, alcohol and sweet or lin
of clothes—50 pounds (dry
munity. Through its Dealer’s Asso seed oil. The last should be well
weight) —- washed in one
ciation Lewiston and Auburn have a rnbbed In until the spot no longer
short hour.
unit ready to co-operate for its best shows. Frequently a doth mois
good in the way of legislations, tened with warm camphorated oil
See collars and cuffs
roads and aids for transportation will remove the stain. If these
washed edge-dirt free,
when such is needed. One specific methods fall, probably the table will
without hand-rubbing.
way in which the association has have to he rednlshed.
Phone us—When can
helped is the auto show.
we deliver your Maytag?
Leading to Success
Show it Medium
We are told that constant drop
Through the medium of a show
If it doesn't sell it
all buyers may concentrate their in ping of water will wear «w$y stones.
self, don't keep it.
spection and investigation on all So will continuous endeavor over
models in a short space of time. come obstacles to any worth-while
Each person may see, inspect and undertaking. Persistent adherence
judge for himself and in a few hours to right purpose creates a “success
examine all the cars sold, locally ful life” In the best meaning uf thut
which are of interest to him. If he term.—Grit.
I could group all the houses which
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
This Seems Logical
might interest him in the same set
ting. he would make a much more
lie that Is of opinion money will
intelligent selection. A comparison, do everything may well be sus
from that standpoint, of other art pected of doing everything for
icles of merchandise would he of money.—Benjamin Fraukllu.
wonderful advantage to any pros
pect. Consequently, the automobile
show, a beautiful exhibit, a, costly havo developed their opportunities to
aggregation, a wonderful tiling for an extent whicli has made the bust
the buyer: a result of dealer co-op ness if not the largest, then one of
eration and community enterprise.
the Cow largest of the world. Lo
minum ^ai
In brief, then the automobile is cally. these communities have every
a necessity which has made its debut reason to he proud of their automoto the public as a value-plus result- i bile representation and ot the assets
ing in tremendous merchandising I which the Androscoggin automotive
700
possibilities.
The various factory, • Dealer Association offers Letvlston
distributor and dealer organizations and Auburn.

T

S. W. HASTINGS

THcufiaf)

bIf

E. H. BURKETT.

Union, Me., April 15, 1926.
•tfi-17

Reserve District No. 1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF

THE—

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
RESOURCES

$
S Ronds; i
i ; SecurBle

(Including prenil

an I fixlures $2

r.e Bank............

nm national ban!
inkers, and trust
t c'.uded in h: n
Ity or tow u o>

77
66
mi
96

Agents’ Balances ........................... 734.212
37,861
162.335 47 j Bills Receivable ...........................
2U133
1,662.153 23 : Intere and Rems .......................
22.077 39
Gross -Ysse’s .................
65.117 62
.$3,256,428
58.773 39 Deduct items not admitted
100.594

37
83
91

from

Cash iu Office and Bank ...........

Admitted .........................
LIABILITIKK DEC.
Net Unpaid Losses...............
Unearned Premiums ...........
All other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital .........................
7.243 13 Surplus over all Liabilities

r aI
:K>rt ing
rcr and due

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1925
Real Estate ................................. .. .$
Mortgage Loans .............................
Collateral Loan* ...........................
Suwks and Bunds .........................

I

4 .256 66
1,617 89

543,761 41

22
53

..$3,155,813 (59
. 1925
. .$ 934.531 62
. . 9M6.694 39

187.889 89

766,066 66

..

346,728 46

Total Liablli.lea and Surplus
$3,155,843 69
K C. MORAN A CO General Agents.
17 T-53
Rockland

Total .........................
liabilities

$166,666
Capital
• paid In ........
26,666
Surplus I nd ............................
78.471 39
Undivided Profits ...
25,666
66
163
171
39
Reserved tor interest on >av,ng
96,366
7 167 86
Less current expenses paid ..
85,606
Circulating notes outstanding
Demand deposits (other
I ink deposits) sub. t to Reserve
(depo-dts payable wifliin Bi days):
Individual deposits subject
•he k ....................................
than 30 days ((other
Certificates of deposit due in I
553
money borrowed) ............... ...................
16
Dividends unpaid..............
.......................
subject
to
Total of demand d(posits (other than bank deposits)
212.696 38
Reserve (total of three preceding Items .................
Time deposits subjet u ltcsene (payable after 30 days, or subject to 36 days or time ti" . • . and postal sa ■ ii; •’ ...................
3.262
Certificates of deposit (other tl n for money bo rowc<l) ...............
1,61 I 392
Other time deposits ....................................................
11.621
Postal savings deposits ....
tl 35. 36 1628?
Total of time dep" •< snbje i • Reserve. It •
Including
United R.ates dcpos.> to h i- than postal sa ngs).
disbursing <>fWar Loan d. p. si’
, i an.I depo lts»of I
fleers .................................
t«2
*7 F
. e ■
Total .................................

66
60

59
66

FREDS. MARCH

Cemetery Memorial*
PARK STREET -

12
66

ROCKLAND
tttf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
67
25 1
51

PLUMBING. HEATING
106 PLEASANT STREET
TEL. 244-W
117-tf

State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
1. E. F Bcrr (adder of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that tlio
above statement Is true to the Inst of my Knowledge and belief
.. ,,
L. F BLRln, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tills Bth day of April. 1926
GILFORD B BUTLER. Notary Public.
Correct Atle t : FREDS RUDDER,
[Seal]
ENSIGN OTIS.
J X SOUTHARD

. ..

,

Dlreetorg.

BATTERY SERVICE
ALFRED P. CONDON
685 MAIN ST.

77-t(

ROCKLAND

T«l. 837-W

41-tf

Draft Horse for its keep ibis
spring and summer
AUSTIN A. MILLER,
Waldoltoro, Me., It. F. I) 2. Box 6
42*47
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens.
Highest prices paid.
TEL 352-14.
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
1 tf
WANTED—Genealogical data for the his
tory of Matlnicus which Is now in prepara
tion. Ebenezcr Hall the yoQnger with hia
wife Eleanor and family of childrea removed
from Matlnicus to Montvllle shortly alter
1816. Wanted a list of his children with
dates of births and names’ of persons they
married; also similar records of his broth
ers: David who married Susannah Alien, and
moved to Camden and .lames who married
Lydia Smith
Any records of the Halls,
Youngs. Ahhotts. Cries, Tolmans, Burgesses,
Condons. Ameses, etc., who formerly lived
here, or of their descendants, will be grate
fully received
In particular, Information is
desired of Jonathan Allen, living here In
1794 Where did he come fromf What be
came of him?
Address C. A E. LONG,
Matlnicus.
lo*tf

All Odd Fellows are reeiuested to
keep in mind these dates: Sunday.
April 25, is the 107th anniversary of
Odd Fellowship. Members are re
quested to be at the I O. O. F. hall
at 6 p. m. to attend church services
as here is an opportunity to prac
tice what they preach.
The Re
bekahs. Encampment and Canton
members are cordially invited. Mon
day, April 26. Knok Lodge will con
fer the third degree on a large class
of candidates. A grand officer will
speak at 6.30. Take pastry. A big
turnout will send the candidates
home glad that they are Odd Fellows.
“Let’s have a real broadcasting of
Odd Fellowship from Station FLT.“
says the chief booster.

For Sale

FOR SALE -Mason Hamlin organ in fine
BARKER’S POEMS—A copy in excellent
condition for sale.
Also a copy of •Beg'.u- condition Low price. Tel. 190-3 Thomaston
nlrigs of Colonial Maine.’’
R. T. PATTEN. ______________________________________ 46*48
Skowhegan
41*tf
FOR SALE—Wernicke sectional bookcase
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send for oak, 3 sections besi<les drawer base; $26
(
’
.
E. DANIELS, jeweb r
45 47
catalogue showing the new ZR line.
18
h. p. $475, 30 h p $700 46 h. p. $ »50.
FOR SALE—Hoii.<e at 3,6 Chestnut St. In
Other sizes 2 to 86 h p
PALMER BROS, quire of DR F ll. ADAMS. 466 Main street.
39 Portland Pier, Portland. Maine
26-tf
45 tf
PAINTING—DECORATING — , Whitening
FOR SALE Single two story house. All
ceilings.
Outside painting a specialty: also modem
improvements
ON
.MAiX
ST..
wall papers for fiale.
A. E. MORTON. 47 THOMASTON. Call Thomaston 135-3.
tames Ft
Tel. 941-W
26-tf
45*47
FURNITURE REPAIRING. Amo painting
SALE—1924 Jewett Brougham in per
J H MELVIN. 21 Gay St., Rockland Tel fectFOR
condition. E 0. Plf11J4KOOK A SDN.
624-M
10-tf Rockland
*
44-tf

wood Floors
Outside work a specialty
SIMEON M DUNCAN, »’U2 Main street. Ran
kin Block. Rockland. Me.
8*tf
LADIES- Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St.
Mall
orders solicited HELEN C. RHOADES.
-ltf
HOW TO BUT

A USED CAR

RIGHT—

Get this valuable booklet free
It telli
why It coils no more to get a good used car
than a poor one—If you know how
It
tells bow to locate the real bargains
It
saves you many dollars, but costa you nothing
Send us your address, and your copy of thlr
money saving booklet will be mailed lo you
promptly. ATLANTIC HIGHWAY 8KKVICE
Old Clcrus Grounds. Rockland
l tf
MASON WORK—Cellar walla built and re
paired; also cement blocks for sale
G. R
SKINNER, It Hall St. Rockland, Me
T - if

FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
nd estates; up-to-date property, in the
arden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Maine.
22-if

To Let
TO LET—3 or 4 rooms furnished or un
furnished with nice sun porch. All new and
modern conveniences. No children. Call at
GAY ST.
47-49
TO LET Clean cottage house for small
family on Hall St.. Southend
Inquire of
MILS MABEL RAWLEY, 136 Main St Tel.
286-M.
47-tf
TO LET—Small tenement, flush closet, elec
tric lights, 76 Mechanic St. Inquire of MRS.
EVELYN R McKUSTC, 19 Spruce St. Plume
696-W.
47*49

BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired
Painting and paper hangtag, ceilings whliebeC
Tel. 538-3. L. C. YIELDS, It McLOUD ST

TO LET Furnished upstairs tenement of
four rooms at 23 Franklin St., Rockland.
MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. F I) No. 16, Water
1-ft ville. Me
47*52
FISHERMEN ANO 80AT 0WNEKS-iend
TO LET—At 21 Holmes St, .5 room tene
for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BAR
FORD attachment for all Boats
Compare ment on ground floor, flush closet, cellar.
the FORD MOTOR and parts prices to the Call any time after 5 o’clock. Tel. 213-R
17 tf
motor you are now tislntr
KNOX < Ot'N'FY
MOTOR HALES COMPANY, Authorized Ford
TO LET .Store in Odd Fellows Block,
Dealers. Rockland. Maine
I_tf
•hool St. INQUIRE OF JANITOR of the
45.56
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT-RE building.
PORTER la for sale at J. F. CARVER’S,
TO LET—Havener Hall for dances and en
Rockland
132»tt tertainments. For further information call K.
Tel.
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS RIVERS, 312 Park St, Rockland.
•12
45-47
dome promptly. Go anywhere
C. O HAR
aiSEN
Tel IM.MwStl.l
TO LET—House in South Warren. S. H
CREIGHTON, Warren. R. F D 2
45*47
For Sale
TO LET Space in garage for the season,
FOR SALE—75-acre tarm in Nortli Warren at, 16 Summer St. Enquire at URIE’S (.IFT
45*47
good blueberry land, well wooded. J. F. SHOP
CAQDERWOOD. Union. Me.
42*4
TO LET By ihe first of June four rooms,
FOB.SALE—Power boat Gertrude L., 33 ft. Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston. C. A. VOSE.
45-47
long. 8 ft. 8 in. beam. 4 ft. draft, hunting Tel. 158-11.
<*abln, launched Dee. 1, 1924.
Built by Rob
TO LET •5-room apartment with bath qnd
ert ’MoLain, Thomaston, 16-12 4 cyl. Buffalo everything modem. Arcola heating system,
Eng Complete with hauling gear.
Price fine view of harbor and bay. HERBERT B
$1,666.
H. E.xAMES, Matlnicus, Me.
BARTER. Tel 25.
15-tf
46-tf
TO LET Light housekeeping rooms at 31
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (bwan’i OCEAN ST. Tel. G18-W.
45-47
Island, d rooms, oak finish, well built: sightly
TO LET— Furnished rooms for light house
location close bv shore.
Garage and out
buildings, water In house.
Acre and halt keeping. Bath, electrics, hot water heat.
41-tf
of land. Flwe place for summer home. A Apply at 12 ELM ST
a bargain
Address DK 1. B. GAGE. At
TO LET—Apartment, new, with all modern
'anile. Me
5T*h conveniences. Apply at J’EOl’LE'S LAUN
41-tf
FOR SALE—The Mont homestead at Ten DRY, 17 Limerock St.
ant's Harbor, aprox 4 acres land, never fall
TO LET l'urnished tenement at 47 North
ing well, house and barn in good condition
Main street. Electric lights, gas, hath, hot
partly furnished: 2 good stoves.
A. W water. Rent reasonable. F. L SHAW. 47
M0>'T, 26 Auburn Rd , West Hartford Conn North Main street. Tel 422-12.
42-tf
42 4
TO LET—First floor, modern apartment,
FOR SALE—Second hand U. S. (’ream six large rooms, furnished or unfurnished.
Separator, 666 lb capacity, to be sold cheap 91 NORTH MAIN STREET, Rockland, >«for cash. JAMES L. DORNAX, East Union
Me.
11 19
TO LET—Two tenements ou Laurel St. In
FOR SALE—-One 566 account McUaskey quire at 261 MAIN ST
P‘-»f
Register ami safe combined. PF3OFLES
TO LET—5 room house, electric lights,
LAl’NDIlY, Rockland.
41 tf
bath, garage, a large garden spot. ROBERT
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 77.
t»-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 14 MASONIC
Used Cars
ST
4 tf
1924 JEWETT COUPE, excellent condition
TO LET—Tenement.
Inquire of MRS. W.
throughout, leather upholstery, has had only R KENNISTON. 176 South Main St.
Tel.
one owner
Ifiionc 1666 t«»r- demonstration K8 R.
142 f
JONES MOTOR COMPANY, Bicknell Block,
Rockland.
*tf

SEVERAL GOOD USED CARS at bargain
prices—We need the room.
Among them.
1924 .ford Touring Buick flve-pa^senger Sei <layi, Modn Sedan, Apperson Sedan. Nash
Sedan arid a few open models. See them and
be convibyed of their value. JONES MOTOR
('OMPANY Bicknell Block, Rockland.
Phone
ll»6«.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
INSURANCE
8ucc«taor to A. J. Erskine

34*tf 412 MAIN ST.

Bliss Business College, Lewiston, for^

a. do.

ROCKLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell and
little son motored from Boston
to spend the weekend. They were
accompanied by 'Mrs. Fred J. Hull,
who will remain here for a while.

Howard E. Dunbar was called to
Lowell, Mass., the last of the week
by the death of a cousin.

Il D. Spear returned >Sgturdn.v
night from Xew York, accoaxpanfed
by Mrs. iSpear, who has been on a
trip to Swansboro, X’. C., with Mr.
ar.d Mrs. William Sharpe of New
York.

Mrs. Oliver Otis arrived < home
last night after spending the winter
Frank Thompson, day man at the in Salem. Mass., with her daughter.
Thorndike, spent the weekend and Mrs. Herbert Lougee.
holiday with his family in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip A? Jones
Philip Rounds was home from spent the holiday in Bangor. ,
Harvard College for a week’s vaca1ion. b;i\;,. ,
his quests Ernst Yon
A notable Belfast event, last night
Lricseh
MU.waUkle ;uid Marshal furnished
much
enjoyment
for
Fehalk of Boston.
Rockland. Camden and Vinalhaven
guests. It was the Knight Templar
The .( ouriei-Gazette received a hall in the Opera House, given by
ph-a.-ar cUI yesterday from Miss Palestine Commandery, with.music
Louise \ <azic el’ Talbot avenue. This by (Jrindle’s Colonial Orchestra of
young lady is a very recent arrival at Bath. The 400 dancers were pro
the home of County Treasurer Edw. vided with an order which kept the
R. Yeazie. in whose arms she was music going till 1 a. nt. A very
contentedly nestling yesterday on her elaborate lunch was served at inter
first visit to Main street. She sur mission.
veyed the editorial rooms and its oc
cupants with wondering eyes, but
Mrs. Samuel S. Lord has refurned
withheld comment until she gets little from a week's visit in Salem, Mass.
better command of the English lan
guage.
Willard C. Dart of Providence,
who has spent his summers in
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield Rockland, for many years, and
Memorial church will meet Wednes whose wife was formerly MiAs Ade
day evening with Mrs. Charles Ath laide Crocker of this city, is critic
erton, 33 Cedar street.
ally ill in the Jane Brown Hospital.
Providence.
A fad which has grown rapidly is
’’that of the matching of bag and
Cards bearing the Naples post
shoe. A store which formerly dealt mark have been received ’in this
only in footwear, is now showing sev city front Mr. and Mrs. Maynard S.
eral shoe styles with hags to match. Bird, whose European wedding trip
Cray, hiege and sautern kid'trimmed begins with
the Mediterranean
with lizard dyed the color of the kid
region.
are favorite combinations, and the
hags are quite often flat, pouch
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Burke (Maeriee
khapes. A
pair of black patent
Benner) of Lewiston spent the
leather oxfords had heels and trim
mings of tan lizard and their accom- i holiday here.
panying bag was an envelope of black
Dr. A. 8. Thayer of Portland and
patent leather with decorative motifs
of the tan lizard.—'From the Dry daughter Mrs. J. M. Quinby of
Wellesley Hills. Mass., spent the
Goods Economist.
weekend with Rev. C. A. Knicker
Mrs. Ida Davis, Gay street, is very hooker and family;
ill with grippe.
%
Janies Mullins of Ash Point had
Joseph Walker, who is attending a birthday Saturday, and it was
Bryant X- Stratton’s Business College made the occasion of a pleasant
in Boston was home to spend the surprise party at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin R. Witham, Pacific
, weekend and holiday.
street. The number of candles on
Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Cottrell came the birthday cake is supposed to
from Boston to spend the holiday at have indicated Mr. Mullins’ age, but
the guests lefralned from ebuntin
Mr. Cottrell’s former home.
them.
Progressive whist mti** the
Isaac B. Fields, who has been mak- evening’s chief feature, the ladies
' ing his home in Boston during the prizes being won by Mrs. X. L
winter and Miss Carrie Fields, who Witham. Jlrs. Florence McConchic
has had an apartment at Mary Wig- and Mrs. (’.race Witham, and the
gin Spear’s, have reopened their men’s prizes hy fomer Witham
Edwin Witham and Roy Mef’onchie
home at The Highlands.
Refreshments were served. Present
Oscar Bracklev of Strong was the in addition to those nien'tioned
guest of Kenneth Havenor Cassens above were 'Mr. and Mrs. Roland
over the holiday. The young men Raekliffe. Mrs. Effie Dyer and Mr
Fred Lurvey.
’
are roommates at Colby College.
The Kalloch Class will meet Thurs
Girls’ Rain Capes—4 to 14(1 years
day afternoon in the church parlors, eobu’s green, blue. red. $1.35 each
up stairs, to sew.
Fnller-Cobb-Pavis. Basemetft -Dept
—adv.
Miss Imogene M. Parker. WaTren
street, who has been very ill for the
The Six Kleptomaniacs, to be
past three months, is improving
somewhat ami left last night for given at (he Congiegational vestry
Haverhill. Mass., where she expects Friday evening hy members of the
Vo spend the summer. Miss Parker entertainment committee promises
was accompanied by her sister-in- to he a very unique performance
law. Mrs. M. Rdwin Parker, who has Tickets 35 cents, the hour 8.15.—adv
been earing for her. Miss Parker will
continue her treatments with Dr. F.
Maybe we will gel so mad about
O. Bartlett. Her address will be 75 what makes the tires of automobile’s
Keeley street. Miss Parker has taken cost so much that we will forget what
“Jimmy.” her beautiful gray parrot, makes their aluminum bodies cost
with her. “Jimmy” is an African so much.—Virginian-Pilot.
parrot, which was obtained in Bos
ton about 30 years ago and is a great
source of amusement to all who come
Mrs. Christine M. Dorman
in contact with him.

Now on sale—third floor—-Suits,
Misses’ and Ladies’ Coats, also Chil
dren’s Coats. Priced $3 to $10. We
invite your inspection.
Take the
elevator, fuller-cohh-davis.
43-48

An Electric Percolator
for only $Z^.95

April 20 to May 1

Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird are
at Virginia Hoi Springs for ft fort

Mrs. W. F. C,lover has returned to
Miss Frances Snow was home from
Radcliffe College to spend Patriots Boston after spending the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Day.
G. W. Hemenway.

iac^
junks
Satis!a,-tion gu. ran teed. (HA RLE
TO LET—Furnished summer cottage at HELEN'. Rockville Tel 352-21.
47-58
Owl’s Head, 6 rooms, four bed rooms,
TOR SALE—S. x room house, at 22 Trinity
screened veranda, large breakfast and living
rooms.
E’eetrlc lights, electric stove: also S: , with garage, electric lights, in good con
coal and wood stove.
(Jood water, two car dition. JASPER ACCARIH, 15 Trinity St.
47*49
garage, near postofflee and store, fine salt
water bathing.
Lobster and fish easily ob
FOR SALE—5 II. P 116-226 volt 66 cycle,
tainable: about four miles from Rockland. single phase, new Westinghouse Motor with
NELSON B COBB. Rockland. Maine
22-tf starting box. Low price. THURSTON BROS.,
South Union, Me Tel Rockland 55-2 47-tf
FOR SAL£—23 ft fishing boat with new
Miscellaneous
5 h. p Hubbard engine. E V. SHEA, South
Thomason Te 853-11
47-52
LET ME CLEAN your paint, garages, car
FOR SALE—-Stock andftnures of the R R.
pets. windows or offices. ARTHUR W. SUL
LIVAN. Tel. 833-J
47-49 Waiting room store at Thomaston. FREDERK K U. WALTZ Tel 392-M.
16 tf
HOOKED RUGS in great demand.
New
FOR SALE Stock and fixtures of the R. R.
woolen strips, asijorted colors, suitable for
making same 5 lbs. for $1 postpaid
OLD pleasure but fit for heavy duty, such as tow
ing or freighting. Length 36 ft., beam 7 ft ,
8PARUAWK MILLS. South Portland. Me.
47-49 12 h p , twin-cylinder •Globe engine, staunch
and able
If interested, write 1). E. AN
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY—Opening in DREWS, Jefferson, Maine or Tel. North
sales department for «io man. only, with car Whitefield 15-14.
46-48
n nearby territory. Earnings of Fuller men
FOR SALE—Toulouse geese eggs, 3.6 cents
higher than ever before. Write for personal
n erriew. Give telephone number
F. R. each. Mammoth bronze turkey eggs, 56 cents
each, and duck eggs, 25 cents each. GRAND
LANE, 74 Pleasant St , Brunswick, .Maine.
47-56 VIEW FARM, Warren. Me. Tel 175-6
____ _____________________________ 46-48
PAYSON MANUFACTURING CO. manu
FOR SALE—22 ft. power dory and engine,
facturers of doors, windows and frames, in
terior and exterior hoiiHe finish, screens, all ready to start Leaving town. Quick sale,
46*48
South Hope, Maine. Tel. 11-7, Union. 44-66 $25.66. TEL 852-W, ROCKLAND.

PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. WHITEN
ING CEILINGS, Clean and Polishing Hard

Mrs. W. IL Armstrong left1 yester
day for Merchantville, X. J., called
by the sudden death of her ihother,
Mrs. William B. Phelps, which took
place
Sunday
afternoon*
Mi’s.
Phelps had spent her summers in
Rocliland for a number of years, and
was 4. Mrs. Armstrong was joined
by her daughter Grace in Portland
and her daughter Rhandena In Bos
ton.

The Harmony Club will meet Wed night’s stay.
nesday evening at the B. P. W. Club
William E. Biickley has returned
rooms at 7.15. Parents and friends of
those taking part in the Junior pro to Boston, after spending the holi
gram are invited to attend. AS this day with his sisters, Helen and
is the last meeting of the season it is Mary Biickley, Spring street.
urged that every member be present.
Miss Marguerite It. Coid gave a
Mr. and .Mis. Ilaiold Connon and most . interesting talk on ‘^telfgion
daughter Lucille have returned from In Everyday Life.” at the Y. P. C. V.
a week’s stay in Boston. They were Sunday evening, ofle of thA best
accompanied by Mrs. Igiurence C. talks the I’nion has heard t|»fs year,
Perry.
Clarence E. Daniels went Sunday
Miss Ihlen Leach is home from to Manchester, X. II.. where he
Bradford Academy on a short leave attended the Rotary convention and
of absence. She has spent the past visited his son Lloyd. His yotiTiger
three days at Knox Hospital, where son (Sherman was present from
she lias been treated for throat Framingham, Mass. Mr. Daniels Is
in Boston today nn business.
trouble.

J

16.3.643
724,462
J56.»6o
881.472

73 1,771 44

Ovi rdrafts npeecun ••
U. 8. Government secur
Deposited to sectuc ‘rn
AU oilier United Sta ♦
tuns. If any) ..........
Total .........................
Ollier bonds, mock’ <«
Bankin; House. $2" """
Lawful Reserve with F
Cash in vault and atm
Amount due tt 'a st .ti
the United State* (
Checks on other b
(other than Item
To j1 three pre *
Cheeks and drafts c. i I.
located outside of <
Miscellaneous <a-.li item
Redemption fund with I
Treasurer ........ .....
Other assets. If any ...

per where thousands will read of it
TO LET—Four large room cottage, dose
by shore of Tenants Harlmr. spring water,
boat, garaffe available
IRA C. HART. El
more, .Maine
45*5rt-tf
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage wttn garage
at Crescent Beach.
VBSPEtt A LEACH.
6C Main Street
35-tf

EMPLOYERS INDEMNITY CORPORATION
Kansas City. Mo.

At Rockland in the State of Maine atthe close of business on April 12, 1926
Lopes and discount* ...

lf you have a cottage to let nr desire sum
mer boarders advertUe the fact in this pa

I Mass., where they had employment
during the winter. They were ac
companied home by their daughter.
..Mrs. Helen (Jordon of Worcester.
| .Melzar Payson of Warren Is
•spending a few days at the home of
:A. W. Payson.
| Ernest Brown has bought a Chev
rolet.
| Mrs. Lura Whalen was a weekend
i guest of her mother, Mrs. Clara
Snow.
Mrs. W. George Payson Saturday
received the sad news of the death of
her bi other. Eugene Dunbar, of Jew
ell. Mass., which occurred April 16.
following an operation for appendi
citis.
Mrs. Myra Thorndike who has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Ernest Brown has returned home to
Camden.
Marcellus Went worth is recovering
from his recent illness.

Ci All persons who have unsettled accounts will
please call and settle.

No. 2371.

Summer Cottages and Board

Mr. and Mis. Willard Wellman
ve returned front Westminster

Lumber and Grain Co., George D. Pastorious,
Manager. Mr. Burkett will be at the old stand
for some time and he will be pleased to see his old
customers and friends as before.

Mutuality
It was but this present roorniug.
as he rode on the omnibus from
Richmond: while It changed horses,
thia present chronicler, being on the
roof marked three little children
playing In a puddle below, very
dirty and friendly, and happy. To
these three presently came another
little one. "Polly,” says she, "your
sister’s got a penny.” At which the
children got up front the puddle
Instantly and ran off to pay their
court to Peggy. And as the omni
bus drove off 1 saw Peggy with the
Infantine procession at her tail,
marching with great dignity toward
the stall of a neighboring lollipop
woman.—Thackeray. "Vanity Fair.”

Single Comb Reds, bred for type an«l color;
trapnested After May 15, 18c each postpaid,
safe arrival guaranteed
F. H WYI.LIE,
Thonuston, Me. Route 1. Phone 199 6 4 1-tf

Two Millions For Pleasure
Craft Last Year—Snow Is
Busy At Newcastle.

Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Quigley were
the wekend guests of their daughterin-law, Mrs. Evelyn Quigley, Pacific
street. They left yesterday rffi n trip
to France and other parts of Europe.

George Foster, Cedar street, who
has been confined to the house with
Arnold Rogers was home from grippe, is slowly recovering.
Portland for the weekend and holi
Mrs. B. R. Browne of Bangqj- is
day.
making a visit at her son’s, Rev.
Mrs. Rachel Browne
Mr. and Mrs. Edward O’B. Gonia Mr. Browne.
made a weekend mb tor trip with Is so far recovered from her illness
stops at Togus and Waterville. Roads with grippe that she exacts to
direct the Baptist Chorus Choir
“not too bad.’’
rehearsal Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs Sidney F. Maker re
Mr. and Mrs. Fred French
turned yesterday to North Haven.
been spending a few day?
Howard Ludwig was home from Lowell, Nfass.
the holiday recess

WANTED—Lady for general housework.
No cooking. Inquire at NUT SHELL LUNCH.
45*47
WANTED Housekeeper in family of 3.
Call 931-.1 or write BOX 250, Rockland,

FOR SALE—Baby Uhix, Wyllie's Strain,

HELPS MAINE YARDS !

Fred
Dyer is spending a few
days in Boston cn business.

111

Maine
WANTED

EAST UNION

tilizer branch for tTe present, to the Newcastle

WANTED—Spare time work opening anti
e’osing hooks and making statements. Vh'TOR N (iRELN, teacher at High School
Tel G27-M after 4 p. m.
46*1.8
WANTED—Competent glri tor Ihhisi-wdiU
iu family ot' three. No washing or ironing.
MRS ERNEST t
DAVIS, at Diller (’old.Davis46-tf
WANTED •Steam boiler In good condifion,
suitable for heating 9-rooni house. Address
BOX 378, R(H’KLV\D
46*48
WANTED Girl for housework
157 MID46 if
OLE ST Tel. 568-W.
WANTED Position as all round cook.
Best of refetvnees furnished. HORACE
PERRY. Orange St. Tel. 726-W
0*
WANTED -One large wash, or two small
ones. 49 CEDAR ST. Tel. 867 W.
45-47
WANTED—Girl for general housework in
f.unily of 5 adults, at fcdesboro No waslr
ing.
Good wages.
Apply in person
BROADWAY PLACE, Rockland.
45-4
WANTED-—•Unfurnished rent of lour or tho
rooms in tho vicinity of Park street and
Broadway, by man and wife. Write or call
at THIS omCK.
45*47

Eggs and Chicks

Yesper A. Leach left yesterday on
a business trip to the Boston and
Xew York markets.

Mr. and Mrs. May land H. Morse,
whose residence has been in Berlin,
X. H.. are now domiciled at 34 pine
street. Concord, Mr. Morse’s duties
as assistant attorney general of Xew
Hampshire, to which office he was
recently .appointed by the Oovernor,
making it necessary that his home
should be at the State capital.

Leave at

LOST—Small black and white hound, answera to name of Tony. JOHN
PFSIIAW,
R F. D 2. Union. 5le.
45*47
LOST—Boat, taken from its moorings Dec.
13. 1924 Reward of $1066 will lie given for
any Ttiformatlou that will indicate who the
guilty parties are.
J A TEEL, Ma’lnieus.
44*55-tf

CAMDEN

ANNOUNCEMENT

Trade-In Value

t'otler-Colfb-Uavts store April 111.

THIS Ot'PICE.
47*49
LOST—Between m.v residence on- North
Main Sr. and proceeding to the Turner t en
ter via S’or.h Main and Cottage streets, .small
Iiair of ice tongs I1. L. HAVENER, 194 North
Main Si. Tel. 792-lt
4ti-4S
LOST -Two male hminds one black, wtiite
and tan, tan ears, near on left ear; oilier
black and white, mostly white.
WII.LIS
THOMi’Soy. Thomaston, Me . Tel. 44-d.
4ti*4S
LUST—Tweedy boot top gaiter, tan color.
Return to COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
45*47
LOST Two small male hounds, black and
white, black and tan. Finder please notify
BROOKS STOKER. Waldoboro, Me.. K F D 2.
45*17

Puge Seven

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 20, 1926.

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department es
pecially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
h.v mail or telephone will be glady received.
telephone .................................5................no

WANTED—Girl for general housework in
family of four. Telephone 794-W between 6
Lost and Found
and 8 p. m.
*
47-19
WANTED—By experiwiced nurse, steady
LOST—Bunch of keys, at postofflee. Re
Address
ward. Leave at COVRlftK (LLZETTE.
47-49 position lo care for an invalid.
XITLSK. P. O. BOX 335, Rockland, Me
L06T— Black ,n(l white fox terrier, witli .1
17*49
s.ub tail, n-anie Bu-ser
Reward offered.
WANTED—Inside painting. Rates reason
Notify -AIAVNAKI* M. KJNN-EY, Thomaston,
4B.4S
Me., Box 49, St .George Road.
47*l-.t able Tel. 392-M. IDIIN WITH AM
WANTED—Cook in small family No chil
LOST—Silver mexli hag cot.lining key and dren.
MRS. C. 11 BERRY. Tel. 897 W.
aniatl Amount of change. Lost in front of
46-lf

Eric Ingraham and Rita M. racRard, both of Camden, were married
Saturday evening.
Both are well
known younu people and intend to
make their home in Camden. Mr.
Ingraham in associated with his
father. Charles Ingralianr. on the
Dr. Ad tms estate and Mrs. Ingra
ham was formerly employed in
Crockett's Store.
Mrs. Mabel Withee, bookkeeper
at the Camden National Bank, is
enjoying a two weeks’ \’aeation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bacon of
Stimerville, Mass., spent the. week
end and holiday with Mrs. Bacon’h
parents,
Mr. and
Mrs. Walbce
Easton.
The reading course conducted this
winter by Mrs. Edith Crasto I*itehee
closes tonight with a musical read
ing of “Hiawatha” In the Y. M. C. A.,
starting at 8 o’clock. Mrs. It. II.
Hayden will the accompanist of the
evening.
The time problem that lias both
ered the town for many months ha.*
been solved by the Inauguration of
a system whereby the correct time
is furnished dally bv the Western
I’nion Telegraph Company and the
sounding of the fire whistle at noon.
In connection with this subject and
the need of a better system than the
erratic town clock, it might be
| mentioned that the town clock wa*
I installed in 1868. 5S years ago, and
, served faithfully for over half a
century. The clock was purchased
i by public subscription, over a hun| died citizens contributing from $1
I to $23 each to the total amount of
$500. It was secured largely through
the efforts of David Knowlton and
the suhs^iptlon paper Is now
owned by Mr. Knowlton’s son.
Willis I). Knowlton.
About 40 Sir Knights of Camder
Commandery, Knights Templar, and
their ladies went to Belfast Monday
oupsoinj jo sjson*i oqi »b SUfUGAd
Commandery upon the occasion of
Ladies’ Night. A military ball was
I held at the Belfast Opera House
and delicious refreshments were
I served. Claremont Commandery ol
Rockland and De Valois Command
ery of Vinalhaven were also guests
upon this occasion.

The Tlavor is
Roasted lnl

.SOCIETY

WANTED -Wakru-ss M (ULkV G(U* < AFHl
Advertisements in this column not to ex Lim^rnek street, at once.
47-t»
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
WANTED—Work by young man: any out
3 link's for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
DOW,
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three side work bin driving car. EREN
Can Del . Rockland, M*e.
47*49
times. Six words make a line.

Mary (Kelley) Bartlett

/ White House
COFFEE

Wanted

In Everybody's Column

Mrs. Mary Frances Bartlett, aged
69 years, widow of the late Whiting
Bartlett, died Sunday at the home
of her daughter. Mrs. Rose Smith,
Beech street, after a few days illness,
She was horn in Rockland, and was
the daughter of the late Rufus a-nd
Fidelia Kelly. She was a woman
who was respected .and beloved by
many. For a number of years she
was a resident of Rockport, moving
from here to Rockland where she had
since resided. She is survived by
five daughters, Mrs. Rose 'Smith of
Rockport. Mrs. Mary Tibbetts of
Rockland.
Mrs. Nellie Cook of
Bremerton. Washington. Mrs. Ralph
Brown and Mrs. Frances Bicknell of
Rockland. She also leaves a brother,
Allen Kelly of Rockland, four grand
children and three great-grandchil
dren. Funeral services will be held
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the residence of her daughter, Mrs.
Smith. Beech street. Rev. C. A.
Knickerbocker of the T’niversalist
church, Rockland, officiating. Inter
ment will he in Sea View cemetery.
Rock la nd.

Avers
Obeyed Monk’ Behest

gasoline motor.

Every-Other-Day

Every-Otlier-Day
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Regis. Spencer Corsetiere
754 North Main St.

ROCKLAND

Ttl. 1014-M
26-63

NOW you can enjoy your coffee (steaming
hot right at the,table in an Electric Pei colator. There's nothing to equal It, for
tliiyor. tempting aroma and the saving of
inuny steps.

TUX

XXXIAUCC

G-Cup Percolator
Beautifully
d •signed, made of
heavy guage alu
minum with high
mirror B u 1 s li.
Hiat-proof glass
top.
Complete
with 6-foot cord,
standard
attach
ment plug aud
new Improved
connector ping.

From April 20 to May 1—Electric Percola
tor days all over the I'nitcd States—Central
Maine Power Company stores will offer to
their customers the ItEI.IAXCE Electric
Percolator for only $4.05,

Little tnore-than the cost or nn ordinary
coffee pot. This is the lowest price at which
we have ever been able to offer a standard
make Electric Percolator.
ORDER YOl'RS I?Alll.Y

We expect to have enough of these Per
colators to meet all demands for the week,
but make sure of yours by ordering It early.

Central Maine Power Company
On Window Display in All Our Stores

HER LAST NIGHT

Miss Adams, Evangelist, Fin
ishing Effective Campaign
At the Littlefield Church.
The service? of the weekend at
ihe Littlefield Memorial church were
by far the strongest and best of the
five weeks’ campaign. Friday even7 was Children’s Night, when
Miss Adams, the evangelist, brought
the message through the children.
Throughout the campaign chil
dren’s meetings have been held
each Wednesday and Friday after
noon. The children’s meeting Friday
night was the climax. More than 50.
who had been carefully trained in
the essentials of the Christian life,
were present and seated in two
groups on the platform, the boys
forming one group and the girls the
other.
Miss Adams, by well planned
questions, kept the boys’ and girls
telling the audience that filled the
church such great truths as the
Creation Story of Genesis, the Ten
Commandments, the Master’s inter
pretation of rtie commandments in
Mat. 22:36-40, the Books of the
new Testament, etc., etc.
Outstanding features of the serv
ice were the children’s yell, the
song of the Xew Testament books,
the gospel military drill in which
the children using their right arm
as a gun pointed into the audience
and shouted in concert “Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
shall he saved.” and finally a true
story of the power and value of
personal effort and prayer, told very
effectively hy Miss Adams. As the
audience passed the pastor at the
door such remarks as. “I'm glad
I came.” "Wasn’t that fine?” and
“Didn’t
the children do well?”
greeted his ears.
• • * «
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SQUEEZE

CRACK

•More’ than $2,000,000 worth of
pleasure yacht and schooner con
struction has been built within the
past' year, or is under way, or award
has been made in Maine shipyards, all
the way from Portland to Eastport.
One Boston designer alone. John G.
Alden, through his firm, has placed
more than ?500,000 of boat building
In Maine shipyards within the last 12
months.
A New Bedford firm has brought
$1.200,(too of power yacht construc
tion io tins state within the same
period, and several hundred thousand
dollars worth of other construction of
similar nature has been bandied
through various designers and indi
viduals in Maine boat building yards.
In nearly every instance, the build
ing has been done as the result of
summer visitors in Maine becoming
intcresind in the opportunities for
pleasure yachting along the Maine
coa--. They have also told designers
they have employed that they wished
Ibc.r boats built In Maine, where
the., intend to use them and where
the liaesi ships in the world have
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ie plant of Israel Snow. Jr., at
«astle. sent away Saturday the
tv.o boals of the winder’s nvork.
Catherine of Edgartown. Mass.,
an',in ket type dragger, and the
eiisea of Newport. R. I., a Block
id lobsler boat. Capt. Norton is
.er and owner of the 'Catherine,
lanes’ Saloniko.s owner of the
The Catherine is the latest of six
drag: '.a built at this yard, being 50

feel long, 14c feet beam and five feet,
d.aii. She is designed fo^ varioiK
fish,a. found around Xarotueket. A
45 (’. < >. (hives her nine miles per
hour and provides power for towing.
She has* a lank capacity of 600
gallons of fuel. oil. Her forecastle is
umlei a raised deck and lias ample
Iccoinniodat’ons for six men. The
fish hold midships will ice 20,000
poumD of fish.
T he l?h»ren.«ea. built for lobstering
□ in of Newport, is 3? feet long, nine
feel beam and three feet draft, with
a fale forward for two men and
a Lonu pound well nfidslffps and a
stoi i e bold afi. she has a 25 h. p.
Brldt po:i engine and a speed of nine
tnRe - per hour.
Tlie.e is also unde
construction
the:«
33-foot schooner yacht, to be
launched the last nf this month for
Detroit partie.-. Aftqr a trial spin
the \ ;m ht will bp loaded onto a car
and shipped to Detroit hy rail.
.The Ten. another yacht, being
bull', i ». * HaGfoid. Conn. man. will
bo Innin bed next month. This 50fotfr ,, ... ne. yacht will be used for
<*rtfwfiiiv on Long Island Sound.
A third y.'idit.
schooner rigged
with luge deck Imuses, is being
nfnfl < d .- ( pre-amt.
A1- » umh r construction at this
yar(l i* a 50-fooi semi-houseboat of
keleh rigged type lor John Alden of
Boston, and a 30-foot lifeboat for the
Humane Society of Massachusetts.
Tfee yard makes a large number of
TiL^er pots, and shipped 1,000 pots
la.-t week.

V. F. STUDLEY co.
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
SPECIALTIES
283 MUN S’, RDCKLUD

LIKE >ID SHOREPflOPERfIES
NEW

TAKEN

LISTINGS

Fine Cottage with Improvements, Crescent
Beach.

Old Type Summer
Thomaston.

Home,

The above photo shows General
John , J. Pershing (retired) as Ik
looked the first day he left the
Walter Reed Army Hospital in the
Capital. He was forced to return
from his duties in Peru on the
Tacna Aricca question because of
ill-health which at the time looked
serious.
The famous world war
General looked fit in every detail as
he posed for his first picture since
his illness.

I/ European Excursions

By Edwin Robert Pe.tre,

STRAND

Furnished Cottages for Rent.

Farm 25 acres, good buildings, Matinicus.
Farm 65 acres, good buildings, Duck Pond.
Fine summer home.
Farm 35 acres, good buildings. Stahl's Hill,
Waldoboro.

Room House, Owl’s Head.
Room House, Main Street, Rockport.
Room House, Winter Street, City.
Room House, Pacific Street, City.

Room House, Chestnut Street.
Room House, Trinity Street, City.

THIS LIST WAS ADVERTISED LAST
WEEK—SAME LIST EXCEPT TWO

Room House, Pine Street, City.
Room House, 7 acre Field, Highlands. City.
Room House, Franklin Street, City.
Room House, North Main Street.

HOUSES WE SOLO

16

Cottages.

24 House, Cottage and Wood Lots.
11 Farms.
25 Homes near the City.
4 Business Properties.

New Listings will be Advertised Each Week. See Us For Quick Service.
Listings Wanted.
T ell us what you want; we can get it.

V. P. STUULEY CO.

TODAY
‘Lady Windemere’s Fan”
Ronald Coleman, Irene
Rich, May McAvoy
W ednesday-Thursday

EMPIRE

The Year’s
Comedy Hit

TODAY

‘The Dancer From Paris’

The Whole Country Is

With

Rocking with Laughter

Conway Tearle

FRI.-SAT.

PARK

TOM MIX in
“MY OWN PAL”

PHONE 409

Phantom of the Forest

—Also—

TODAY

Also

LAKE MALAREN AND ITS
CASTLES

West of Stockholm is the third
Saturday afternoon brought the largest Swedish lake, but its beauty,
event of all importance in the chil attained by numberless inlets, and
dren's minds—Miss Adams’ ice 1,100 islands, pushes its vast ness t<
cream party.
If adjectives still one side. 1 always come out here
mean anything, the ice cream party when at the Swedish capital, not
was a howling success. More than only to visit again the stately old
75 young huskies contributed every castles and manor houses, and idyllic
ounce of theiT energy to fun. frolic, villages j.bout its chores .and islands
ice cream and cake. All the laws of but also because unlike the stern
child psychology were smashed. pine-clad-islands outside Stockholm,
Children from two to the early teens the foliage is in greater variety and
played together the same games, at more genial. The Royal summer
the same time.
No disapproving residence of Drottningham is in this
pouting group or child was in evi vicinity, and although in its seven
dence
any time. A vAry tine teenth century stateliness it lacks
advertising scheme of Miss Adams’ the romantic towered effects of six
own planning was completed in this teenth century Gripsholnt. it should
party when Miss Ernestine Simmons not he passed by. Its interior is dec
was presented with a beautiful orated by proittincni artists and it
string of heads for her 95 credits lias some fine Gobelin tapestries.
which beaded the girls’ list, and On the southern shore Gripsliolm
Master Kenneth Stuart received a stands on a small island near Mariefine Scout pocket knife for bis fred, and is to my mind the most in
90 credits which headed the boys’ teresting castle in Sweden. F/.ected
list. These credits represented at by Gustavus Yasa in the middle of
tendance on the Children’s (Meet the ICtb century on the sight of\a
it
has passed
ings and
Church and
Sunday medieval castle,
School on Sunday, memory work in through many viccissitudes. Like
the study course which Miss Adams the Tower of London and the Cha
gave the children, and the personal teau’ of the Counts of Flanders in
effort of the children in persuading Belgium and Lichtenstein Castle in
•adults to attend the regular services Germany, ir possesses all the quali
of the campaign.
Harry Brown fications for a castle after men’s
v
furnished and served the ice cream dreams.
very efficiently, and the ladies of
the church provided cake galore.
The service Sunday evening so far cnee moved to the front of the
outshone anything that has gone church in response to the invitation
befoi’e that the writer finds it hard of the evangelist at the close of her
to tell the story worthily. In the masterly sermon on “The Two
first place there was a large ar.d Wavs."
Miss Adams will close her work
very appreciative audience. A sec
ond feature was a very fine violin with this church tonight. Her plans
duet hy J. Paul JanYeson and Miss ’.afford her a short rest period, dur
Lillian Barter. A third feature was ing which she will remain in this
the splendid work of the Tern ph' vicinity and attend the sessions of
Male Quartet of Camden. With such the Methodist Conference. May Isselections as "The Church in the she leaves for Winterport where
Wildwood.” “The Wayside Cross.” she will open another campaign in
“Just Outside the Door,” “Memories the AL E. Church May 2.
of Galilee.” and others, these breth
ren sang a message into every
Even the mighty fail to penetbite
heart. With the lights of <he chan everywhere. One newspaper recently
delier switched off and the mellow ' referred to one of them as “Dr. Nich
light of the cross filling the room, olas Murray, butler of -Columbia
more than two-thirds of the audi- University.”—Minneapolis Journal.

WEEK

Farm 2C0 acres, heavily wooded to the shore,
fine buildings, one mile from St. George
Road.
ij(

Street,

Main

LAST

Very large Business Lots, near Main Street.
Low prices.
Store with Tenement over it, Tillson Ave.,
$1701

Fine Summer Home, 50 acres land, shore

front, Friendship.

Room House, North Main Street, City.
Camp, 2 lots Land, Thomaston Road, $13C.

General Pershing Leaves Hospital in
Perfect Health

2

TEL, 1080

“SEA HORSES” wilh JACK holt

The Green Archer, No. 10

---------------------- —— FLORENCE VIDOR

W ednesday-Thursday

COMEDY—"HOME CURED''

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

What
lies
beyond
the
door

«•

His
Secretary
With

NORMA SHEARER
and Lew Cody
------ ADDED FEATURE -------

PETE
MORRISON
in

“THE
DESPERATE GAME”
yOCTL shriek!! You’ll howl!
You’re in for a big time!
for never has Buster made a pic-

See His Wonder Horse
Liqhtning

Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK;

Coming All Next Week
Lion Bros. Circusland
Not a Motion Picture

FRANK TUTTLE PACauCTlCN
AOOtPH lUllOA ... just

l lasav

THOROUGHLY spnib-,1

and yet thoroughly lov
able daughter of wealth
placed in a position where
by she becomes absolutely
and irrevocably “tamed.”

lure to equal this great comedy of
the wide-open spaces!

Directed by BUSTER KEATON; St.r,
by Lex Neel and Raymond Cenaon.

a

I

Front the st ry by Fannie
Hurst—Set nn
play
by
James Asht. ore Creelman.

NOW IS THE TIME

to have your gas stoves and heaters over
hauled and put in shape for the summer.
Prompt service.
Prico reasonable.

PLUS—COMEDY FABLES

NEWS

JOHN MOULAISON
Plumbing and Jobbing.

Tel. 749-It

ROCKLAND.

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Page Eight

PROTECTION
Adainsf
Burglary

Against
Tire

Against
Decay

Once your house is properly
painted it is insured against de
cay. Decay is just as destructive
as (ire.

Paint, to sene its real purpose, must protect
—a pleasing effect is only a by-product. Buy
your nouse paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.

SWP
(Sherwin-Williami House Paint)
has in it the staying, weather-resisting properties that
give a house protection. It has wonderful covering
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements; it insures value in your property; it insures
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Williams product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, etc.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints Garnishes

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND. -

- - MAINE

scares its price
with many motor cars
-but its \fa/ue with none
C 15 39 NP

Because of the great number of
Buicfcs bought each year, and
because every dollar of the savings
of great volume goes back into
Buick value, Buick’s moderate
price buys quality.
Buick can, and does build its cars the
way all motor car engineera would like
to build theirs, if their volume or selling
price permitted.

•F«r rielit rm<riitw< Buick is telling more care today than
»,or, Bunk ho, led. in
, ,
. "
. , , .
—

.olume of min. .11 ever before in Buick history.* The
members «/ ib« No- public wants finer transportation at
lionHAuiomobile,
.
- .
.
Chan.: dr of Commerce. lower cost. And in Buick they get It.

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY
Division of General Motors Corporation
FLINT, MICHIGAN

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET

An Invitation
Is extended to you to open a
savings account with one dol
lar or more. To start saving
is the main thing, after that
it is easy with the use of a
MONEY BARREL.

Call at this Bank and get your
MONEY BARREL

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Maine

“Mark Every Grave”
We are one of the oldest established firms, in Cemetery
Memorials, in Knox County, and carry a complete line of
Granite and Marble Memorials to choose from.
All work done with the latest improved machinery, and will
be pleased to quote prices on work delivered in this or the ad
joining Counties. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 20, 1926.

EAST UNION, MAINE

Boy Scouts
Oiklpnd Park was the rendezvous
Saturday when a number of Scouts
hiked out of the city for a day In the
field. After cooking dinners on die
rocks, one of which was the excellent
stew made by Wesley Wasgatt of
Troop 6. the scouts passed some of
their requirements and then conclud
ed their day with a game of flag
raiding.
....
Troop 6 met on Monday night to
continue with their patrol projects
for points.
....
Troop 3 met on Tuesday night,
holding their regular meeting and
working on the patrol quarters.
* * . •
Troop 8 of Seascouts held their
meeting in Legion hall on Wednesday
night continuing with their appren
tice requirements, signal drill ut-.d
setting up drill.
....
Thursday evening was picked full
of activity for Troop 2. due largely
to an unheralded turn of events. The
Methodist vestry being in a state of
repair. Scoutmaster Milligan won
dered what was to be done with 17
scouts and no meeting place. A pow
wow was held which resulted in the
dispatch of Robert Gregory to round
up ltis scouts with warm clothes and
frying pans. At 5 o'clock they took
the trail with assistant Pugh towards
Thomaston, where upon arriving at
the Johnson farm they found Robert
Johnson, one of their troop, await
ing them in the unused carpenter
shop with fires going and table set.
iAfter cooking their suppers and feast
ing heartily they had an evening of
scouting and at about 8.30 the start
was made for home. Singing their
two mile journey to Rockland they
all agreed that It was all ended too
soon.
• • • •

CORNS

REPUBLICAN
AS

STATE

•►•

PLATFORM

ADOPTED

AT

PORTLAND

At the Republican State Convention in Portland. April 6. the following
platform was adopted:
w
National Administration

Lift Off-No Pain!

The Republicans of Maine, in convention assembled, reaffirm their
belief in the Reepublican party as the party of construction and progress,
and pledge anew their support to its principles.
We believe in party government, as opposed to the “bloc’ system. ’One
hundred and liftv years of stability, growth and prosperity under the twoparty system has produced the sound and prosperous economic conditions
and orderly processes of government which prevail today in the 1 nited
States. Contrast with that the economic ruin and political chaos in those
.nations where the “bloc" system has paralyzed responsible government.
We unreservedly endorse the administration of President Coolidge.
The conduct of the nation’s business by him and his party associates fully
justifies the vote of confidence and approval given him by the American
people in the 1924 elections, and furnishes continued demonstration of his
statesmanship. We especially commend the calmness and poise which
characterize his treatment of the tasks at hand and the firmness with
which he holds to the fundamental principles of sound government and.
• economy, regardless of the demands of political expediency. \\ e believe
■ the American people, regardless of party, have an abiding faith and confi
dence in his integrity, judgment and economic viewpoint.
The cornerstone of the Coolidge administration is public economy, a
Doesn't hurt one bit! Prop a little policy of which our nation and the world stand in great need. I nder his
“Freezone” on an aching corn, in administration the public debt has been reduced by $1,700,000,000. and
stantly that corn stops hurting, then routine expenditures brought to the lowest point consistent with efficiency.
shortly you lift it right off with Federal taxes have been reduced $1,000,000,000 during the Coolidge admini
fingers.
stration and largely because of his leadership. In this reduction all classes
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of of citizens and all sections of the country have shared. None more gen
“Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient erally than the average tax payer with a smaller income. This tax revision
to remove every hard corn, soft corn, has been so carried out that the heavy hand of oppressive taxation has been
or corn between the toes, and the foot lifted from industry, productive enterprise and individual initiative.
calluses, without soreness or irrita
The corollary to the administration’s policy of public economy is the
tion.
policy of refunding the debts owed this government by foreign powers. The
settlements effected thus far have been upon a basis dictated by good busi
ness, sound financing, and fair dealing as between debtors and creditor.
THE GRANITE TRADE They have given a feeling of stability to the financial structures of»Kurope
and reaffirmed the principle of the validity and solemnity of international
Union Secretaries Tell of the contracts and obligations, a principle which is essential to the continued
i'aithf of nations, one with another, and the progress of civilization.
Conditions At Clark Island
The traditional Republican policy of protective tariff is again demon
strafing its wisdom. As a revenue producer, the present law excels any
and Stonington.
tariff in American history, the custom house receipts being annually in
excess of half a billion dollars. Contrary to Democratic predictions, it had
Granite conditions In two nearby not erected a “Chinese wall’’ nrotffid this country, for every civilized nation
localities are thus set forth in letters in the world is selling us more goods now than at any time prior to the
from corresponding secretaries to the World War or during any period under the Underwood tariff, either before
current issue of the Quarry Workers' or after the war. It has secured to the American producer in factory and
Jhurnal.
on farm the best market in the world.—namely, the American consumer. It
. • • .
has maintained for the American working man the highest standard of
wages ami living in the world.
Clark Island
The policy of President Coolidge in our foreign relations can not be
We held our regular meeting March
more concisely expressed than in his own language in his last annual mes
18 with Brother LcRoy Jackson in
the chair and had a fair attendance. sage to the Congress:
“The policy of our foreign relations, casting aside any sugges- ■
It is getting quite spring-like down
tion of force, rests solely on the foundation of peace, good will and
here and the snow is fast leaving us.
go<'d works. We have sought in our intercourse with other nations
but owing to a couple of accidents
better understandings through eonfeience and exchange of views as
at the plant the work has been some
befits beings endowed with reason. The results have been the grad
what delayed. It seem's to be pick
ual elimination of disputes, the settlement of controversies and the
ing up just now and new men lire
establishment of a firmer friendship between America and the rest
appearing each day. It looks like a
of the world than has ever existed at any previous time.’’
busy season for us all.
Ralph E. Doherty, Sec.
Agriculture
• • • •
M’e take a just pride in those sections of Maine where farming is profit
Stonington
able and farmers are prosperous.
We pledge ourselves to every proper form of assistance, including
We held our regular meeting on
March 11. at Gott's hall, with a .poor I encouragement of rural electrification to make agriculture profitable in other
attendance.
sections, and commend to the people of Maine a greater reliance on our
Since mv last report the Deer agricultural college and experiment station.
Island Granite Corporation has reWater Power
stimed operations again after a six
,
.
, ... ... . .
weeks' lavoff
|
"'e rfcOFnlze that 11 ls the established policy of this State to retain
March 23 we held a special meet -1 Maln,e's hydro-electric energy within our own borders for the use of our
ing with a large attendance. As usual.:'*0’’1* “nd oor industries, and that our future prosperity and development
when a matter of great importance ’a,«Iv «c',ind ‘">on 'he adoption and maintenance of wise and far-seeing
comes up they will attend 100 per 1 hydro-electric policy.
We welcome unprejudiced and unselfish discussion of this paramount
cent strong; whereas, at a regular!
Issue On the one hand are those who believe that Maine's present hydromeeting only a few come out. The
, electric policy is retarding the State's proper development; on the other
purpose of this special meeting wa«
are those, equally sincere, who hold that it is to lie the State's advantage and
that the Benisch Brothers and the
for the protection of present and future generations to adhere to our present
Deer Isle Granite Corporation pre
ferred a three years' bill instead of policy even though complete development of all our water resources l>e
a one year's bill—this was the only somewhat delayed.
Between these conflicting views there is a wide divergence of opinion.
objection between the contractors
and the branch.
The agreement Our citizens, however, are united in wishing to encourage reasonable
further development of hydro-electricity while at the same time conserving
called for an increase of 28 cents' to
44 cents a day. so brothers, with the and protecting the rights of future generations of Maine people.

Troops 1 and !' gathered In the ves
try of the Baptist church on Thurs
day evening, with iMrents and friends
to celebrate the 5th anniversary of
Troop 1. The troop's activity through
five years is due chiefly to the untir
ing efforts and loyalty of Scoutmaster
Albert D. Mills, who has been the
leader since the troop organized In
1H21. Few leaders have stuck to their
posts as has Mr. Mills with his boys,
seeing the old ones go and new ones
take their places. always with the ob
jective of an active, happy troop.
They are now entitled to wear the 5year emblem on their troop flag and
Mr. Mills together with Charles Demmons and Francis -Merchant now
wear the silver star with a red back
ground, significant of live years of
scouting. After a program of demon
strations, the Scout Executive was
asked to say a word of greeting which
was concluded with the presentation
to Mr. Mills of a handsome wrist
watch, the gift of the two troops and
the people interested in the church.
Wallace Kent was also presented with
the Merit Radge In Electricity which
was awarded him at the last Court
nf Honor. This is the first Merit
Badge to be won in Rockland. Mr.
Mills then expressed his appreciation
of the handsome gift and the cere
two union concerns In Stonington we)
The present
discussion of this problem is wholesome, and
mony was concluded with scout songs
from it a proper solution, no doubt, ultimately will emerge -Some common
have an agreement until April. 1929.
and yells around the campfire.
ground may yet be found on which all can stand. This issue should he
....
A. Bye. Sec,
treated calmly and without prejudice and should be kept free from partisan. |
Toledo. Ohio, has a new tenderfoot
political or persona! bias.
In its Scout ranks. Mayor Fred J. olds were registered. A copy of the
We believe that all agree ilia; under no circumstances whatever should
Mery, to whom the outn was adminis Handbook was mailed to each boy the State of Maine relimiuish any portion of its present control, jurisdic
tered recently by two local Scouts. so that it would reach him on his tion find regulation over the hydro-electric resources within our borders. •
After making the Scout promises, the birthday. The Scout Council then
State Affairs
Mayor received a copy of the Boy mailed to each a letter of congratu
Me endorse the Republican administration of the State's affairs during
Scout Handbook and the Scoutmas lations and an Invitation to visit
ter's Handbook. He was also taught Scout headquarters. The bank in the past two years. Rigid ^economy has been practiced and resultant saving
the official grip, sign, and salute.
turn wrote every one of the boys tell has paved the way for needed additions to our State institutions.
* . • *
The attractions of Maine have been widely advertised. Greatly increased
ing them how highly that Institution
summer business has resulted. A reasonable increase in permanent resi
While Scout Robert Martin of Au regarded Scouting and expressing the
dents has been made. More farms should be occupied. More industries
gusta. Ga„ was talking with some hope that each lad would join a troop.
should be established.
♦ ♦ • •
paper boys near the railroad tracks,
M'e recommend the present policy of publicity inaugurated by the Gov
lie noticed an elderly colored man
Knowing what to do if you are lost ernor and ubly assisted by all classes of citizens.
stopping on the roadbed with his In a forest is one mark of the real
pushcart. At the same time, Martin scout. Donald Nichols and William
Education
heard the whistle of an approaching Van Dyke of Smethport. Pa., showed
The Republicans of Maine take great pride in the growth and effici
train. Glancing at the old man. the Intelligent head work and good train ency of our schools during recent years. Of all tlie problems in educa
scout saw that the former was mak ing when they recently lost tlie trail tion the rural school is the most difficult. Our high schools and academies
ing no attempt to get himself or the to camp and were obliged to spend a have doubled in attendance and increased in the efficiency of instruction.
cart out of danger. Realizing that winter night in the woods. As they
M'e approve the effort now being made by our educations forces to
the man was deaf the boy ran to him could not start with.their companions increase the thoroughness in the fundamentals of learning, in citizenship
and gave him a push, knocking him on a weekend trip to camp, the two
and in loyalty to Maine.
off tlie tracks. Martin next got the boys set out alone later In the day to
Education in agriculture, industrial and home economic subjects is
cart out of danger just as the train join their friends. At the top of the
helping to develop an appreciation of the resources of our State.
was about 100 feet away.
hill on the way they became confused
M'e pledge continued encouragement to all forms of education from
♦ ♦ ♦ *
and found that the high wind had the primary schools to completion in the university.
Throe rows of armchairs in a Min obliterated the tracks of their com
Good Roads
neapolis Sunday school are reminders panions. llatlicf than run the risk
The State under successive Republican administrations has made steady
of Scout skill and industry. Members of becoming lost in the fores’ ex
of Troop 63 recently built the seats panse. they unslung their packs and and healthy progress In load improvement and we now have 3,800 miles of
as a good turn for the Minnehaha made beds in a depression beside a improved road. M'e pledge ourselves to a continuance of the program so
stump. They rolled up snugly in well begun.
Methodist church.
« « • «
their blankets, intending to go ahead
Forestry
The enrollment in Boy Scout ranks the following day. Some time after
Realizing
that
our
vast
forest
resources must be protected and con
midnight
a
game
protector,
passing
of 51 per cent of all the 12-year-old
lads in Home, N. Y.. is attributed to that way found the boys, who were served. we commend anti endorse the efficient protective system of the State.
Especially do we commend the movement for the development of the
the action of a local bank in issuing sleeping soundly. He awakened the
hardwood resources of the State, for in this direction we believe are great
complimentary copies of the- Scout pair and took them to the camp.
• • • •
opportunities for industrial expansion and growth.
handbook. Scout representatives vis
M’e recommend to the next Legislature careful consideration of a propo
Sea Scouts are looking forward to
ited the houses of all town boys of
Scout age, and delivered the books. a season of much activity. Five sition for State nurseries which shall sell seedings at cost for reforestation
Thirty-fbe per cent of the recruits thousand boys have bought the new purposes.
were Polish and Italian. In 1924 a Sea Scout manual, which was issued
Economy and Taxation
plan somewhat similar was carried last June, and many of these lads
Our expanding highway program, our constantly improving public
out, and 38 per cent of the 12-year- have been busy in carpenter shops
school system, our institutions for the rare of the State's unfortunates,
during the winter building sturdy
which are not yet fully adequate for the purpose, require much money. No
boats.
Constructing their own boats was thinking citizen wants these things neglected. Taxation sufficient to pro
an idea started last summer by nine vide for these needs should- not be subject to criticism. Economy in
Spasmodic Croup is frequently
Sea Scouts in Hammond, ind Dur administration, careful .-lifeguards against waste and an equitable distribu
relieved by one application of—
ing the vacation period the boys built tion of Hie burdens of taxation will be the policy of the Republican party.
a twenty-foot, flat-bottomed, ailing
Prohibition
dory carrying eight oars, a seventeenM'e are proud of the fact that our State was the pioneer prohibitory
foot
mast
and
a
twenty-one-foot
'ltd Yearly
Slate of the Union. We reaffirm our unswerving loyalty to Hie prohibi
Over 21
boom. The Scouts did ail the work tion cause as expressed ill tile ISth Amendment and laws supplemental
themselves and expect to take a thereto, and go op record as opposing all attempt to repeal or weaken them.
FEATHER MATTRESSES
cruise on Lake Michigan tills sum
M'e pledge our parly to strict, impartial and aggressive enforcement of
mer.
Now is the time to have your
these as well as of other laws, both State and national.
Captain F. H. Mills of the National
feather beds made into Sanitary
Feather Folding Mattresses: also
Camping Department has just com
pleted a twelve-foot rowboat that will
renovate Feather Pillows and Hair
serve as a model for Seoul
The
Mattresses. All work satisfactory.
boat carries six boys. Blueprints will
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston, Me.
soon bo available for Scouts who
Telephone 25'5.
45-56
want to build such a boat either for
life-having drill or Sea Scout work.
Ship model making is growing in
popularity in scout circles. Last year
the American Marine Association of
fered to tlie boys at Kanahwahkc
REALTOR
■Camps three prizes, including a trip
to Europe, a cruise through tlie Pana
ma Canal and a voyage around the
Great Lakes. A special instructor
Bought, Sold and Traded. was engaged and a building camp
turned over for a shipyard. More
Shore and Lake Property was
than 100 models were constructed.
I Plans are being made to develop such
» a Specialty
contests in a number of camps this
LISTINGS SOLICITED
summer. In Chicago groups are now
at work on model racing yachts,’ and
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
expect to hold races during the va
Telephone 1181-W
Most
of All Teas
cation season.

Guess!!
No — Not a Phonograph — it’s an
Upstairs Heater — the

Atlantic
WARM AIR CIRCULATOR.
A truly wonderful
invention—sets close
to the wall,looks like
a Vietrola or Radio
Cabinet — but really
a cast iron stove in a
beautiful enamel easing, walnut finish.
Actslikeacirculating furnace. Draws
air from surrounding
rooms, up through
the grill work, then
out again—moisture
artificially added —
constant ventilation
—economy, comfort,
health. Easy to clean
— no blacking — an
ornament in the fin
est surroundings —
absolutely guaran
teed.
Product of the Portland
Stove Foundry Co.

Liberal Time
Payment Terms

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
Rockland, Maine

Security Trust Company
C "No habit is so easy to form, none so hard to
break, as that of reckless spending. On the other
side, none is more certain to contribute to security
and happiness, than the habit of thrift, of savings,
of balanced budgets and living within incomes.
If I could urge upon the American people a single
rule applicable to every one of them, it would be
to learn to spend somewhat less than your income
all the time."—Calvin Coolidge.

4% PAID
on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

SECURITY

ROCKLAND
UNION,
VINALHAVEN,
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It affords you to avail your
self

of the good

service we

place at your command.

Every

department offers you facilities

of

proven worth.

Make

this

your depositary.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The Rockland
Nat i onal Ban k
AtThe sTg
Norlh Natioru

VICKS
▼ VAPORUB

L. A. THURSTON

CO.

RESOURCES $3,856,000.00

cROUP

“Economy Is Wealth"

TRUST

J

IS YOU BANK ACCOUNT
AT THE NORTH
NATIONAL BANK?
Have YOU a Checking Account
with us? There is a big advantage
in paying your bills by chock—it
gives you receipts that cant bo dis
puted—it enhances your standing.
We would be pleased to have YOUR
Checking Account.

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
Member of Federal Reserve Bank

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

